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PROJECT NO:
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APPLICANT:
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REQUEST:

TO DEVELOP AND OPERATE A 200 MEGAWATT SOLAR
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANT ON APPROXIMATELY 2,731
ACRES OF AGRICULTURAL LAND

LOCATION/SITUS:

4.5 MILES SOUTHWEST OF SANTA NELLA, SOUTHWEST OF
THE INTERSECTION OF INTERSTATE 5 AND SR 33/152, AND
APPROXIMATELY ONE MILE NORTH OF LOS BANOS CREEK
RESERVOIR

APN:

13 SEPARATE TAX PARCELS

SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICT:

5 – O’BANION

MUNICIPAL ADVISORY COUNCIL: NONE
The following table shows the General Plan, Zoning and Current Land Use designations of the project
site and those adjacent parcels generally located to the north, east, south and west of this request:

ON SITE
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
WEST

GENERAL PLAN
Foothill Pasture
Urban Residential
Foothill Pasture and Fox Hills
Foothill Pasture
Foothill Pasture

ZONING
A-2
Multiple
A-2
A-2
A-2

CURRENT LAND USE
Grazing and Dry Land Farming
Vacant (Villages of Laguna San Luis)
Grazing and Vacant Land
Grazing
Grazing

AGRICULTURAL PRESERVE: The project site is located within the Agricultural Preserve and 1,282.45
acres (47% of the gross project area) are under Williamson Act Contract.
WEBSITE FOR PROJECT DOCUMENTS: www.co.merced.ca.us/planning
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I.

INTRODUCTION
In response to the circulated Final Environmental Impact Report, the Community and Economic
Development Department received a comment letter from the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife. The letter was received on January 13, 2015, on the day prior to the scheduled January
14, 2015 Planning Commission hearing on the project. In order to allow full review of the
comments made in this letter, the Planning Commission voted to continue the item for one week
to January 21, 2015. This supplemental report is to respond to the January 13, 2015 letter
(hereinafter “Letter”), which is attached to this Supplemental Staff Report as Attachment 1.

II.

REVIEW OF ITEMS RAISED IN CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME LETTER,
JANUARY 13, 2015
The CDFW’s comments primarily focus on the details of mitigation measures included in the Final
EIR, and also provide recommendations on project design. The comments do not raise any new
impacts not identified in the EIR. In response to these comments, the County has made minor
revisions to some of the mitigation measures in the EIR. A full response letter to each item is
attached to this Staff Report (Attachment 2).
Issue A: 1) The mitigation measure requiring the buffer on the west side of the project site states
that “the portion of the buffer under control of the project applicant will be managed as low
grassland suitable for San Joaquin kit fox and associated grassland species”, and 2) the buffer is
not proposed to be restricted by a conservation easement.
Staff Response to Issue A:
The buffer is a part of the overall mitigation measure, which is intended to ensure that project
facilities, including arrays, not be placed in the buffer area, allowing passage for kit foxes along
the west side of the project. A small portion of the buffer area lies on the other side of the
property line, and is owned by another landowner. This portion is currently grazed grasslands
and it is not foreseeable that the area would be developed in any way that would be incompatible
with kit fox use. Additionally, the mitigation measure will be implemented as a condition of
approval. County conditions of approval would ensure the buffer exists as long as the solar
operation continues to exist. At such time as the solar facility ceases operation, the site will be
required to be returned to open space or grazing land. At that time, the use of the land would be
compatible with kit fox use. For this reason, permanent restriction of the buffer area with a
conservation easement would not be appropriate.
It should be noted that the applicant made efforts to coordinate a lease with the adjacent land
owner in order to provide this additional buffer area. The landowner, who declined an agreement
to do so, cited their intent to use that land as conservation easement area for their own
development, the Villages of Laguna San Luis, generally located to the northwest of the project
site. Further, the adjacent site is currently grazing land which has no development proposed or
reasonably foreseeable. The use of the adjacent parcel is not expected to change. Finally, the
applicants are working with their engineering team to find a way to potentially relocate
arrays/panels in order to provide this access area for the kit fox.
Issue B: Blunt-Nosed Leopard Lizard Potential Habitat on Site Requires Surveys
Staff Response to Issue B:
The EIR presents substantial evidence to show that the project site is not currently habitat for the
BNLL. For example, the following description of site surveys for such habitat is presented on
page 3.4-8 of the Draft EIR:
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A special-status species habitat evaluation was conducted May 11–12, 2013 by Hansen’s
Biological Consulting. The surveyors assessed the project site’s, and adjacent areas,
suitability for several special-status species including: blunt-nosed leopard lizard, giant
kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ingens), and San Joaquin kit fox. The surveyors walked parallel
transects spaced at 30-meter intervals across the project site. Surveyors searched for and
noted large burrows, burrow complexes, scat, prey remains, and tracks. The surveyors also
recorded any observed species. Particular attention was given to areas of annual grassland
and areas that had been fallow for extended periods of time. No sign of the target species
was detected during these surveys.
CNDDB occurrences are summarized on page 3.4-25 of the Draft EIR, with the closest record
(from 1979) being more than 0.5 mile away from the project site. Mitigation Measures BIO-2a and
BIO-8a, which are provided to address a broad range of biological resources impacts, require
biological resources monitoring during construction, which would ensure that if any BNLLs are on
the site in areas disturbed by project construction, they would be detected, CDFW and USFWS
staff would be contacted, and appropriate measures would be taken.
In response to the specific concerns of the CDFW regarding buffers for the BNLL, minor changes
have been made to a portion of Mitigation Measure BIO-22, requiring consultation as to
appropriate buffer size if the species is found on the project site, as detailed in the attached
Revised Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Attachment 3).
Issue C: Burrowing Owl Survey and Avoidance Measures Should Be Updated
Staff Response to Issue C:
The CDFW requests minor changes to Mitigation Measure BIO-24, and changes have been
made to this mitigation measure as follows. Only the portions of the mitigation that will change as
a result of the comment are included below. The full text is included in Attachment 2, Revised
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program


A qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction take avoidance surveys for burrowing
owl no less more than 14 days prior to and within 24 hours of initiating ground-disturbing
activities. The survey area shall encompass the work area and a 500-foot buffer around
this area, as private land access allows. If project-related activities are suspended for
more than 30 days, the biologist shall re-survey the project site.



To the maximum extent feasible, construction activities within 500 feet meters of active
burrowing owl burrows shall be avoided during the nesting season (February 1–August
31).



If an active burrow is identified near a proposed work area and work cannot be conducted
outside the nesting season (February 1–August 31), a no‐activity zone shall be
established by a biologist experienced with burrowing owls in coordination with CDFW.
The no‐activity zone shall be large enough to avoid nest abandonment and will extend a
minimum of 250 feet 500 meters around the burrow. Any variance in this buffer distance
shall be discussed with CDFW.



If burrowing owls are present at the site during the nonbreeding season (September 1–
January 31), a qualified biologist shall establish a no‐activity zone that extends a minimum
of 150 feet 500 meters around the burrow., in coordination with CDFW. The no‐activity
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zone shall be large enough to avoid nest abandonment. Any variance on this buffer
distance will be discussed with CDFW.
Issue D: Revisions to minimum no-disturbance buffers for Raptors and Migratory Birds
Staff Response to Issue D:
The CDFW requests minor changes to Mitigation Measure BIO-29, and changes have been
made to this mitigation measure as shown below. The changes have been made as
recommended with the exception of the request for nests to be continuously surveyed for the 24
hours preceding construction, based on the project biologist’s opinion that monitoring a bird nest
continuously for 24-hours would cause more impacts to the nesting bird than are necessary to
achieve the objective. For example, this would mean monitoring nests through the night, possibly
using lights to determine the nesting birds behavior. This creates an artificial situation which the
nesting birds would almost certainly react to, and probably not in a favorable way. The concept of
establishing baseline bird behavior is an important one, and has been included in the revision.
Mitigation Measure BIO-29: Avoid and minimize impacts on nesting birds
The following measures shall be implemented to ensure that the proposed project does not
have a significant impact on nesting special-status and non–special-status birds.
 Remove suitable nesting habitat (trees and ground vegetation) during the nonbreeding season (generally September 16 through December 31).


To the extent feasible, avoid construction activities in or near suitable or occupied
nesting habitat during the breeding season of birds (generally January 1 through
September 15).



If construction activities (including vegetation removal, clearing, and grading) will occur
during the nesting season for migratory birds, a qualified biologist shall conduct
preconstruction nesting bird surveys no more than 10 days prior to construction
activities within a given work area. Suitable habitat within the construction area and
accessible areas within a 500-foot buffer shall be surveyed for tree-nesting raptors,
and a 50-foot buffer shall be surveyed for all other for all bird species. The initial
survey shouldshall be conducted no more than 10 days prior to construction to allow
sufficient time to develop an avoidance strategy if nests are identified. A final survey
shouldshall be conducted within 24 hours of ground-disturbing activities.



If an active nest is identified near a given work area and work cannot be conducted
outside the nesting season (January 1 through September 15), a no‐activity zone shall
be established around the nest by a biologist with avian experience in coordination
with USFWS and/or CDFW. Fencing and/or flagging shall be used to delineate the noactivity zone. To minimize the potential to affect the reproductive success of the
nesting pair, the extent of the no-activity zone shall be based on the distance of the
activity to the nest, the type and extent of the proposed activity, the duration and
timing of the activity, the sensitivity and habituation of the species, and the dissimilarity
of the proposed activity to background activities. The no‐activity zone shall be large
enough to avoid nest abandonment and shall generally range between 50 and 1,000
feet from the nest, or as otherwise required by USFWS and/or CDFW, depending on
the species 250 feet for non-listed bird species and 500 feet for non-listed raptor
species. Any variance from those buffers shall be discussed with CDFW and USFWS.
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If no-activity buffers are not possible for an active nest(s) then a qualified biologist
shall monitor the nest(s) during the 24 hours prior to the commencement of
construction activities. Monitoring shall occur for a long enough period of time that the
biologist can establish behavior patterns for the nest birds. This may take several
hours. Once construction activity commences the active bird nest(s) shall be
monitored continuously while construction activities are occurring, and from a distance
that will not result in the nesting bird to flush from the nest or change its behavior in
response to the biologist. If the behavior of the nesting bird changes in response to
any construction activity, that activity shall be halted by the biologist and shall not
continue as long as the nest is active.
All hollow vertical tubes, such as solar mount poles and chain link fence poles will be
capped upon installation to prevent the entrapment of migratory birds.

Issue E: Request for Submission of Lake and Streambed Alteration Notification
Staff Response to Issue E:
The EIR presents substantial evidence based on evaluation in the field that there are no defined
bed and banks within the project site which will be altered by the project. Figure 3.4-1 of the Draft
EIR shows features on the project site based on field surveys performed for the EIR. As shown
on Figure 2-3, of the Draft EIR, all of these features will be avoided.
Issue F: Revise Mitigation Measure BIO-27 Dates
Staff Response to Issue F:
The CDFW proposes minor revisions to Mitigation Measure BIO-27a. These revisions have been
made as shown below. Only the portions of the mitigation measure that were modified as a result
of the comment are included below.
Mitigation Measure BIO-27a: Avoid and minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s hawks
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and minimize effects on nesting
Swainson’s hawks.
 The two trees within project footprint that will need to be removed for construction or
any other trees within the project site that need to be removed or trimmed for project
construction shall be done between September 16 and January December 31 to avoid
adversely affecting nesting Swainson’s hawk and other nesting birds.
Issue G: Recommend Against Use of Herbicides
Staff Response to Issue G:
Herbicide use has now been prohibited. This updates Mitigation Measures BIO-9, BIO-19, BIO22, BIO-25, and BIO-34.
Issue H: Redesign or re-phase to remove temporary staging areas and confine impacts to
permanent facilities.
Staff Response to Issue H:
The EIR evaluated the impact of the temporary use for staging and storage during construction of
up to 200 acres of land not proposed for permanent use for the project. In response to the
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CDFW’s recommendation, the County will impose a Condition of Approval requiring that such
temporary uses on land not proposed to be used for project facilities and operation by limited to
50 acres.
Issue I: Avoid entrapment of San Joaquin Kit Fox per enclosed guidelines.
Staff Response to Issue I:
The CDFW proposes minor revisions to Mitigation Measures BIO-8a, BIO-10, BIO-35, and BIO36. The potential for trenches and holes to result in wildlife entrapment is disclosed as a potential
impact in the EIR. The mitigation measure included in the EIR is consistent with a mitigation
measure included in the Wright Solar Park Habitat Conservation Plan, published in the Federal
Register by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Monday, January 12th. The USFWS has
provided a detailed measure that aims to protect against the same issue: animals becoming
trapped in open holes or trenches. The mitigation measure in the FEIR is consistent with
language in the draft Habitat Conservation Plan, which was developed to meet the requirements
of the USFWS. The revisions to the measures shown below are an attempt to reconcile the
USFWS and CDFW measures. Only the portions of the mitigation measures that were modified
as a result of the comment are included below.

III.



To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or other animals during the
construction phase of the project, all excavated, steep-walled holes or trenches more than
5 2 feet deep shall be covered at the close of each working day, or at any time when
crews are not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by plywood or similar materials. Any
covers that are installed shall be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should
the need arise. If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some means of inspecting
the inside of the hole shall be installed (e.g., Plexiglas windows) so that biological
monitors can ensure no animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 5 2 feet
deep shall may either be covered or be provided with escape ramps at a rate of one ramp
every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a
slope no steeper than 45 degrees. If wooden planks are used, perpendicular grooves or
rungs shall be provided to aid in traction. All holes and trenches, whether covered or
uncovered, more than 2 feet deep shall be inspected daily prior to the start of the
construction day, around midday, and at the end of each construction day as they are
being covered for the night. These inspections shall occur for trapped animals regardless
of whether or not work is occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are filled, they
shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall not continue until trapped
animals have moved out of or are removed from the open trench and relocated to a
location approved by the Wildlife Agencies.



The CDFW-approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open trenches, pits, and
under construction equipment and material left onsite in the morning, afternoon, and
evening, and prior to equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for
amphibians that may have become trapped or are seeking refuge.

CONCLUSION
Staff requests that the Planning Commission review Conditional Use Permit Application No.
CUP12-017 and consider a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors that addresses:
a. The Project Environmental Impact Report.
b. Approval of the project.
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Possible motions for consideration by the Planning Commission are provided in Section IV of this
supplemental staff report.
IV.

REQUESTED ACTIONS
A.

CEQA Recommendation

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend the following recommendation to
the Board of Supervisors on the Project Environmental Impact Report, together with the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program, and the Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding
Considerations.
Motion: The Planning Commission Recommends that the Board of Supervisors certifies the
Project Final Environmental Impact Report based on 3 CEQA findings:
1.

A list of findings pertaining to the preparation of the Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) and the disposition of individual impacts are contained in the Findings of
Fact attached to the staff report.

2.

With implementation of the Mitigation Measures and Conditions of Approval, the
project will not be a nuisance, or detrimental to the public health, safety, or general
welfare and will be compatible with surrounding uses.

3.

The Commission certifies that:
a)
b)

c)

B.

The Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA.
The Final EIR was presented to the decision-making body of the lead
agency, and that the decision-making body reviewed and considered the
information contained in the final EIR prior to approving the project.
The Final EIR reflects the lead agency’s independent judgment and
analysis.

Project Determination

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission take the following five actions:
a. Approve Conditional Use Permit No. CUP12-017, based on the project findings and
subject to the recommended conditions of approval provided in the Staff Report dated
January 14, 2015, including the CEQA Mitigation Measures, in addition to adding
Condition of Approval #23:
23. Temporary uses on land not proposed to be used for project facilities and
operation by limited to 50 acres.
b. Adopt the CEQA Environmental Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding
Considerations;
c. Approve the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program;
d. Removal of the project site from the Williamson Act Agricultural Preserve; and,
e. Partial cancellation of the Williamson Act contracts that include the project site.
Motion:

The Planning Commission recommends the Board of Supervisors consider approving
Conditional Use Permit Application No. CUP12-017 (Wright Solar Park) based upon
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the project findings and subject to the conditions of approval recommended in the
January 14, 2015 Staff Report, in addition to new Condition of Approval #23, including
the CEQA Mitigation Measures as revised in the Revised Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program; remove the project site from the Williamson Act Agricultural
Preserve; and, partial cancellation of the Williamson Act contracts that include the
project site.
IX.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Letter from California Department of Fish and Wildlife dated January 13, 2015
2. Responses to Comments to California Department of Fish and Wildlife letter dated January
13, 2015
3. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Revised)
4. Findings of Fact (Revised)

cc:

Wright Solar Park, LLC
ICF International, Sacramento Office

Introduction
This document provides responses to comments provided by the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife following publication of the Final EIR for the Wright Solar project in their letter dated
January 13, 2015.
The CDFW’s comments primarily focus on the details of mitigation measures included in the Final
EIR, and also provide recommendations on project design. The comments do not raise any new
impacts not identified in the EIR. In response to these comments, the County has made minor
revisions to some of the mitigation measures in the EIR.

Comment

Response
The CDFW’s concerns relate to Mitigation Measure BIO‐37, specifically the highlighted bullet. The
comments are that 1) the mitigation measure requiring the buffer on the west side of the project site
states that “the portion of the buffer under control of the project applicant will be managed as low
grassland suitable for San Joaquin kit fox and associated grassland species”, and 2) the buffer is not
proposed to be restricted by a conservation easement.
BIO‐37: Enhance and maintain site conditions to allow San Joaquin kit fox dispersal through the
project site
The following measures shall be implemented to enhance and maintain site conditions for potential San
Joaquin kit fox movement through the project site. These measures shall be included in the operations and
management plans developed for the project site.
 The project site shall include the following features to increase the amount of movement areas for San
Joaquin kit fox:
 The solar panels shall be constructed in a layout that is consolidated to the extent feasible, while still

1

ICF













meeting the goal of using the existing contours of the land and not resulting in a large amount of earth
work.
 The battery storage facility shall be placed on the exterior of the panel layout (not in one of the
corridors) and will be constructed as close to the panels as possible to reduce the overall footprint of the
project.
 A buffer that is on average 500 feet wide shall be incorporated into the site layout on the west side of the
project area, starting at the toe of the slope and extending into the project area. No solar panels or
permanent structures will be placed in the buffer and the portion of the buffer under control of the
project applicant will be managed as low grassland suitable for San Joaquin kit fox and associated
grassland species.
 Panel array 6b shall be removed from the project layout and no solar panels or other infrastructure shall
be built east of the gas transmission corridors in NENE Section 35, as shown in Figure 2‐3.
The fenced areas within the solar arrays shall be revegetated with non‐invasive annual grasses and forbs
once project construction is completed. CDFW concurrence on the seed mixture shall be obtained prior to
revegetation.
Vegetation within the solar arrays shall be mowed at least once a year to keep the vegetation low (less than
12 inches; and preferably 3–6 inches in height).
Vegetation within the 230‐kV transmission line corridor shall either be grazed or mowed to keep the
vegetation low (less than 12 inches in height).
Small burrowing mammals shall be allowed to establish within the project site and rodenticides shall not
be used.
All fencing shall leave a 4‐ to 8‐inch opening between the fence mesh and the ground, as shall be mandated
as part of the HCP to be approved for the project by the USFWS. The bottom of the fence fabric shall be
knuckled (wrapped back to form a smooth edge) to protect wildlife that pass under the fence and slats will
be woven through the bottom row of the chain link fence to disallow San Joaquin kit fox from becoming
entangled. Fencing shall not be electrified.
The developer shall install artificial escape tunnels along the outside edge of the solar arrays (outside of
the fencing) and facing the 300‐foot wide 230‐kV transmission corridor. The developer shall also install
artificial escape tunnels along western perimeter of the solar arrays (outside of the fencing). The artificial
escape tunnels shall be placed at a minimum every 1/8‐mile in these areas. The escape tunnels shall be
sized to allow kit foxes in but shall be small enough to exclude coyotes. The escape tunnels should be of
similar design as those presented in Harrison et al. (2011). Example den designs are presented in Figure
3.4‐7.

The buffer is a part of the overall mitigation measure, which is intended to ensure that project
facilities, including arrays, not be placed in the buffer area, allowing passage for kit foxes along the
west side of the project. A small portion of the buffer area lies on the other side of the property line,
and is owned by another landowner. This portion is currently grazed grasslands and it is not
foreseeable that the area would be developed in any way that would be incompatible with kit fox
use. Additionally, the mitigation measure will be implemented as a condition of approval. County
conditions of approval would ensure the buffer exists as long as the solar operation continues to
exist. At such time as the solar facility ceases operation, the site will be required to be returned to
open space or grazing land. At that time, the use of the land would be compatible with kit fox use.
For this reason, permanent restriction of the buffer area with a conservation easement would not be
appropriate.

January 14, 2015
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Comment

Response
The EIR presents substantial evidence to show that the project site is not currently habitat for the
BNLL. For example, the following description of site surveys for such habitat is presented on page
3.4‐8 of the Draft EIR:
A special‐status species habitat evaluation was conducted May 11–12, 2013 by Hansen’s Biological
Consulting. The surveyors assessed the project site’s, and adjacent areas, suitability for several
special‐status species including: blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, giant kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ingens),
and San Joaquin kit fox. The surveyors walked parallel transects spaced at 30‐meter intervals across
the project site. Surveyors searched for and noted large burrows, burrow complexes, scat, prey
remains, and tracks. The surveyors also recorded any observed species. Particular attention was
given to areas of annual grassland and areas that had been fallow for extended periods of time. No
sign of the target species was detected during these surveys.

CNDDB occurrences are summarized on page 3.4‐25 of the Draft EIR, with the closest record (from
1979) being more than 0.5 mile away from the project site.
Impact BIO‐21 states:
Impact BIO‐21: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on blunt‐
nosed leopard lizard (Less than significant)
The project footprint represents poor habitat for blunt‐nosed leopard lizard due to the frequent
disking activities in the cropland and the density of the vegetation within the patches of grasslands
within the cropland. Based on the poor habitat conditions, blunt‐nosed leopard lizard is not expected
to occur within the immediate project site and would not be affected by the project. The proposed
project would have a less‐than‐significant impact on blunt‐nosed leopard lizard. No mitigation is
required.

January 14, 2015
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As stated in Impact BIO‐22, “Over the life of the project, areas within the solar arrays may become
suitable for blunt‐nosed leopard lizard because of the discontinuation of farming, maintenance of
low‐growing vegetation, and a potential increase in the number of small mammals occupying these
areas and providing additional refuge habitat.” For this reason, mitigation measures, including
avoidance and minimization measures, as well as the compensation provided as a part of the HCP
(Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b), are proposed for potential impacts on BNLL during operation of the
project and decommissioning.
Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐8a, which are provided to address a broad range of biological
resources impacts, require biological resources monitoring during construction, which would
ensure that if any BNLLs are on the site in areas disturbed by project construction, they would be
detected, CDFW and USFWS staff would be contacted, and appropriate measures would be taken.
In response to the specific concerns of the CDFW regarding buffers for the BNLL, minor changes
have been made to a portion of Mitigation Measure BIO‐22 as follows. Only the portions of the
mitigation measure that will change as a result of the project are included below.


If site conditions are determined to be suitable for blunt‐nosed leopard lizard at that
time, then presence/absence surveys for the species shall be conducted within and
adjacent to the proposed area of ground disturbance. Surveys shall be conducted
according to the most recent agency approved survey protocol. A biologist shall
search the work area for ground squirrel or gopher burrows and mark any burrows
within the work area with visible pin flags. A buffer distance of at least 50 feet shall
be maintained around burrows to avoid collapsing them. If burrows cannot be
avoided and it is determined that the activities will destroy the burrows, the
burrows shall be scoped with an endoscope to determine if they are occupied by
blunt‐nosed leopard lizards. Once confirmed that the burrow is unoccupied it will be
excavated by hand. in case any animals were not detected during scoping. If it is
determined that the burrow is occupied by a blunt‐nosed leopard lizard the lizard
shall be allowed to leave the burrow and move to an area that will not be disturbed
CDFW and USFWS shall be contacted and a sufficient buffer created to protect the
animal.

Comment

January 14, 2015
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Response
The CDFW requests minor changes to Mitigation Measure BIO‐24, and changes have been made to
this mitigation measure as follows. Only the portions of the mitigation that will change as a result of
the comment are included below.


A qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction take avoidance surveys for
burrowing owl no less more than 14 days prior to and within 24 hours of initiating
ground‐disturbing activities. The survey area shall encompass the work area and a 500‐
foot buffer around this area, as private land access allows. If project‐related activities
are suspended for more than 30 days, the biologist shall re‐survey the project site.



To the maximum extent feasible, construction activities within 500 feet meters of active
burrowing owl burrows shall be avoided during the nesting season (February 1–August
31).



If an active burrow is identified near a proposed work area and work cannot be
conducted outside the nesting season (February 1–August 31), a no‐activity zone shall
be established by a biologist experienced with burrowing owls in coordination with
CDFW. The no‐activity zone shall be large enough to avoid nest abandonment and will
extend a minimum of 250 feet 500 meters around the burrow. Any variance in this
buffer distance shall be discussed with CDFW.



If burrowing owls are present at the site during the nonbreeding season (September 1–
January 31), a qualified biologist shall establish a no‐activity zone that extends a
minimum of 150 feet 500 meters around the burrow., in coordination with CDFW. The
no‐activity zone shall be large enough to avoid nest abandonment. Any variance on this
buffer distance will be discussed with CDFW.

January 14, 2015
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Comment

Response
The CDFW requests minor changes to Mitigation Measure BIO‐29, and changes have been made to
this mitigation measure as shown below. The changes have been made as recommended with the
exception of the request for nests to be continuously surveyed for the 24 hours preceding
construction, based on the project biologist’s opinion that monitoring a bird nest continuously for
24‐hours would cause more impacts to the nesting bird than are necessary to achieve the objective.
For example, this would mean monitoring nests through the night, possibly using lights to determine
the nesting birds behavior. This creates an artificial situation which the nesting birds would almost
certainly react to, and probably not in a favorable way. The concept of establishing baseline bird
behavior is an important one, and has been included in the revision.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐29: Avoid and minimize impacts on nesting birds
The following measures shall be implemented to ensure that the proposed project does not have
a significant impact on nesting special‐status and non–special‐status birds.

January 14, 2015
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Remove suitable nesting habitat (trees and ground vegetation) during the non‐breeding
season (generally September 16 through December 31).



To the extent feasible, avoid construction activities in or near suitable or occupied
nesting habitat during the breeding season of birds (generally January 1 through
September 15).



If construction activities (including vegetation removal, clearing, and grading) will occur
during the nesting season for migratory birds, a qualified biologist shall conduct
preconstruction nesting bird surveys no more than 10 days prior to construction
activities within a given work area. Suitable habitat within the construction area and
accessible areas within a 500‐foot buffer shall be surveyed for tree‐nesting raptors, and
a 50‐foot buffer shall be surveyed for all other for all bird species. The initial survey
shouldshall be conducted no more than 10 days prior to construction to allow sufficient
time to develop an avoidance strategy if nests are identified. A final survey shouldshall
be conducted within 24 hours of ground‐disturbing activities.



If an active nest is identified near a given work area and work cannot be conducted
outside the nesting season (January 1 through September 15), a no‐activity zone shall be
established around the nest by a biologist with avian experience in coordination with
USFWS and/or CDFW. Fencing and/or flagging shall be used to delineate the no‐activity
zone. To minimize the potential to affect the reproductive success of the nesting pair,
the extent of the no‐activity zone shall be based on the distance of the activity to the
nest, the type and extent of the proposed activity, the duration and timing of the activity,
the sensitivity and habituation of the species, and the dissimilarity of the proposed
activity to background activities. The no‐activity zone shall be large enough to avoid
nest abandonment and shall generally range between 50 and 1,000 feet from the nest,
or as otherwise required by USFWS and/or CDFW, depending on the species 250 feet for
non‐listed bird species and 500 feet for non‐listed raptor species. Any variance from
those buffers shall be discussed with CDFW and USFWS.



If no‐activity buffers are not possible for an active nest(s) then a qualified biologist shall
monitor the nest(s) during the 24 hours prior to the commencement of construction
activities. Monitoring shall occur for a long enough period of time that the biologist can
establish behavior patterns for the nest birds. This may take several hours. Once
construction activity commences the active bird nest(s) shall be monitored continuously
while construction activities are occurring, and from a distance that will not result in the
nesting bird to flush from the nest or change its behavior in response to the biologist. If
the behavior of the nesting bird changes in response to any construction activity, that
activity shall be halted by the biologist and shall not continue as long as the nest is
active.



All hollow vertical tubes, such as solar mount poles and chain link fence poles will be
capped upon installation to prevent the entrapment of migratory birds.

January 14, 2015
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Comment

Response
The EIR presents substantial evidence based on evaluation in the field that there are no defined bed
and banks within the project site which will be altered by the project. Figure 3.4‐1 of the Draft EIR
shows features on the project site based on field surveys performed for the EIR. As shown on Figure
2‐3, of the Draft EIR, all of these features will be avoided.

Comment

Response
The CDFW proposes minor revisions to Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a. These revisions have been
made as shown below. Only the portions of the mitigation measure that were modified as a result of
the comment are included below.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a: Avoid and minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s hawks
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and minimize effects on nesting
Swainson’s hawks.


The two trees within project footprint that will need to be removed for construction or
any other trees within the project site that need to be removed or trimmed for project
construction shall be done between September 16 and January December 31 to avoid
adversely affecting nesting Swainson’s hawk and other nesting birds.

Comment

January 14, 2015
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Response
The CDFW proposes minor revisions to Mitigation Measures BIO‐9, BIO‐19, BIO‐22, BIO‐25, and
BIO‐34. These revisions have been made as shown below. Only the portions of the mitigation
measure that were modified as a result of the comment are included below.


Rodenticide, and pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.



Herbicide application shall be limited to areas where mowing or use of hand tools is not
possible or practicable (e.g., within fenced areas around buildings and against poles and
other infrastructure beneath solar panels). Alternative methods of weed control,
including grazing, shall could be explored in cooperation with responsible government
agencies.

Comment

Response
The EIR evaluated the impact of the temporary use for staging and storage during construction of up
to 200 acres of land not proposed for permanent use for the project. In response to the CDFW’s
recommendation, the County will impose a Condition of Approval requiring that such temporary
uses on land not proposed to be used for project facilities and operation by limited to 50 acres.

January 14, 2015
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Comment

Response
The CDFW proposes minor revisions to Mitigation Measures BIO‐8a, BIO‐10, BIO‐35, and BIO‐36.
The potential for trenches and holes to result in wildlife entrapment is disclosed as a potential
impact in the EIR. The mitigation measure included in the EIR is consistent with a mitigation
measure included in the Wright Solar Park Habitat Conservation Plan, published in the Federal
Register by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Monday, January 12th. The USFWS has provided a
detailed measure that aims to protect against the same issue: animals becoming trapped in open
holes or trenches. The mitigation measure in the FEIR is consistent with language in the draft
Habitat Conservation Plan, which was developed to meet the requirements of the USFWS. The
revisions to the measures shown below are an attempt to reconcile the USFWS and CDFW measures.
Only the portions of the mitigation measures that were modified as a result of the comment are
included below.


January 14, 2015

To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or other animals during the
construction phase of the project, all excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more
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than 5 2 feet deep shall be covered at the close of each working day, or at any time when
crews are not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by plywood or similar materials.
Any covers that are installed shall be able to be removed quickly by construction staff
should the need arise. If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some means of
inspecting the inside of the hole shall be installed (e.g., Plexiglas windows) so that
biological monitors can ensure no animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less
than 5 2 feet deep shall may either be covered or be provided with escape ramps at a
rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be constructed of earth fill or
wooden planks with a slope no steeper than 45 degrees. If wooden planks are used,
perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in traction. All holes and
trenches, whether covered or uncovered, more than 2 feet deep shall be inspected daily
prior to the start of the construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These inspections shall occur
for trapped animals regardless of whether or not work is occurring in that area. Before
holes or trenches are filled, they shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals.
Work shall not continue until trapped animals have moved out of or are removed from
the open trench and relocated to a location approved by the Wildlife Agencies.


January 14, 2015

The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open trenches, pits, and
under construction equipment and material left onsite in the morning, afternoon, and
evening, and prior to equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for
amphibians that may have become trapped or are seeking refuge.
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Exhibit B
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Conditional Use Permit Application
CUP12‐017 Wright Solar
Purpose of and Need for Monitoring
In compliance with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) has been prepared for the proposed project. The EIR identified significant impacts in the
resource areas listed below and mitigation measures that would reduce these impacts. The
mitigation measures have been adopted as conditions of approval for CUP12‐017.











Aesthetics
Agriculture
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources and Paleontological Resources
Hazards/Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Noise
Traffic

CEQA requires that a lead agency adopt an Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP)
for the measures the agency has adopted to avoid or mitigate significant environmental effects
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15097). The purpose of the MMRP is to ensure that the mitigation
measures identified in the EIR and adopted as conditions of approval are implemented and to
identify who is responsible for their implementation.
Table MMRP‐1, which follows this introductory section, identifies the mitigation measures for the
proposed project, the parties responsible for implementing and monitoring the measures, the timing
of each measure, and a summary of the actions necessary to implement and monitor each measure.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
The MMRP has been prepared for the proposed project in accordance with Public Resources Code
21081.6, which specifies that when a public agency makes findings required by paragraph (1) of
subdivision (a) of Section 21081, it “shall adopt a reporting or monitoring program for the changes
made to the project or conditions of project approval, adopted in order to mitigate or avoid
significant effects on the environment.” Public Resources Code 21081.6 further specifies that the
MMRP will “ensure compliance during project implementation.”

Wright Solar Park
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

B‐1
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This MMRP is intended to ensure the effective implementation of mitigation measures that are
within the County’s authority to implement, including monitoring where identified, throughout all
phases of development and operation of the proposed project.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Wright Solar Park

B‐2
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Table MMRP‐1. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan
Mitigation Measure
Aesthetics
AES‐1: Limit construction to daylight hours near residences
While construction activities are allowed to occur between 7:00
a.m. and 6:00 p.m., per the Merced County Code Section 18.41.07,
no construction activities should continue past daylight hours
(which vary according to season) within 0.5 mile of residences. This
will reduce the amount of construction effects experienced by
viewer groups because most construction activities would be taking
place during business hours (when most viewer groups are likely at
work), and eliminate the need to introduce high‐wattage lighting
sources to operate in the dark.
AES‐2: Apply aesthetic design treatments to all structures to
the extent feasible
The applicant will design structures using the aesthetic treatments
described below to minimize the impact on the existing visual
character and quality associated with the introduction of industrial
structures in areas where they do not presently exist. Compliance
with the requirements described below shall be subject to review
and approval by the Merced County Community and Economic
Development Department prior to installation.
New structures, such as the backs and posts supporting solar
panels and inverter boxes, will be painted with a shade that is two
to three shades darker than the general surrounding area. Colors
will be chosen from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
Standard Environmental Colors Chart CC‐001: June 2008. Because
color selection will vary by location, the applicant, working with the
facility designers, will employ the use of color panels evaluated
from key observation points during common lighting conditions
(front versus backlighting) to aid in the appropriate color selection.
The applicant will select colors for the coloring of the most
prevalent season. Panels will be a minimum of 3 by 2 feet in
dimension and will be evaluated from various distances but within
1,000 feet to ensure the best possible color selection.
 All paints used for the color panels and structures will be color
Wright Solar Park
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Timing

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

During
construction

Applicant

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Periodically
check
construction
site to verify

During
Construction

Applicant

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Verify
aesthetics
treatments are
employed
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
Timing
matched directly from the physical color chart, rather than from
any digital or color‐reproduced versions of the color chart.
 Paints will be of a dull, flat, or satin finish only. Appropriate paint
type will be selected for the finished structures to ensure long‐
term durability of the painted surfaces.
 The applicant will maintain the paint color over time.
 Chainlink fences will be plastic‐ or vinyl‐coated with colors
selected using the BLM selection techniques to make chainlink
fences to appear more see‐through than non‐treated, light grey
fencing.
 Finishes will be selected for their ability to achieve the correct
color selection, durability, and environmental safety.
The applicant will ensure that any visible pipelines, guardrails,
substation and switching station infrastructure, panel support
structures, and signs will be of a material or color that helps
surfaces to blend better with the surroundings. These elements will
be constructed with low‐sheen and non‐reflective surface materials
to reduce potential for glare, the use of glossy paints or surfaces
will be avoided, and paints will be of a dull, flat, or satin finish only.
The following guidance will be used to design structures and help
ensure that operational aesthetic impacts are reduced.
 Overview of BLM design fundamentals and strategies:
http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/Recreation/recreation_nat
ional/RMS/3.html.
 Design fundamentals to lessen visual impacts:
http://www.ntc.blm.gov/krc/uploads/35/Unit%206%20Design
%20Fundamentals%2011%2005%2008.pdf.
 Design strategies to lessen visual impacts through color
charts/panels and siting:
http://www.ntc.blm.gov/krc/uploads/35/Unit%207%20Design
%20Strategies%2011%2005%2008.pdf.

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

Date
Completed

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
AES‐4: Convene an informational workshop and reflect
community comments in the design of buildings
Prior to the submittal of building permit applications to the County,
the applicant shall convene an informational workshop for
community residents and other interested persons to provide them
the opportunity to review and comment on the design and
appearance of all proposed buildings. Community and Economic
Development Department staff will also attend the workshop. The
workshop shall be held at a location convenient to the residents
living near the site and scheduled in the early evening so that it will
be convenient to attend. The applicant shall mail invitations to the
owners of all property along Billy Wright Road west of I‐5.
The applicant shall present color elevations of all proposed
buildings to attendees of the workshop for review and comment.
The proposed buildings will reflect the design considerations
described in Mitigation Measure AES‐2. Building locations and size
shall match the plot plan approved with Conditional Use Permit
Application CUP12‐17.
In addition, a selection of alternative colors from the BLM’s
Standard Environmental Colors Chart CC‐001: June 2008 will be
presented at the workshop to enable attendees to compare
alternative color schemes. The applicant shall work with
Community and Economic Development Department staff to
prepare final building designs that reflect the preferences of
workshop attendees. The final building designs will be submitted to
the Community and Economic Department Director for
consideration at the time the Department is required to approve
the project building plans.

Implementing
Timing
Party
Prior to ground Applicant
disturbance
and issuance of
construction
permits

Monitoring Party
County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Monitoring
Date
Actions
Completed
Verify
workshop
occurred and
review final
building
designs before
issuance of
first
construction
permit

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
Agriculture
AG‐1: Enter into a Solar Benefits Agreement
In order to compensate for the direct and indirect loss of
agricultural employment, reductions in tax revenues, and harm to
the commercial viability of agriculture in Merced County associated
with the conversion of 1,400 acres of farmland, the applicant shall
enter into a Solar Benefits Agreement with Merced County that
directly compensates Merced County for these accrued losses over
the lifetime of the project.
Air Quality
AQ‐2a: Prepare and implement a Dust Control Plan to comply
with SJVAPCD Regulation VIII requirements to control
construction emissions of PM10
To control the generation of construction‐related PM10 emissions,
construction contractors will prepare and submit for approval a
dust control plan to the SJVAPCD at least 30 days prior to any
earthmoving or construction activities. Potential measures that
might be included in the dust control plan could include, but are not
limited to the following.
 Pre‐activity.
 Pre‐water the work site and phase work to reduce the amount
of disturbed surface area at any one time.
 Active operations.
 Apply water to dry areas during leveling, grading, trenching,
and earthmoving activities.
 Construct and maintain wind barriers and apply water or dust
suppressants to the disturbed surface areas.
 Inactive operations, including after work hours, weekends, and
holidays.
 Apply water or dust suppressants on disturbed surface areas
to form a visible crust, and vehicle access will be restricted to

Timing

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

Prior to ground Applicant
disturbance
and issuance of
construction
permits

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Verify before
issuance of
first
construction
permit

30 days prior Applicant
to any
earthmoving
or construction
activities
During
construction

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Verify with
SJVAPCD
before
issuance of
first
construction
permit
Verify
periodically
during
construction

Date
Completed

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
maintain the visible crust.
 Temporary stabilization of areas that remain unused for 7 or
more days.
 Restrict vehicular access and apply and maintain water or
dust suppressants on all unvegetated areas.
 Establish vegetation on all previously disturbed areas.
 Apply and maintain gravel at all previously disturbed areas.
 Pave previously disturbed areas.
 Unpaved access and haul roads, traffic and equipment storage
areas.
 Apply water or dust suppressants to unpaved haul and access
roads.
 Post a speed limit of not more than 15 mph, using signs at
each entrance and again every 500 feet.
 Water or dust suppressants will be applied to vehicle traffic
and equipment storage areas.
 Wind events.
 Water application equipment will be used to apply water to
control fugitive dust during wind events, unless unsafe to do
so.
 Outdoor construction activities that disturb the soil will cease
whenever visible dust emissions cannot be effectively
controlled.
 Outdoor handling of bulk materials.
 Water or dust suppressants will be applied when handling
bulk materials.
 Wind barriers with less than 50% porosity will be installed
and maintained, and water or dust suppressants will be
applied.
 Outdoor storage of bulk materials.
 Water or dust suppressants will be applied to storage piles.

Timing

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

Date
Completed

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
Timing
 Storage piles will be covered with tarps, plastic, or other
suitable material and anchored in such a manner that
prevents the cover from being removed by wind action.
 Wind barriers with less than 50% porosity will be installed
and maintained around the storage piles, and water or dust
suppressants will be applied.
 A three‐sided structure with less than 50% porosity that is at
least as high as the storage piles will be used.
 Onsite transporting of bulk materials.
 Vehicle speed will be limited on the work site.
 All haul trucks will be loaded such that the freeboard is not
less than 6 inches when transported across any paved public
access road.
 A sufficient amount of water will be applied to the top of the
load to limit visible dust emissions.
 Haul trucks will be covered with a tarp or other suitable cover.
 Offsite transporting of bulk materials.
 The following practices will be performed.
 The interior of emptied truck cargo compartments will be
cleaned or covered before leaving the site.
 Spillage or loss of bulk materials from holes or other openings
in the cargo compartment’s floor, sides, and tailgates will be
prevented.
 Outdoor transport using a chute or conveyor.
 No open chutes or conveyors will be used.
 Chutes or conveyors will be fully enclosed.
 Water spray equipment will be used to sufficiently wet the
materials.
 Transported materials will be washed or screened to remove
fines (PM10 or smaller).

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

Date
Completed

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
Timing
AQ‐2b: Implement measures to reduce construction emissions During
construction
from off‐road construction equipment
The applicant will require construction contractors to implement
the following measures to reduce construction‐related emissions.
 Limit the area subject to excavation, grading, and other
construction activity to one activity or phase at a time.
 Limit the hours of heavy‐duty equipment operation to a
maximum of 8 hours per day, 5 days per week, or limit the
amount of equipment operated concurrently.
 Replace fossil‐fueled equipment with electrically driven
equivalents where feasible (provided they are not run with a
portable generator set).
 Require that all diesel engines be shut off when not in use to
reduce emissions from idling.
 Curtail construction during periods of high ambient pollutant
concentrations; this may include ceasing construction activity
during the peak hour of vehicular traffic on adjacent roadways
and poor air quality days declared by SJVAPCD through their
Healthy Air Living initiative.
 Implement activity management (e.g., rescheduling activities to
reduce short‐term impacts) to minimize concurrent operation of
construction equipment and concurrent construction of project
phases.
 During the smog season (May through October), lengthen the
construction period to minimize the number of vehicles and
equipment operating at the same time.
 Equip off‐road trucks with on‐road engines when possible.
 Minimize the obstruction of traffic on adjacent roadways.
 Power construction equipment with diesel engines fueled by
alternative diesel fuel blends or ultra‐low sulfur diesel (ULSD).
Only fuels that have been certified by ARB should be used. ARB
has verified specific alternative diesel fuel blends for NOX and PM
emission reduction. Where practicable, use ARB‐certified

Implementing
Party
Monitoring Party
Applicant
County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Monitoring
Actions
Verify
periodically
during
construction

Date
Completed

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
alternative fueled engines in construction equipment, such as
compressed natural gas, liquid propane gas, electric motors, or
other ARB‐certified off‐road technologies.
 All off‐road construction equipment shall be equipped with an
EPA Tier 3 engine, except for specialized construction equipment
in which an EPA Tier 3 engine is not available, or is re‐powered
with an engine that meets this standard.
 Retrofit construction equipment with at least Level 2 diesel
particulate filters and NOX catalysts which will reduce NOX
emissions by at least 20%.
AQ‐2c: Ensure fleet modernization for on‐road material
delivery and haul trucks during construction
The applicant will ensure that all on‐road heavy‐duty diesel trucks
used during construction with a gross vehicle weight rating
(GVWR) 19,500 pounds or greater, including those for all material
deliveries and soil hauling, will comply with EPA 2007 on‐road
emission standards for PM10 and NOX (0.01 grams per brake
horsepower‐hour [g/bhp‐hr] and 0.20 g/bhp‐hr, respectively) (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency 2013d).
AQ‐2d: Implement measures to comply with SJVAPCD Rule
9510, Indirect Source Review
The applicant shall submit an air impact assessment, as required by
SJVAPCD Rule 9510, to the SJVAPCD. The AIA must be submitted to
the SJVAPCD no later than applying for final discretionary approval
and applicable offsite mitigation fees must be paid to the SJVAPCD
before issuance of the first building permit. Required emissions
control measures and offsite emission reduction fees (if necessary)
shall be calculated by the applicant through the permitting process,
as dictated by Rule 9510, to reduce construction‐related NOX
emissions by 20% and PM10 emissions by 45%, compared with the
statewide fleet average.

Timing

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

Prior to and
during
construction

Applicant

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Verify
periodically
during
construction

Prior to
construction

Applicant

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Planning and
Community
Development

Verify with
SJVAPCD
before
issuance of
first building
permit

AQ‐2e: Enter into a Voluntary Emissions Reduction Agreement Prior to ground Applicant
disturbance
with SJVAPCD
The applicant shall enter into a development mitigation contract, a and issuance of

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Planning and

Verify with
SJVAPCD
before

Date
Completed

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure
Timing
VERA, with the SJVAPCD prior to the commencement of any on‐site construction
grading activities in order to reduce construction‐related NOX
permits
emissions within the SJVAB to below SJVAPCD’s numeric threshold
of 10 tons per year. These requirements could, however, change as
the VERA requirements are reassessed at each phase of project
development. This requirement will be enforced and verified by
SJVAPCD. The fees will depend on the emissions required to be
mitigated after all selected emission reduction projects are
completed. The current VERA payment fee for construction
emissions is $9,350 per ton of NOX; payment fees vary by year (i.e.,
future year payment fees for NOX could be more than the current
price of $9,350) and are sensitive to the number of projects
requiring emission reductions within the same air basin (Siong
pers. comm.). Consequently, the method for calculating VERA fees
has not been finalized for this project and is not included in this
analysis. Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project
proponent shall enter into a VERA with SJVAPCD to mitigate
construction project emissions for NOX to a less‐than‐significant
level. The VERA shall identify the amount of emissions to be
reduced, in addition to the amount of funds to be paid by the
project proponent to the SJVAPCD to implement emission reduction
projects required for the project.

Implementing
Party
Monitoring Party
Community
Development

AQ‐7: Low SF6 leak rate circuit breakers and monitoring
Prior to project Applicant
The applicant will ensure that any new circuit breaker installed at a operation
substation has a guaranteed SF6 leak rate of 0.5% by volume or less.
The applicant will provide Merced County with documentation of
compliance, such as specification sheets, prior to installation of the
circuit breaker. In addition, the applicant will monitor the SF6‐
containing circuit breakers at the substation consistent with
Scoping Plan Measure H‐6 for the detection and repair of leaks.

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Building and
Safety Division

Monitoring
Actions
issuance of
first building
permit

Date
Completed

Verify before
issuance of
certificate of
occupancy

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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Table MMRP‐1. Continued
Mitigation Measure

Timing

Biological Resources
BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Prior to and
during
The developer shall incorporate the following measures into
construction and decommissioning plans. Prior to construction, the construction
developer shall submit assurances to the County stating that the
following shall be required of contractors during the construction
period. Prior to decommissioning, the developer shall submit
similar assurances to the County.
 Employees and contractors performing construction and
decommissioning activities shall receive environmental
sensitivity training. Training shall include review of
environmental laws, mitigation measures, permit conditions, and
other requirements that must be followed by all personnel to
reduce or avoid effects on biological resources during
construction activities.
 Vehicles and equipment shall be parked on pavement, existing
roads, and previously disturbed areas to the extent practicable.
 Offroad vehicle travel shall be prohibited.
 Grading shall be restricted to the minimum area necessary.
 Prior to ground‐disturbing activities, sensitive habitats shall be
flagged by the biological monitor and temporary fencing shall be
in place during construction to reduce the potential for vehicles
and equipment to stray into these habitats. Materials shall not be
stockpiled in these areas.
 Vehicles or equipment shall not be refueled within 100 feet of a
wetland, stream, or other waterway unless a bermed and lined
refueling area (i.e., a created berm made of sandbags or other
removable material) is constructed.
 Erosion control measures shall be implemented to reduce
sedimentation in nearby aquatic habitat when activities are the
source of potential erosion. Plastic monofilament netting
(erosion control matting) or similar material containing netting

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

Applicant

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
Planning and
Community
Development; ECC
Dept., Building
and Safety
Division

Date
Completed

Review draft
program1 prior
to
construction.
Verify
periodically
during
construction
that protection
measures are
being
implemented.

1. “Program” refers to the program of activities described in the mitigation measure.
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shall not be used at the project site. Acceptable substitutes
include coconut coir matting or tackified hydroseeding
compounds.
 The following shall not be allowed at or near work sites for
project activities: trash dumping, firearms, open fires (such as
barbecues), hunting, and pets.
 A biological monitor shall be onsite during initial ground‐
disturbing activities within and adjacent to grassland areas and
during the removal of any trees. The biological monitor shall be
approved by CDFW and USFWS and shall have experience with
wildlife within the region, including California tiger salamander,
California red‐legged frog, western burrowing owl, American
badger, and San Joaquin kit fox. The biological monitor shall
assist the crew, as needed, to comply with all project
implementation restrictions and guidelines. In addition, the
biologist shall be responsible for ensuring that the developer or
its contractors maintain exclusion areas adjacent to sensitive
biological resources, and for documenting compliance with all
biological resources–related mitigation measures.
BIO‐2b: Avoid and minimize impacts on the alkali vernal pool
The location of the alkali vernal pool and a 250‐foot buffer around
it shall appear on construction and decommissioning plans, and
shall be identified as an environmentally sensitive area. The
following activities shall not be allowed in this area.
 Ground disturbance
 Staging of equipment and supplies
 Vehicle maintenance
 Discharge of water
 Use of and/or disposal of chemicals
BIO‐5: Implement measures prior to and during construction
to avoid or protect habitat for valley elderberry longhorn
beetle
The following measures shall be implemented prior to and during

Timing
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Party
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Prior to and
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Applicant
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construction to ensure that the proposed project does not have a
significant impact on valley elderberry longhorn beetle.
 Removal of the elderberry shrub shall be prohibited.
 Construction barrier fencing, sized to prevent San Joaquin kit fox
and other sensitive species from becoming entrapped in fence
openings, shall be placed along a perimeter 100 feet from the
dripline of elderberry shrub. No construction activities shall be
permitted within the buffer zone other than those activities
necessary to erect the fencing. As specified in the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s Conservation Guidelines for the Valley
Elderberry Longhorn Beetle (1999), signs shall be posted every
50 feet along the perimeter of the buffer area fencing. The signs
shall contain the following information: This area is habitat of the
valley elderberry longhorn beetle, a threatened species, and must
not be disturbed. This species is protected by the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended. Violators are subject to
prosecution, fines, and imprisonment. The signs shall be clearly
readable from a distance of 20 feet, and must be maintained for
the duration of construction.
 Buffer area fences around the shrub shall be inspected weekly by
a qualified biological monitor during ground‐disturbing activities
and monthly after ground‐disturbing activities until project
construction is complete or until the fences are removed, as
approved by the biological monitor. The biological monitor shall
be responsible for ensuring that the contractor maintains the
buffer area fences around elderberry shrub throughout
construction. Biological inspection reports shall be provided to
the developer, USFWS, and the County of Merced.
BIO‐6: Avoid and minimize operation and maintenance
impacts on valley elderberry longhorn beetle
The developer shall incorporate protections for the elderberry
shrub into its operations and management plan, or equivalent,
developed for the project site. The developer shall provide onsite
staff with a map identifying the location of the shrub and written
guidance describing the protections for avoiding and minimizing
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Timing
impacts on the shrub. This guidance shall include, but is not limited
to, the following.
 No insecticides, herbicides, fertilizers, or other chemicals that
might harm the shrub or valley elderberry longhorn beetle shall
be used within 100 feet of the elderberry shrub.
 Mowing or weed trimming of grasses around the shrub may
occur from July through April to reduce fire hazard. No mowing
or trimming shall occur within 5 feet of the dripline of the
elderberry shrub.
BIO‐8a: Avoid and minimize impacts prior to and during
Prior to and
construction and ground‐disturbing activities on special‐status during
amphibians
construction
The applicant shall obtain an Incidental Take Permit (ITP) from the
CDFW for the California tiger salamander prior to engaging in any
ground disturbing activities. The following measures shall be
implemented prior to and during construction and ground‐
disturbing activities to avoid and minimize impacts on California
tiger salamander, California red‐legged frog, and western spadefoot
toad. Where there is any difference between the requirements of
the ITP and the following measures, the ITP shall prevail.
 Preconstruction Surveys. To minimize the potential for take of
special‐status amphibians, a biologist with experience identifying
special‐status amphibians shall survey grassland areas for
special‐status amphibians 24 hours prior to ground disturbance.
These surveys shall involve looking for special‐status amphibians
beneath boards and within discarded pipe that were observed
within these areas during reconnaissance level surveys. If a
special‐status amphibian is encountered during these surveys,
CDFW and USFWS shall be contacted for further guidance. No
ground‐disturbing activities shall occur until the amphibian has
been allowed to passively disperse or is relocated with the
approval of CDFW and USFWS.
 Wet Weather Restrictions. Ground‐disturbing activities shall be

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions
Division
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limited to dry weather between April 15 and October 31. No
ground‐disturbing work shall occur during wet weather. Wet
weather is defined as when there has been 0.25 inch of rain in a
24‐hour period. Ground‐disturbing activities halted due to wet
weather may resume when precipitation ceases and the National
Weather Service 72‐hour weather forecast indicates a 30% or
less chance of precipitation. No ground‐disturbing work shall
occur during a dry‐out period of 48 hours after the above
referenced wet weather.
 No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics,
and dust suppression products that would adversely affect these
species shall be used for erosion control. Only natural fiber,
biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats,
blankets, and straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be
installed in such a way as to prevent entrapment of special status
amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by
CDFW prior to use.
 All construction activities shall terminate 30 minutes before
sunset and not resume until 30 minutes after sunrise. Sunrise
and sunset times are established by the U.S. Naval Observatory
Astronomical Applications Department for the geographic area
where the project is located.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 Metal flashing shall be installed between the work area and the
alkali vernal pool to prevent California tiger salamander from
entering the work area. The fencing shall extend at least 24
inches above ground with the bottom six inches buried. The
fencing stakes shall be installed facing the work area to prevent
amphibians from using stakes to climb over the fence. The
specifics of the location of the fencing shall be determined in
consultation with USFWS and CDFW.
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 To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or
other animals during the construction phase of the project, all
excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2 feet deep
shall be covered at the close of each working day, or at any time
when crews are not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by
plywood or similar materials. Any covers that are installed shall
be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the
need arise. If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some
means of inspecting the inside of the hole shall be installed (e.g.,
Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no
animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet
deep shall either be covered or be provided with escape ramps at
a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no
steeper than 45 degrees. If wooden planks are used,
perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in
traction. All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered,
more than 2 feet deep shall be inspected prior to the start of the
construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These
inspections shall occur regardless of whether or not work is
occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are filled, they
shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall
not continue until trapped animals have moved out of or are
removed from the open trench and relocated to a location
approved by the Wildlife Agencies.
 The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open
trenches, pits, and under construction equipment and material
left onsite in the morning, afternoon, and evening, and prior to
equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for
amphibians that may have become trapped or are seeking refuge.
 If special‐status amphibians are found in the work area during
construction and cannot or do not move offsite on their own, a
qualified biologist who is USFWS‐ and/or CDFW‐approved, shall
trap and move special‐status amphibians to a location approved
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by the USFWS and CDFW. This activity shall be authorized under
permits issued by the USFWS and CDFW prior to project
construction.

Implementing
Monitoring
Party
Monitoring Party Actions

BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite
Prior to project Applicant
mitigation lands
operation
The developer shall mitigate for the loss of California tiger
salamander upland habitat, as well as San Joaquin kit fox and blunt‐
nosed leopard lizard, by placing a conservation easement on a
2,450.08‐acre property that shall be managed for these species
according to a Habitat Management Plan approved by the USFWS
and the CDFW (see discussion of Offsite Mitigation Land on page
3.4‐34). The conservation easement terms and conservation
easement holder shall be approved by CDFW and USFWS. Merced
County shall be provided a copy of the conservation easement upon
its completion.
The Habitat Management Plan (HMP) shall be developed as a
requirement of the HCP being developed for the project and shall
provide details on conservation management, effectiveness
monitoring, and annual reporting requirements.
The primary management tool on the mitigation site shall be cattle
grazing. Localized sheep grazing may be used at times for the
purposes of invasive plant management. Spring grass height and
fall residual dry matter (RDM) shall be measured at the site each
year to determine the annual habitat quality of the site for
grassland species. These measurements shall also be utilized by the
grazing operator to manage his/her herd so that the proper grass
height is maintained year‐round. The HMP shall include a minimum
RDM value (likely to be no less than 500 lbs/acre) to protect
against erosion and to generally maintain grassland health. While
maintaining at least 500 lbs/acre of RDM, the grazing operator shall
also be required to keep grasses shorter than 12 inches year‐round,
to maintain short grass habitat for kit fox, and other grassland

County of Merced
ECC Dept.,
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Community
Development
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occupancy
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species. Monitoring shall be conducted twice annually to determine
whether these metrics are being met.
In addition to monitoring related to the HMP, annual conservation
easement monitoring shall occur to confirm that the easement
holder and grazing tenant are operating in compliance with terms
of the easement. An annual report summarizing management on
the site and monitoring results shall be provided to the USFWS and
CDFW each year.
BIO‐9: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status
During project
amphibians during project operations
operation
The following measures shall be incorporated into the O&M plans
developed for the proposed facility.
 Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to dry weather
between April 15 and October 31. No ground‐disturbing work
shall occur during wet weather. Wet weather is defined as when
there has been 0.25 inch of rain in a 24‐hour period. Ground‐
disturbing activities halted due to wet weather may resume
when precipitation ceases and the National Weather Service 72‐
hour weather forecast indicates a 30% or less chance of
precipitation. No ground‐disturbing work shall occur during a
dry‐out period of 48 hours after the above referenced wet
weather.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 Other than for emergency purposes, vehicle operation shall be
prohibited within the project site during nighttime.
 Because of the key role that rodents play in maintaining refuge
habitat for special‐status amphibians, rodenticides shall not be
used.
 Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.
 When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps
shall be used and animals shall be relocated and released outside
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Party
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of buildings.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of restored areas within and
adjacent to the solar arrays.
BIO‐10: Avoid and minimize impacts on special‐status
amphibians during decommissioning activities
Prior to initiating decommissioning activities, the developer, or the
facility operator at that time, shall have a biologist with experience
with the habitat requirements and biology of California tiger
salamander, California red‐legged frog, and western spadefoot toad
evaluate the potential for these species to occur within the project
site. This evaluation shall be necessary for guiding the appropriate
avoidance and minimization measures based on the conditions of
the site and vicinity at the time of decommissioning. This evaluation
shall assess the project site and areas within 1.24 miles for known
or potential special‐status amphibian aquatic habitat and assess the
project site for suitable upland conditions. This assessment shall
utilize the most current agency protocols and methods to evaluate
habitat suitability for California tiger salamander, California red‐
legged frog, and western spadefoot toad. Based on these results,
specific avoidance and minimization measures shall be developed
and approved by USFWS and CDFW to avoid and minimize impacts
on these species. These measures may include the following.
 Avoid disturbing any aquatic habitat identified as suitable for
California tiger salamander, California red‐legged frog, and/or
western spadefoot toad within or adjacent to the project site.
 Avoid ground disturbing activities within 250 feet of suitable
aquatic habitat.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows within 1.24
miles of suitable aquatic habitat.
 Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to dry weather
between April 15 and October 31. No ground‐disturbing work
shall occur during wet weather. Wet weather is defined as when
there has been 0.25 inch of rain in a 24‐hour period. Ground
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disturbing activities halted due to wet weather may resume
when precipitation ceases and the National Weather Service 72‐
hour weather forecast indicates a 30% or less chance of
precipitation. No ground‐disturbing work shall occur during a
dry‐out period of 48 hours after the above referenced wet
weather.
 No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics,
and dust suppression products that would adversely affect these
species shall be used for erosion control. Only natural fiber,
biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats,
blankets, and straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be
installed in such a way as to prevent entrapment of special status
amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by
CDFW prior to use.
 All decommissioning activity shall terminate 30 minutes before
sunset and shall not resume until 30 minutes after sunrise.
Sunrise and sunset times are established by the U.S. Naval
Observatory Astronomical Applications Department for the
geographic area where the project is located.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or
other animals during the construction phase of the project, all
excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2 feet deep
shall be covered at the close of each working day, or at any time
when crews are not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by
plywood or similar materials. Any covers that are installed shall
be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the
need arise. If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some
means of inspecting the inside of the hole shall be installed (e.g.,
Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no
animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet
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deep shall either be covered or be provided with escape ramps at
a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no
steeper than 45 degrees. If wooden planks are used,
perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in
traction. All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered,
more than 2 feet deep shall be inspected prior to the start of the
construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These
inspections shall occur regardless of whether or not work is
occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are filled, they
shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall
not continue until trapped animals have moved out of or are
removed from the open trench and relocated to a location
approved by the Wildlife Agencies.
 The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open
trenches, pits, and under construction equipment and material
left onsite every morning, afternoon, and evening, and prior to
equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for
amphibians that may have become trapped or are seeking refuge.
 If special‐status amphibians are found in the work area during
decommissioning activities and cannot or do not move offsite on
their own, a qualified biologist who is USFWS‐ and/or CDFW‐
approved, shall trap and move special‐status amphibians to a
location approved by the USFWS and CDFW. This activity shall be
authorized under permits issued by USFWS and CDFW prior to
project construction.
BIO‐18: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned
lizard, and San Joaquin whipsnake
The following measures shall be implemented to ensure that the
proposed project does not have a significant impact on Blainville’s
horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake.
 A biologist with experience in surveying for special‐status
reptiles shall conduct preconstruction surveys 24 hours prior to
ground‐disturbing activities in a given area of grassland or rock
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outcrop. If any special‐status reptiles are found, work shall not
begin until they are allowed to passively move out of the work
area or are relocated to a CDFW‐approved relocation site.
Relocation of these species would require consulting with CDFW
and a letter from CDFW authorizing this activity.
 It is recommended that ground disturbance activities occur
during warm, but not hot, periods of the day when reptiles are
active on the surface so that they can actively move out of the
work area.
 No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics,
and dust suppression products that would adversely affect these
species shall be used for erosion control. Only natural fiber,
biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats,
blankets, and straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be
installed in such a way as to prevent entrapment of special status
amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by
CDFW prior to use.
 The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open
trenches and pits and under construction equipment and
materials left onsite in the morning, afternoon, and evening, and
prior to equipment or construction materials being moved, to
look for special‐status reptiles that may have become trapped or
are seeking refuge.
 Ground disturbance in suitable habitat shall be minimized to the
extent practicable.
 Vegetation outside the work area shall not be removed.
 All vegetation removal shall be monitored by the qualified
biologist to minimize impacts on special‐status reptiles.
BIO‐19: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned
During project
lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake during project operations
operation
The following measures shall be incorporated into the operations
and maintenance plans developed for the proposed facility to avoid
and minimize impacts on Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin
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whipsnake.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night
 Because of the key role that rodents play in maintaining refuge
habitat for special‐status reptiles, rodenticides shall not be used.
 Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.
 When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps
shall be used and animals shall be relocated and released outside
of buildings.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.
BIO‐22: Avoid and minimize potential impacts on blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard
The following measures shall be incorporated into operations and
maintenance and decommissioning plans for the project site to
avoid and minimize impacts on blunt‐nosed leopard lizard.
 During the season prior to any planned ground‐disturbing
activities (generally starting April 15), such as the regrading of
project site roads, a biologist with experience in surveying for
blunt‐nosed leopard lizard shall assess site conditions for
supporting the species.
 If site conditions are determined to be suitable for blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard at that time, then presence/absence surveys for
the species shall be conducted within and adjacent to the
proposed area of ground disturbance. Surveys shall be
conducted according to the most recent agency approved
survey protocol. A biologist shall search the work area for
ground squirrel or gopher burrows and mark any burrows
within the work area with visible pin flags. A buffer distance
shall be maintained around burrows to avoid collapsing them.
If burrows cannot be avoided and it is determined that the
activities shall destroy the burrows, the burrows shall be
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scoped with an endoscope to determine if they are occupied
by blunt‐nosed leopard lizards. Once confirmed that the
burrow is unoccupied it will be excavated by hand in case any
animals were not detected during scoping. If it is determined
that the burrow is occupied by a blunt‐nosed leopard lizard
CDFW and USFWS shall be contacted and a sufficient buffer be
created to protect the animal.
 If blunt‐nosed leopard lizards are detected within the project
site then the developer, or facility operator at that time, shall
contact the USFWS and CDFW to amend existing permits and
management plans to avoid impacts on the species.
 No ground‐disturbing maintenance shall occur in or
adjacent to areas where blunt‐nosed leopard lizard has been
detected until a USFWS‐ and CDFW‐approved avoidance and
monitoring plan is in place.
 Prior to initiating decommissioning activities, the
decommissioning plan shall be revised to include measures
to avoid impacts on blunt‐nosed leopard lizard and to
restore habitats once decommissioning is complete.
 No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics,
and dust suppression products that would adversely affect these
species shall be used for erosion control. Only natural fiber,
biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats,
blankets, and straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be
installed in such a way as to prevent entrapment of special‐status
amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by
CDFW prior to use.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 Because of the key role that rodents play in maintaining refuge
habitat for special‐status reptiles, rodenticides shall not be used.
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 Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.
 When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps
shall be used and animals shall be relocated and released outside
of buildings.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.
 Optimal activity temperatures for blunt‐nosed leopard lizards
are between 77 degrees F – 95 degrees F measured 1–2
centimeters (cm) above the ground over the surface of a project
site (California Department of Fish and Game 2004). Between
April 1 to September 30, mowing shall occur when the animals
are underground and temperatures are below 75 degrees F,
measured 1 cm above the ground in the sun.
BIO‐24: Avoid, minimize, and compensate for potential
impacts on western burrowing owl
The following measures, which were developed based on the Staff
Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (California Department of Fish
and Game 2012), shall be implemented to avoid and minimize
potential adverse impacts on burrowing owls prior to and during
project construction and maintenance activities that require large
areas of ground disturbance (e.g., grading), and during project
decommissioning.
 A qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction take
avoidance surveys for burrowing owl no more than 14 days prior
to and within 24 hours of initiating ground‐disturbing activities.
The survey area shall encompass the work area and a 500‐foot
buffer around this area, as private land access allows. If project‐
related activities are suspended for more than 30 days, the
biologist shall re‐survey the project site.
 To the maximum extent feasible, construction activities within
500 meters of active burrowing owl burrows shall be avoided
during the nesting season (February 1–August 31).
 If an active burrow is identified near a proposed work area and
work cannot be conducted outside the nesting season (February
1–August 31), a no‐activity zone shall be established by a
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biologist experienced with burrowing owls in coordination with
CDFW. The no‐activity zone shall be large enough to avoid nest
abandonment and shall extend a minimum of 500 meters around
the burrow. Any variance in this buffer distance shall be
discussed with CDFW.
 If burrowing owls are present at the site during the nonbreeding
season (September 1–January 31), a qualified biologist shall
establish a no‐activity zone that extends a minimum of 150 feet
around the burrow, in coordination with CDFW. The no‐activity
zone shall be large enough to avoid nest abandonment.
 If the designated no‐activity zone for either breeding or non‐
breeding burrowing owls cannot be established, a wildlife
biologist experienced in burrowing owl behavior shall evaluate
site‐specific conditions and, in coordination with CDFW,
recommend a smaller buffer (if possible) that still minimizes the
potential to disturb the owls. The site‐specific buffer shall
consider the type and extent of the proposed activity occurring
near the occupied burrow, the duration and timing of the activity,
the sensitivity and habituation of the owls, and the dissimilarity
of the proposed activity to background activities.
 If burrowing owls are present in the direct disturbance area and
cannot be avoided during the non‐breeding season (generally
September 1–January 31), passive relocation techniques (e.g.,
installing one‐way doors at burrow entrances) may be used.
Passive relocation may also be used during the breeding season
(February 1–August 30) if a biologist with burrowing owl
experience, coordinating with CDFW, determines through site
surveillance and/or scoping that the burrow is not occupied by
burrowing owl adults, young, or eggs. Passive relocation shall be
accomplished by installing one‐way doors (e.g., modified dryer
vents or other CDFW approved method), which shall be left in
place for a minimum of 1 week and monitored daily to ensure
that the owls have left the burrow. Excavation of the burrow
shall be conducted using hand tools. During excavation of the
burrow, a section of flexible plastic pipe (at least 3 inches in
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diameter) shall be inserted into the burrow tunnel to maintain an
escape route for any animals that may be inside the burrow.
Project construction shall not begin until:
 A burrowing owl exclusion plan is developed and approved by
CDFW and Merced County, which shall include at a minimum the
following:
 Identification of a location of suitable burrows or areas where
artificial burrows can be installed within at 100 meters of the
occupied burrow (relocation area);
 A plan for excluding the owl(s) and excavating the burrow;
and
 A plan for monitoring the exclusion process and the relocation
area
 Permanent loss of occupied burrow(s) and habitat and
temporary exclusion is mitigated;
 Site monitoring is conducted prior to, during, and after exclusion
of burrowing owls from their burrows sufficient to ensure take is
avoided; and
 Excluded burrowing owls are documented using artificial or
natural burrows on adjoining lands.
 Avoid destruction of unoccupied burrows outside the work area
and place visible markers near burrows to ensure that they are
not collapsed.
 Conduct ongoing surveillance of the project site for burrowing
owls during project activities. If additional owls are observed
using burrows within 500 feet of construction, the onsite
biological monitor shall determine, in coordination with CDFW, if
the owl(s) are or would be affected by construction activities and
if additional exclusion zones are required.
 If burrowing owls are detected during preconstruction surveys,
the developer shall compensate for the loss of burrowing habitat
according to the guidelines in Staff Report on Burrowing Owl
Mitigation (California Department of Fish and Game 2012). These
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guidelines do not recommend minimum habitat replacement
ratios but do note that the conservation area should be
comparable to or better than that of the impact area, of
sufficiently large acreage, and should support burrowing
mammals. Any such conservation may be combined with
conservation areas that are developed for Swainson’s hawk
and/or San Joaquin kit fox for this project. If burrowing owl
conservation is appropriate on these lands, the respective
mitigation and monitoring plans developed for these areas shall
be modified to include measures for the maintenance and
enhancement of habitat for burrowing owl. The developer shall
place a conservation easement over a 2,450.08‐acre property 5
miles south of the project site where burrowing owls were
observed in October 2013 (see description of the offsite
mitigation lands above). The management of this property for
California tiger salamander, blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, and San
Joaquin kit fox would also benefit burrowing owl (Mitigation
Measure BIO‐8b).
BIO‐25: Avoid and minimize impacts on western burrowing
owl during routine operations and maintenance activities
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and
minimize impacts on western burrowing owl during routine
operations and maintenance activities.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 Because of the key role that rodents play in providing nesting
and refuge habitat for western burrowing owl, rodenticides shall
not be used.
 Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.
 When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps
shall be used and animals shall be relocated and released outside
of buildings.
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 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.
BIO‐27a: Avoid and minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s
hawks
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and
minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s hawks.
 The two trees within project footprint that will need to be
removed for construction or any other trees within the project
site that need to be removed or trimmed for project construction
shall be done between September 16 and December 31 to avoid
adversely affecting nesting Swainson’s hawk and other nesting
birds.
 Prior to initiating construction or decommissioning activities, a
biologist with experience in surveying for Swainson’s hawk shall
conduct nesting surveys according to the guidance in the
Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee’s (2000)
Recommended Timing and Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk
Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley. This protocol
recommends that surveys be conducted within ½ mile of the
project boundary and requires multiple surveys be conducted
during at least two survey periods immediately prior to ground‐
disturbing activities. As specified in the Swainson’s hawk survey
methods, an optional survey may be conducted between January
and March 20 to identify potential nest sites, old nests, and those
nests of other raptors that begin nesting early.
 If Swainson’s hawk nests are identified within ½ mile of the
project site, the developer shall establish a ½‐mile no‐
disturbance buffer around the nest site to avoid disrupting
nesting activities. Active Swainson’s hawk nests shall be
monitored by a biologist experienced with the species. No
project‐related activities (e.g., ground disturbance, loud noises,
construction personnel) shall be allowed within the no‐
disturbance buffer. The no‐disturbance buffer shall remain intact
until the breeding season has ended or until a qualified biologist
has determined, and CDFW has agreed in writing, that the birds
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Timing
have fledged and are no longer reliant upon the nest or parental
care for survival.
 If construction‐related activities are delayed or suspended for
more than 14 days during the breeding season (January 1
through September 15), surveys for Swainson's hawks shall be
repeated to determine if new nests were built or existing nests
occupied during the work stoppage in accordance with the
Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee’s (2000)
Recommended Timing and Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk
Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley.
BIO‐27b: Compensate for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging Prior to
habitat
operation
The developer shall compensate for the permanent loss of
Swainson’s foraging habitat following the guidance in the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Staff Report regarding Mitigation
for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks (Buteo swainsoni) in the Central
Valley of California. The nearest active nest in the past 5 years is
approximately 2 miles northeast of the project site boundary
(California Department of Fish and Wildlife 2013b) and would thus
require the preservation of at least 0.75 acre of suitable Swainson’s
hawk foraging habitat for every acre lost. However, the results of
the preconstruction Swainson’s hawk surveys described above in
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a would be used to determine the final
mitigation ratio. The final mitigation ratio shall be between 0.75:1
and 1:1 depending on the proximity of active nests. The
conservation lands can either be on agricultural lands or other
suitable habitats.
The developer shall place a conservation easement on and manage
2,450.08 acres of rangeland for California tiger salamander, blunt‐
nosed leopard lizard, and San Joaquin kit fox that would also serve
as compensation for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat.
The offsite mitigation land was observed to support numerous
ground squirrels and shall be managed to continue to support a
prey base for San Joaquin kit fox and also Swainson’s hawk.
Temporarily affected areas shall be revegetated with annual
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grasses and herbs and the developer shall not implement small
mammal control in these areas.
BIO‐29: Avoid and minimize impacts on nesting birds
The following measures shall be implemented to ensure that the
proposed project does not have a significant impact on nesting
special‐status and non–special‐status birds.
 Remove suitable nesting habitat (trees and ground vegetation)
during the non‐breeding season (generally September 16
through December 31).
 To the extent feasible, avoid construction activities in or near
suitable or occupied nesting habitat during the breeding season
of birds (generally January 1–September 15).
 If construction activities (including vegetation removal, clearing,
and grading) will occur during the nesting season for migratory
birds, a qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction nesting
bird surveys no more than 10 days prior to construction
activities within a given work area. Suitable habitat within the
construction area and areas within a 500‐foot buffer shall be
surveyed for all bird species. The initial survey shall be
conducted no more than 10 days prior to construction to allow
sufficient time to develop an avoidance strategy if nests are
identified. A final survey shall be conducted within 24 hours of
ground‐disturbing activities.
 If an active nest is identified near a given work area and work
cannot be conducted outside the nesting season (January 1
through September 15), a no‐activity zone shall be established
around the nest by a biologist with avian experience in
coordination with USFWS and/or CDFW. Fencing and/or flagging
shall be used to delineate the no‐activity zone. To minimize the
potential to affect the reproductive success of the nesting pair,
the extent of the no‐activity zone shall be based on the distance
of the activity to the nest, the type and extent of the proposed
activity, the duration and timing of the activity, the sensitivity
and habituation of the species, and the dissimilarity of the
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proposed activity to background activities. The no‐activity zone
shall be 250 feet for non‐listed bird species and 500 feet for non‐
listed raptor species. Any variance from those buffers shall be
discussed with CDFW and USFWS.
 If no‐activity buffers are not possible for an active nest(s) then a
qualified biologist shall monitor the nest(s) during the 24 hours
prior to the commencement of construction activities.
Monitoring shall occur for a long enough period of time that the
biologist can establish behavior patterns for the nest birds. This
may take several hours. Once construction activity commences
the active bird nest(s) shall be monitored continuously while
construction activities are occurring, and from a distance that
will not result in the nesting bird to flush from the nest or change
its behavior in response to the biologist. If the behavior of the
nesting bird changes in response to any construction activity,
that activity shall be halted by the biologist and shall not
continue as long as the nest is active.
 All hollow vertical tubes, such as solar mount poles and chain
link fence poles will be capped upon installation to prevent the
entrapment of migratory birds.
BIO‐30: Minimize the potential for birds to be impacted by new
project transmission lines
The developer shall construct all transmission towers, poles, and
lines in accordance with the guidelines in Suggested Practices for
Avian Protection on Power Lines: The State of the Art in 2006 (Avian
Power Line Interaction Committee 2006), or the most current
version of the guidelines available at the time of construction,
which provides facility design recommendations for reducing avian
electrocutions. The developer shall also construct facilities
following the guidance in Reducing Avian Collisions with Power
Lines: State of the Art in 2012 (Avian Power Line Interaction
Committee 2012), which provides guidance for reducing bird injury
and mortality from collisions with electrical lines. Measures may
include one or more of the following line marking (using devices to
make lines more visible), managing surrounding lands, changing
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the size and configuration of wires, rerouting the line, and burying
lines.

Timing

BIO‐31: Minimize effects on migratory waterfowl and
shorebirds through implementation of an Avian Protection
Plan
The developer shall implement an Avian Protection Plan (APP) for
the proposed project in order to reduce the project’s impacts on
migratory waterfowl and shorebirds. The draft APP is presented in
Appendix E of the Draft EIR. The final APP shall be subject to review
and approval by the County of Merced, USFWS, and CDFW prior to
the operation of the facility. The APP includes design and
operational measures to avoid and minimize waterfowl and
shorebird mortality or injury from project infrastructure, which
includes measures to minimize the effects of new transmission lines
(see also Mitigation Measure BIO‐30) and lighting from
construction and operations (see also Mitigation Measure BIO‐40).
The APP also includes a training program to educate facility staff on
relevant federal and state regulations, the consequences of non‐
compliance, and information with reporting on dead or injured
wildlife. The APP also includes monitoring and reporting
requirements, which includes ongoing monitoring by staff for dead
and injured birds during the first 3 years of the project, routine
reporting by facility staff over the life of the project, and an avian
mortality study for the first 3 years of project operations. Reports
shall be submitted to USFWS, CDFW, and the County annually that
summarize each year of the avian mortality study and annual
monitoring and results of routine monitoring (staff reporting
incidental observations of injured or dead birds). The APP also
includes an adaptive management approach to guide future
operations of the project such that avian mortality and injury are
minimized for the life of the project. This approach includes
consultation with USFWS, CDFW, and Merced County following the
3 years of avian mortality studies to determine if the facility is
resulting in higher than expected avian mortality and a
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commitment to coordinate with these agencies on devising
management measures to reduce avian stranding, injury, and
mortality. Adaptive management measures may include actions to
reduce raptor mortality, such as the installation of perch
discouragers to prevent raptors from using facilities, and measures
to reduce the risk of collision with solar panels, such as a hazing
program with visual or auditory deterrents.
BIO‐34: Avoid and minimize effects on San Joaquin pocket
mouse during project operations
The following measures shall be incorporated into any O&M plans
developed for the proposed facility to avoid and minimize impacts
on San Joaquin pocket mouse.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.
 When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps
shall be used and animals shall be relocated and released outside
of buildings.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.
BIO‐35: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin pocket
mouse during decommissioning activities
The following measures shall be implemented during
decommissioning activities that result in ground disturbance.
 Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.
 Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to warmer weather
between April 15 and October 31, a period when the species is
not likely to be in a period of torpor.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
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 To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or
other animals during the construction phase of the project, all
excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2 feet deep
shall be covered at the close of each working day, or any time
when crews are not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by
plywood or similar materials. Any covers that are installed shall
be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the
need arise. If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some
means of inspecting the inside of the hole shall be installed (e.g.,
Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no
animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet
deep shall either be covered or be provided with escape ramps at
a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no
steeper than 45 degrees. If wooden planks are used,
perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in
traction. All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered,
more than 2 feet deep shall be inspected prior to the start of the
construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These
inspections shall occur regardless of whether or not work is
occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are filled, they
shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall
not continue until trapped animals have moved out of or are
removed from the open trench and relocated to a location
approved by the Wildlife Agencies.
BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
The applicant shall obtain an Incidental Take Permit (ITP) from the
CDFW for the San Joaquin kit fox prior to engaging in any ground
disturbing activities where suitable habitat is present for San
Joaquin kit fox and American badger in and adjacent to proposed
work areas. In addition, the following measures shall be
implemented during construction to ensure that there is no
significant impact on San Joaquin kit fox or American badger.
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Where there is any difference between the requirements of the ITP
and the following measures, the ITP shall prevail. The following
measures come from the guidelines in the USFWS’s (2011b)
Standard Recommendations for Protection of the Endangered San
Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or During Ground Disturbance.
These guidelines, or the most recent version of these guidelines
shall be implemented for this, except as modified by other
measures below. The applicant shall inquire with the USFWS yearly
to obtain the most recent guidelines.
 Biologists approved by USFWS and CDFW shall conduct a
preconstruction survey for potential San Joaquin kit fox dens
according to the USFWS guidelines.
 To the maximum extent feasible (as determined in consultation
with USFWS and CDFW), potential dens (5–8 inches in diameter)
for San Joaquin kit fox and American badger shall be avoided.
Staging areas shall be moved to avoid removing or directly
affecting potential dens.
 Preconstruction surveys for American badgers shall be
conducted in conjunction with San Joaquin kit fox
preconstruction surveys.
 As described in the USFWS guidelines, the preconstruction
survey shall be conducted no less than 14 days and no more than
30 days before the beginning of ground disturbance, or any
activity likely to affect San Joaquin kit fox. The biologists shall
conduct den searches by systematically walking transects
through the project site and a buffer area to be determined in
coordination with USFWS and CDFW. Transect distance should
be based on the height of vegetation such that 100% visual
coverage of the project site is achieved. If a potential or known
den is found during the survey, they shall be monitored by a
biologist approved by the Wildlife Agencies. The biologist shall
use an infrared beam camera and track plates or powder, to
determine if the den is currently being used. The camera and
track plates shall be placed at the burrow for a minimum of 3
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consecutive days. Other signs of occupancy (e.g., scat, fur) shall
be searched for in and around the burrow and, if found,
documented with photographs. Dens shall be classified into the
den status categories defined by USFWS. Dens shall be classified
in one of the following four den status categories defined by
USFWS (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2011b).
 Potential den: Any subterranean hole within the species’ range
that has entrances of appropriate dimensions and for which
available evidence is sufficient to conclude that it is being used
or has been used by a kit fox. Potential dens include (1) any
suitable subterranean hole; or (2) any den or burrow of
another species (e.g., coyote, badger, red fox, ground squirrel)
that otherwise has appropriate characteristics for kit fox use;
or an artificial structure that otherwise has appropriate
characteristics for kit fox use.
 Known den: Any existing natural den or artificial structure that
is used or has been used at any time in the past by a San
Joaquin kit fox. Evidence of use may include historical records;
past or current radiotelemetry or spotlighting data; kit fox sign
such as tracks, scat, and/or prey remains; or other reasonable
proof that a given den is being or has been used by a kit fox
(USFWS discourages use of the terms active and inactive when
referring to any kit fox den because a great percentage of
occupied dens show no evidence of use, and because kit foxes
change dens often, with the result that the status of a given
den may change frequently and abruptly).
 Known natal or pupping den: Any den that is used, or has been
used at any time in the past, by kit foxes to whelp and/or rear
their pups. Natal/pupping dens may be larger with more
numerous entrances than dens occupied exclusively by adults.
These dens typically have more kit fox tracks, scat, and prey
remains in the vicinity of the den, and may have a broader
apron of matted dirt or vegetation at one or more entrances. A
natal den, defined as a den in which kit fox pups are actually
whelped but not necessarily reared, is a more restrictive
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version of the pupping den. In practice, however, it is difficult
to distinguish between the two; therefore, for purposes of this
definition either term applies.
 Known atypical den: Any artificial structure that has been or is
being occupied by a San Joaquin kit fox. Atypical dens may
include pipes, culverts, and diggings beneath concrete slabs
and buildings.
Written results of the survey including the locations of any
potential or known San Joaquin kit fox dens shall be submitted to
USFWS and CDFW within 5 days following completion of the survey
and prior to the start of ground disturbance or construction
activities.
 After preconstruction den searches and before the
commencement of construction activities, exclusion zones shall
be established as measured in a radius outward from the
entrance or cluster of entrances of each den. Construction
activities shall be prohibited or greatly restricted within these
exclusion zones. Only essential vehicular operation on existing
roads and foot traffic shall be permitted. All other construction
activities, vehicle operation, material and equipment storage, and
other ground‐disturbing activities shall be prohibited in the
exclusion zones. Barrier fencing shall be removed within 72
hours of completion of work. Exclusion zones shall be
established using the following parameters.
 Potential and atypical dens: A total of four or five flagged
stakes shall be placed 50 feet from the den entrance to identify
the den location.
 Known den: Flagging and/or stakes with flagging attached
shall be installed between the work area and the known den
site at a minimum distance of 100 feet from the den. The
flagging shall be maintained until construction‐related
disturbances have ceased.
 Natal/pupping den: USFWS shall be contacted immediately if a
natal or pupping den is discovered in or within 200 feet of the
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work area.
 Any occupied or potentially occupied badger den shall be
avoided by establishing an exclusion zone consistent with a San
Joaquin kit fox potential burrow (i.e., four or five flagged stakes
shall be placed 50 feet from the den entrance).
 As described in the USFWS Standard Recommendations for
Protection of the Endangered San Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or
During Ground Disturbance (2011b), in cases where avoidance is
not a reasonable alternative, limited destruction of potential San
Joaquin kit fox dens may be allowed as follows only after
consultation and written approval have been obtained from the
USFWS and CDFW.
 Natal/pupping dens: Natal or pupping dens that are occupied
shall not be destroyed until the adults and pups have vacated
the dens and then only after consultation with USFWS.
Removal of natal/pupping dens shall be subject to the
project’s incidental take authorization from USFWS and CDFW.
 Known dens: Known dens within the footprint of the activity
must be monitored for 3 days with tracking medium and/or an
infrared camera to determine current use. If no kit fox activity
is observed during this period, the den should be destroyed
immediately to preclude subsequent use. If kit fox activity is
observed during this period, the den shall be monitored for at
least 5 consecutive days from the time of observation to allow
any resident animal to move to another den during its normal
activity. Use of the den can be discouraged by partially
plugging its entrance(s) with soil in such a manner that any
resident animal can escape easily. Only when the den is
determined to be unoccupied shall the den be excavated under
the direction of a biologist. If the fox is still present after 5 or
more consecutive days of monitoring, the den may be
excavated when, in the judgment of the biologist, it is
temporarily vacant, such as during the fox’s normal foraging
activities. Removal of known dens shall be subject to the
project’s incidental take authorization from USFWS and CDFW.
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 Potential dens: Potential dens can be removed (preferably by
hand excavation) by an agency‐approved biologist or under
the supervision of an agency‐approved biologist, unless other
restrictions are required by the incidental take permits issued
for this project. If any den was considered a potential den but
was later determined during monitoring or destruction to be
currently or previously used by kit foxes (e.g., kit fox sign is
found inside), then all construction activities shall cease and
USFWS and CDFW shall be notified immediately.
 Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day
on project access roads and shall not exceed 10 mph during any
emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not occur at
night.
 All project‐related vehicles and equipment shall be restricted to
established roads, construction areas, and designated staging
areas.
 To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or
other animals during the construction phase of the project, all
excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2 feet deep
shall be covered at the close of each working day, or any time
when crews are not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by
plywood or similar materials. Any covers that are installed shall
be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the
need arise. If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some
means of inspecting the inside of the hole shall be installed (e.g.,
Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no
animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet
deep shall either be covered or be provided with escape ramps at
a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no
steeper than 45 degrees. If wooden planks are used,
perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in
traction. All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered,
more than 2 feet deep shall be inspected prior to the start of the
construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
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construction day as they are being covered for the night. These
inspections shall occur regardless of whether or not work is
occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are filled, they
shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall
not continue until trapped animals have moved out of or are
removed from the open trench and relocated to a location
approved by the Wildlife Agencies.
 All construction pipes, culverts or similar structures with a
diameter of 4 inches or grater that are stored at a construction
site for one or more overnight periods shall be thoroughly
inspected for kit foxes before the pipe is subsequently buried,
capped, or otherwise moved in any way. If a kit fox is discovered
inside a pipe, that section of pipe shall not be moved until USFWS
and CDFW have been consulted.
 An appropriately qualified representative appointed by the
developer shall be the contact for any employee or contractor
who might inadvertently kill or injure a kit fox or who finds a
dead, injured, or entrapped kit fox at a time when the onsite
biological monitor is not onsite. The representative shall be
identified during environmental sensitivity training (Mitigation
Measure BIO‐2a) and his/her name and phone number shall be
provided to USFWS and CDFW. Upon such incident or finding, the
onsite biological monitor or the representative shall immediately
contact USFWS and CDFW.
 The Sacramento USFWS office and CDFW shall be notified in
writing within 3 working days of the accidental death or injury of
a San Joaquin kit fox during project‐related activities. Notification
must include the date, time, and location of the incident, and any
other pertinent information.
 New sightings of kit fox shall be reported to the California
Natural Diversity Database. A copy of the reporting form and a
topographic map clearly marked with the location of where the
kit fox was observed shall also be provided to the USFWS and
CDFW.
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 All food‐related trash items such as wrappers, cans, bottles, and
food scraps shall be disposed of in securely closed containers and
removed at least once a week from the project site.
 No firearms shall be allowed on the project site.
 No pets, such as dogs or cats shall be permitted on the project
site to prevent harassment, mortality of kit foxes, or destruction
of dens.
BIO‐37: Enhance and maintain site conditions to allow San
During project
Joaquin kit fox dispersal through the project sit
operation
The following measures shall be implemented to enhance and
maintain site conditions for potential San Joaquin kit fox movement
through the project site. These measures shall be included in the
operations and management plans developed for the project site.
 The project site shall include the following features to increase
the amount of movement areas for San Joaquin kit fox:
 The solar panels shall be constructed in a layout that is
consolidated to the extent feasible, while still meeting the goal
of using the existing contours of the land and not resulting in a
large amount of earth work.
 The battery storage facility shall be placed on the exterior of
the panel layout (not in one of the corridors) and will be
constructed as close to the panels as possible to reduce the
overall footprint of the project.
 A buffer that is on average 500 feet wide shall be incorporated
into the site layout on the west side of the project area,
starting at the toe of the slope and extending into the project
area. No solar panels or permanent structures will be placed in
the buffer and the portion of the buffer under control of the
project applicant will be managed as low grassland suitable for
San Joaquin kit fox and associated grassland species.
 Panel array 6b shall be removed from the project layout and
no solar panels or other infrastructure shall be built east of the
gas transmission corridors in NENE Section 35, as shown in
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Figure 2‐3.
 The fenced areas within the solar arrays shall be revegetated
with non‐invasive annual grasses and forbs once project
construction is completed. CDFW concurrence on the seed
mixture shall be obtained prior to revegetation.
 Vegetation within the solar arrays shall be mowed at least once a
year to keep the vegetation low (less than 12 inches; and
preferably 3–6 inches in height).
 Vegetation within the 230‐kV transmission line corridor shall
either be grazed or mowed to keep the vegetation low (less than
12 inches in height).
 Small burrowing mammals shall be allowed to establish within
the project site and rodenticides shall not be used.
 All fencing shall leave a 4‐ to 8‐inch opening between the fence
mesh and the ground, as shall be mandated as part of the HCP to
be approved for the project by the USFWS. The bottom of the
fence fabric shall be knuckled (wrapped back to form a smooth
edge) to protect wildlife that pass under the fence and slats will
be woven through the bottom row of the chain link fence to
disallow San Joaquin kit fox from becoming entangled. Fencing
shall not be electrified.
 The developer shall install artificial escape tunnels along the
outside edge of the solar arrays (outside of the fencing) and
facing the 300‐foot wide 230‐kV transmission corridor. The
developer shall also install artificial escape tunnels along
western perimeter of the solar arrays (outside of the fencing).
The artificial escape tunnels shall be placed at a minimum every
1/8‐mile in these areas. The escape tunnels shall be sized to
allow kit foxes in but shall be small enough to exclude coyotes.
The escape tunnels should be of similar design as those
presented in Harrison et al. (2011). Example den designs are
presented in Figure 3.4‐7.
BIO‐39: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status bats
Prior to and
during
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and
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minimize effects on special‐status bats during project construction construction
and decommissioning activities.
 At least 1 month prior to construction, a biologist with bat
experience shall assess the two trees that will be removed during
construction for roosting bats and/or suitable roosting habitat.
Roost surveys may consist of both daylight surveys for signs of
bat use and evening/night visit(s) to conduct emergence surveys
or evaluate the status of night roosts. Survey timing shall be
adequate to account for individual bats or species that might not
emerge until well after dark. Methods and approaches for
determining roost occupancy status shall include a combination
of the following components as the biologist deems necessary for
the particular roost site.
 Passive and/or active acoustic monitoring to assist with
species identification.
 Guano traps to determine activity status.
 Night‐vision equipment.
 Passive infrared camera traps.
 The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and
minimize effects on roosting bats detected within the project site.
 Active maternal bat roosts shall not be disturbed and shall be
provided a minimum buffer of 750 feet until a time that the
young of the roosting bat species typically become
independent. Confirmation of buffer distances and
determination of the need for a biological monitor for active
maternity roosts shall be obtained in consultation with CDFW.
A qualified biologist shall conduct an initial assessment of the
roost response to construction activities and shall recommend
buffer expansion if there are signs of disturbance from the
roost.
 Should a tree that is being used as a day roost (non‐maternal)
need to be removed for project construction, CDFW shall be
consulted to determine appropriate buffers, timing and
methods to remove the habitat.
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 Tree removal shall be conducted outside the maternity season
(April 1–September 15) to avoid disturbance of maternity
groups of foliage‐roosting bats.
BIO‐40: Minimize the effect of project lighting on wildlife
The following measures shall be incorporated into project
construction plans to minimize the effect of project lighting on
wildlife.
Project Lighting
 No lighting shall be placed near or oriented toward the 230‐kV
transmission corridor to avoid affecting wildlife that may use this
area for nighttime movement.
 Narrow spectrum bulbs shall be used to limit the range of species
affected by lighting.
 All lighting shall be designed so that exterior light fixtures are
hooded, with lights directed downward or toward the area to be
illuminated, and so that backscatter to the nighttime sky is
minimized. The design of the lighting shall be such that the
luminescence or light sources are shielded to prevent light
trespass outside the project boundary and neither the lamp nor
the reflector interior surface would be visible from outside the
footprint of the facilities.
 Light fixtures shall be installed on poles of minimal height or be
installed on the buildings.
 All lighting shall be of minimum necessary brightness consistent
with worker safety.
 The number of lighting fixtures shall be limited to the minimum
required.
 All illuminated areas not occupied on a continuous basis shall
have switches or motion detectors to light the area only when it
is occupied. Any perimeter lighting shall also only be motion
activated.
 All lighting poles, fixtures, and hoods shall be of dark‐colored
material.
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 Operational exterior lighting shall be limited to the Operations
and Maintenance building and the substation, unless other
exterior lighting is required by law or code.
 Unless determined necessary by the County for safety or security
reasons, any signs at the entry of the project site shall not be lit
(reflective coating is acceptable).
 Lighting would be used from dusk to dawn for the project
substation to conform to National Electrical Safety Code (NESC)
requirements and all applicable Merced County outdoor lighting
codes.
Construction and Decommissioning Lighting
 No lighting shall be used for construction and decommissioning
activities (Merced County does not allow night time work);
however, a small amount of temporary lighting may be used to
address safety concerns during construction (e.g., within
substations and construction yards). These lights shall only be on
when construction workers are present or shall be motion
activated.
 All lights shall be directed downward and include exterior hoods
so that only areas that need illumination are lit and that
backscatter to the nighttime sky is minimized.
 Temporary lighting shall be shielded and oriented at an angle no
greater than 45 degrees between the light post and the horizon.

BIO‐44a: Avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waters Prior to and
during
during project construction
The following measures shall be implemented prior to construction construction
to avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waters to the
maximum extent practicable.
 The developer shall design the final site plan so that there are no
permanent impacts on the seasonal wetland.
 The developer shall design the final site plan so that waters
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(ephemeral swale/drainages and ponds) are avoided to the
maximum extent practicable.
 Sediment and erosion control materials shall be installed prior to
construction and shall be maintained for the duration of
construction activities to avoid and minimize effects on adjacent
wetlands and waters.
 Flagging and/or stakes with flagging attached shall be installed
around wetlands and waters that are adjacent to project
construction.
 A biological and/or SWPPP monitor shall check on the integrity
of all construction fencing and sediment and erosion control
materials to ensure that they are intact and functioning, and that
wetlands are not being affected.
BIO‐44b: Restore and/or compensate for the loss of wetlands
Prior to project Applicant
and waters
operation
Wetlands and waters filled as a result of the proposed project shall
be compensated for to ensure no net loss of habitat functions and
values. A compensation approach could be to establish wetlands
and waters that are similar to those affected in terms of physical
and biological characteristics. Because establishing ephemeral
swales and drainages may not be practicable, out‐of‐kind
compensation for this type of water would be allowed. The
compensation would be at a minimum 1:1 ratio (1 acre restored or
created for every 1 acre filled) and may be a combination of onsite
restoration/creation, offsite restoration, and mitigation credits.
Actual compensation ratios shall be based on site‐specific
information and determined through coordination with state
agencies (CDFW, Regional Water Board). A mitigation and
monitoring plan shall be developed that describes the measures
and procedures for compensating for impacts on waters. The
mitigation and monitoring plan shall provide detailed information
on measurable success criteria that can be achieved within a 10‐
year period, monitoring and reporting methods and schedule,
funding source and responsible party, and adaptive management
measures to ensure that the desired success criteria are achieved.
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The wetland mitigation plan shall be reviewed and approved by the
state agencies and Merced County, prior to implementation. The
wetland mitigation plan shall be implemented within 1 year
following the end of project construction.
Cultural Resources
CUL‐2: Stop work if cultural resources are encountered during
ground‐disturbing activities
If buried cultural resources such as chipped or ground stone,
historic debris, or building foundations, are inadvertently
discovered during ground‐disturbing activities, work will stop in
that area and within a 100‐foot radius of the find until a qualified
archaeologist can assess the significance of the find and, if
necessary, develop a response plan, with appropriate treatment
measures, in consultation with the County, SHPO, and other
appropriate agencies. Preservation in place shall be the preferred
treatment method per State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(b)
(avoidance, open space, capping, easement). Data recovery of
important information about the resource, research, or other
actions determined during consultation, is allowed if it is the only
feasible treatment method.
CUL‐3: Stop work if human remains are encountered during
ground‐disturbing activities
If human skeletal remains are encountered, ground‐disturbing
activities will be stopped within a 100‐foot radius of the discovery.
The county coroner must be contacted immediately and is required
to examine the discovery within 48 hours. If the county coroner
determines that the remains are Native American, the Coroner is
required to contact the NAHC within 24 hours. A qualified
archaeologist (QA) should also be contacted immediately. The
coroner is required to notify and seek out a treatment
recommendation of the NAHC‐designated Most Likely Descendant
(MLD).
 If NAHC identifies an MLD, and the MLD makes a
recommendation, and the landowner accepts the
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recommendation, then ground‐disturbing activities may resume
after the QA verifies and notifies the County that the
recommendations have been completed.
 If NAHC is unable to identify the MLD, or the MLD makes no
recommendation, or the landowner rejects the recommendation,
and mediation per PRC 5094.98(k) fails, then ground‐disturbing
activities may resume, but only after the QA verifies and notifies
the County that the landowner has completely reinterred the
human remains and items associated with Native American
burials with appropriate dignity on the property, and ensures no
further disturbance of the site per PRC 5097.98(e) by county
recording, open space designation, or a conservation easement.
If the coroner determines that no investigation of the cause of death
is required and that the human remains are not Native American,
then ground‐disturbing activities may resume, after the coroner
informs the County of Merced of such determination. According to
state law, six or more human burials at one location constitute a
cemetery and disturbance of Native American cemeteries is a felony
(PRC Sections 21083.2, 5094.98, 5097.5, 5097.9; Health and Safety
Code Sections. 7050.5, 7052).
Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources and Paleontological Resources
GEO‐1: Conduct a final geotechnical investigation and report
Project design, Applicant
and incorporate results into project design
prior to
Prior to construction, the applicant will conduct a final geotechnical issuance of
building
field and laboratory investigation of the project site that
permits
encompasses all the affected rock and soil types at an appropriate
level for the individual project components (e.g., access roads,
ground‐mounted solar modules and tracker components, power
inverters, substation, BESS, interconnection switching station, O&M
building, and septic system). Conduct standard laboratory analysis
(e.g., grain size analysis, geotechnical properties, compaction
requirements, and drainage requirements) for these locations and
present specific geotechnical and engineering requirement
recommendations for the project components. These
recommendations will be incorporated into the project’s final
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engineering design. The final geotechnical report will address the
following issues.
 Strong ground shaking. The geotechnical report will analyze the
potential for strong ground shaking in the project area and at the
project site, using accepted methodologies, and provide site‐
specific foundation design recommendations. The structural
design requirements will be based on conformance with the most
current version of the CBC, including applicable County
amendments, to ensure that the project will withstand ground
accelerations expected from known active faults.
 Slope failure. The geotechnical report will investigate the
potential for slope failure (both seismically and nonseismically
induced) and develop site‐specific foundation plans engineered
for the terrain, rock and soil types, and other conditions present
at the project site. Site‐specific engineering requirements for
mitigation of slope failure will specify proven methods generally
accepted by registered engineers, including measures described
in California Geological Survey Special Publication 117A (2008).
 Design requirements. Site‐specific design to address the issues of
strong ground motion, slope failure, and expansive soils will
include final design parameters for earthwork, foundations, site
preparation, structure, and infrastructure. The project structural
engineer will review the site‐specific design, provide additional
mitigation, if necessary, to meet building code requirements, and
incorporate all applicable mitigation from the investigation into
the structural design plans to ensure that the final plans meet
current building code requirements. Geologic hazards, including
the potential for grading to create unstable cut or fill slopes, are
addressed through the County’s adopted building codes. The
County enforces compliance with geotechnical report
recommendations via the building permit process. Design and
engineering recommendations in the geotechnical report will be
implemented by the project applicant during construction. The
County’s registered geotechnical engineer or third‐party
registered engineer retained to review the geotechnical report
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will review the geotechnical investigation, approve the final
report, and require compliance with all geotechnical mitigation
described in the report in the plans submitted for the grading,
foundation, structural, infrastructure and all other relevant
construction permits. The County building department personnel
will review project plans for grading, foundations, structural,
infrastructure and all other relevant construction permits to
ensure compliance with the applicable geotechnical investigation
and other applicable building code requirements.
 As per IBC and CBSC requirements and prior to construction, the
applicant’s geotechnical engineers will be responsible for
conducting a final geotechnical evaluation of unconsolidated
sediments of the project site to determine the extent to which
they are susceptible to shrink‐swell behavior. Subsurface borings
at regular intervals within the proposed project footprint are
recommended. Based on subsurface conditions, the final
geotechnical report will identify specific mitigation measures to
address expansive soils and the applicant’s engineers will design
the specific project components to incorporate these measures
and accommodate the effects of expansive soils. If expansive soils
are determined to be present at any location where project
activities would occur, corrective actions will be taken.
Corrective actions may include excavation of potentially
problematic soils during construction and replacement with
engineered backfill, ground treatment processes, and direction of
surface water and drainage away from foundation soils. The
project applicants will select one or more of these measures in
consultation with a qualified engineer before activities begin.
 The final geotechnical field evaluation and report will address
the location and drainage requirements for the septic system and
septic drain field. Borings and soil grain size and permeability
analysis will identify if existing, site‐specific conditions will
support the septic system. If the existing conditions will not
support the septic system, the system will be relocated to a
location that will support it or the report will identify design
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requirements that would allow the septic system and septic
drain system to be placed at that location. Measures could
include excavation of inappropriate materials and fill with
appropriate soils.
GEO‐7a: Educate construction personnel in recognizing fossil
materials and their importance
The developer shall provide training to all construction personnel
to ensure that they can recognize fossil materials in the event any
are discovered during construction. The training will be conducted
by a paleontologist. Construction personnel will also be instructed
on the importance of paleontological specimens that might be
recovered.
GEO‐7b: Paleontological monitoring, stop work and fossil
recovery
The applicant will hire a qualified professional paleontologist who
will design a field inspection and monitoring program. If
appropriate, the program will include an initial field reconnaissance
to determine if there are any vertebrate fossils exposed at the
surface that may require collection prior to commencing site
grading and construction. The applicant shall submit this program
to the County for review and approval.
The field inspection and monitoring program will include the
presence of a paleontological resources monitor onsite during all
grading and excavation activities on rock units with high sensitivity.
The paleontological monitor should be knowledgeable about fossils
(through education or field experience) but does not need to be a
qualified professional paleontologist. If suspected paleontological
resources are encountered, the paleontological monitor will have
the authority to issue stop work orders until the monitor has had
the opportunity to assess the find and determine if continued work
is appropriate or not. If the monitor determines that the find is a
vertebrate fossil then the qualified professional paleontologist will
examine the find, assess its nature and importance, and determine
the appropriate treatment. Treatment may include preparation and
recovery of fossil materials so that they can be housed in an
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appropriate museum or university collection and may also include
preparation of a report for publication describing the find. If work
stoppage for a find is necessary, the qualified professional
paleontologist will use professional discretion in determining the
extent of the fossil excavation and will work with the applicant to
allow the maximum amount of continued work in the remaining
area. The applicant will be responsible for ensuring that
recommendations regarding treatment and reporting are
implemented.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
HAZ‐1a: Fit the battery containers with a fire suppression
system
Each battery container will be fitted with a fire suppression system
designed to contain any fire within the container itself. This system
will employ the SCIC strategy for fire containment. The fire
suppression system will include a gaseous fire suppressant agent
(e.g., FM 200, FE‐25) and an automatic fire extinguishing system
with sound and light alarms. The system will be designed in
accordance with NFPA safety standards including an automatic
shut‐down system for fans and windows that will keep the
container sealed when the fire extinguishing system is activated.
The smoke detection system will include a series of signals before
the fire suppressing agent is released. An option for manual
activation will be included as part of the design. The applicant will
provide the County with proof that each container is so equipped
before the County issues the first building permit for the project.
HAZ‐1b: Implement a fire protection plan
The applicant will coordinate, or as a contract specification, require
its contractors to coordinate, with the Merced County Fire
Department and CAL FIRE to prepare a Fire Protection Plan. The
Merced County Fire Department and CAL FIRE will review, revise if
necessary, and approve the plan before construction begins in areas
with moderate to high fire hazards. The Fire Protection Plan will
include the following measures.
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Timing
 Internal combustion engines, stationary and mobile, will be
equipped with spark arresters. Spark arresters shall be in good
working order.
 Contractor will keep all construction sites and staging areas free
of grass, brush, and other flammable materials.
 Personnel will be trained in the practices of the fire safety plan
relevant to their duties. Construction and maintenance personnel
shall be trained and equipped to extinguish small fires.
 Work crews shall have fire‐extinguishing equipment on hand, as
well as emergency numbers and cell phone or other means of
contacting the Fire Department.
 Security gates will be approved by the Fire Department and, as
required, including the installation of a Merced County coded
“Knox” key switch or “Knox” padlock, whichever is most
appropriate.
 Smoking will be prohibited while operating equipment and shall
be limited to paved or graveled areas or areas cleared of all
vegetation. Smoking will be prohibited within 30 feet of any
combustible material storage area (including fuels, gases, and
solvents). Smoking will be prohibited in any location during a
Red Flag Warning issued by the National Weather Service for the
project area1.
 Water tanks/supply capable of supplying the required fire flow
(per California Fire Code requirements) for fire protection will
be used. Water tanks shall be continuously tended during a Red
Flag Warning issued by the National Weather Service for the
project area if this equipment is in use.
 The applicant will meet with CAL FIRE and/or the Merced
County Fire Department for a site visit to discuss the specific
characteristics of the selected battery system, describe the onsite
fire suppression system employed as part of the battery system,
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1 “Red‐Flag Warning” is a term used by fire‐weather forecasters to call attention to limited weather conditions of particular importance that may result in extreme burning conditions.
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and arrange for emergency access to the project site in the event
of a fire. Specifically, the location of the battery energy storage
system, the types of batteries installed, and details regarding the
fire suppression system installed will be made available to fire
personnel as soon as they are confirmed. The plan will include
provisions for yearly briefings of fire personnel during the length
of the project’s operational life.
Hydrology and Water Quality
WQ‐1: Prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plan with
construction site best management practices
Prior to construction‐related ground disturbance, the applicant and
their contractors will acquire any necessary regulatory approvals
from the State Water Board and the Central Valley Regional Water
Board to ensure compliance with and coverage under the State
Water Board NPDES General Construction Permit to the extent that
existing approvals do not cover project construction. The applicant
will submit an NOI to the State Water Board and prepare a SWPPP
in compliance with the NPDES General Construction Permit
requirements. BMPs in the SWPPP would help reduce anticipated
impacts related to construction and post‐construction activities on
stormwater runoff water quality. Implementation of the BMPs
defined in the SWPPP including, but not limited to, those stated
below, would minimize impacts on local water quality by
controlling runoff from erosion and potential contaminants,
thereby ensuring stormwater flows and discharges meet water
quality standards.
Erosion impacts during construction would be minimized or
avoided by incorporating necessary BMPs, such as those listed
below, which are based on practices outlined in the California
Stormwater Quality Association’s (CASQA) Best Management
Practice Handbook Portal (California Stormwater Quality
Association 2010).
 Desilting basin and sediment trap: Construction of a temporary
basin designed to remove sediment from runoff would prevent
constituents from reaching existing on‐ and offsite drainages by
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allowing sediment to settle before discharging water to natural
drainages.
 Erosion control blankets/mats, geotextiles, plastic covers: These
erosion control methods will be used on flat or sloped surfaces to
keep soil in place and can be used to cover disturbed soil to
prevent runoff.
 Gravel/sandbag barrier: A temporary sediment barrier could be
constructed using gravel or sand filled bags to prevent sediment
from disturbed areas from reaching existing drainages by
reducing the volume of sheet flows.
 Hydraulic, straw, and wood mulch: The use of these various
mulches temporarily stabilizes soil on surfaces with little or no
slope.
 Preservation of existing vegetation: Preserving the existing
vegetation to the maximum extent possible provides protection
of exposed surfaces from erosion and can keep sediment in place.
Sensitive areas defined in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, will
be clearly indicated and protected during and after construction.
 Runoff control BMPs: These measures include grading surfaces to
control sheet flow, barriers or berms that force sheet flows
around protected areas, and stormwater conveyances such as
channels, drains, and swales. These practices and features collect
runoff and redirect it to prevent contamination to surface waters.
Calculations will be made for anticipated runoff, and the
stormwater conveyances will be constructed, designed, and
located to accommodate these flows.
 Scheduling and planning: Appropriate scheduling and planning
provide ways to minimize disturbed areas, which reduces the
amount of activity in the project area that requires protection
and minimizes the duration of exposure of disturbed soils to
erosion.
 Stabilized Construction Entrance/Exit. A graveled area or pad
located at points where vehicles enter and leave a construction
site can be built. This BMP provides a buffer area where vehicles
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can drop their mud and sediment to avoid transporting it onto
public roads, to control erosion from surface runoff and to help
control dust.
 Storm drain inlet protection: Protection consists of devices and
procedures that detain or filter sediment from runoff, thereby
preventing them from reaching drainage systems that will be
used post‐construction, as well as surface waters.
Additional concerns include potential pollutant exposure related to
improper material storage and handling, as well as non‐stormwater
discharges. The following BMPs address these potential problems,
which would be stated in a SWPPP.
 Concrete waste management: Excess or leftover concrete will be
properly disposed of in designated concrete waste facilities.
 Material delivery and storage practices: All materials, especially
toxic or hazardous materials, will be covered to prevent
exposure to stormwater and runoff. Toxic or hazardous materials
will also be stored and transferred on impervious surfaces that
will prevent immediate exposure to soils. Vehicles and
equipment used for material transport and storage, as well as
any other vehicles, will be parked in clearly designated areas.
 Street sweeping and maintenance: Regular cleaning will occur at
the entrances and exits to and from the project site to avoid
contamination of offsite areas.
 Solid waste management: An appropriate amount of conveniently
located trash and waste containers will be placed around the
project site for proper disposal of solid wastes. All receptacles
will have lids or covers that will not blow off in windy conditions.
 Spill prevention and control: Any spills or releases of materials
will be cleaned up immediately and comprehensively.
Appropriate and easily accessible cleanup equipment, including
spill kits containing absorbents, will be located in several areas
around the site. Used cleanup materials will be disposed of
properly and in accordance with applicable regulations.
Hazardous or toxic material spills must be treated as hazardous
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waste and be treated and disposed of accordingly.
 Vehicle and equipment cleaning and refueling: Vehicles and
equipment that regularly enter and leave the project site will be
cleaned. Additionally, refueling of vehicles and equipment will
occur offsite whenever possible. An onsite, designated fueling
area with appropriate containment and cleanup materials will be
used when offsite refueling is impractical.
 Vehicle and equipment maintenance: Offsite maintenance
facilities will be used whenever possible. Whenever onsite
maintenance is necessary, ensure designated maintenance areas
are protected from stormwater runoff and are provided with
proper spill cleanup and containment materials.
The applicant’s SWPPP will also identify the following.
 Pollutants likely to be used during construction activities or that
could be present in stormwater and non‐stormwater discharges,
as well as any other type of materials included in equipment
operation.
 Personnel training requirements and procedures that will be
used to ensure that all workers are aware of the applicable
regulations regarding the permit requirements. Personnel will
also be made aware of the BMPs designated and specified in the
SWPPP.
 Site inspection and maintenance responsibilities.
 Spill prevention measures, including those mentioned above.
 A monitoring program to be implemented and carried out by the
contractor, which will include site inspections during dry and
wet weather conditions to ensure personnel are following
SWPPP conditions. A sampling analysis plan will also be
included, as per any Construction General Permit.
 Appropriate supervisory personnel who will be responsible for
carrying out the implementation of the SWPPP.
All construction contractors will retain a copy of the approved
project SWPPP while on the construction site.
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Noise
NOI‐1: Employ noise‐reducing construction practices
The applicant will implement construction practices to ensure
compliance with applicable County noise standards. Measures to be
employed include but are not limited to the following.
 Limit onsite truck speed to 5 mph to reduce truck‐generated
noise.
 Fixed construction equipment, including compressors and
generators, will be located as far as feasibly possible from
residential properties.
 All construction equipment powered by gasoline or diesel
engines will have sound control devices that are at least as
effective as those originally provided by the manufacturer and
that all equipment be operated and maintained to minimize noise
generation.
 Where necessary noise‐reducing enclosures or temporary
barriers will be used around noise‐generating equipment. Where
feasible existing barrier features (terrain, structures) will be
used to block sound transmission.
Transportation/Traffic
TRA‐1a: Install a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright
Road approach to SR 152
Prior to project construction, the applicant shall install, under an
encroachment permit from Merced County, a separate right turn
lane on the Billy Wright Road approach to SR 152. The additional
lane shall be located within the existing 60‐foot wide access
opening on SR 152 and shall not require any widening of that
opening (Figure 3.11‐1).
TRA‐1b: Stage the construction employee work schedule so
that no more than 200 employees will leave the site during the
PM Peak Hour
The applicant shall stage the construction employee work schedule
so that no more than 200 employees will leave the site during the
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PM Peak Hour (4:00–6:00 p.m.). This staggered work schedule shall
be clearly required in construction plans and contracts.
TRA‐1c: Address safety concerns at the Intersection of SR
152/33 and Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a westbound left turn lane on SR 152
under an encroachment permit from and subject to the design
approval of Caltrans District 10. The lane shall be a minimum of 665
feet in length (Figure 3.11‐1).
TRA‐3a: Construct a separate eastbound right turn lane on SR
152 approaching the Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a separate eastbound right turn lane
on SR 152 approaching the Billy Wright Road intersection under an
encroachment permit from and subject to the design approval of
Caltrans District 10. A full, 665‐foot long deceleration lane shall be
installed with 4‐foot wide shoulder in the area of the existing 8‐foot
wide shoulder on SR 152. During the encroachment permit process,
the applicant shall submit the truck turning radius at the
intersection of SR 152/Billy Wright Road for each different type of
truck that will be used by the proposed project.
TRA‐3b: Construct a separate acceleration lane on eastbound
SR 152 east of Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a separate acceleration lane on
eastbound SR 152 under an encroachment permit from and subject to
the design approval of Caltrans District 10. The separate lane shall be
a minimum of 12 feet in width and 1,400 feet in length. (Figure
3.11‐1). During the encroachment permit process, the applicant
shall submit the truck turning radius at the intersection of SR
152/Billy Wright Road for each different type of truck that will be
used by the proposed project.
TRA‐3c: Prohibit truck turns from Billy Wright Road onto
westbound SR 152
The applicant, as part of the construction contract documents, shall
prohibit construction truck turns from Billy Wright Road onto
westbound SR 152 (i.e., left turns from Billy Wright Road).
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TRA‐3d: Install a separate westbound acceleration lane within Prior to
the median area
construction
The applicant shall install a separate westbound acceleration lane
within the median area, under an encroachment permit from and
subject to the design approval of Caltrans District 10. The separate
lane shall be a minimum of 12 feet in width and 1,400 feet in length.
(Figure 3.11‐1). During the encroachment permit process, the
applicant shall submit the truck turning radius at the intersection of
SR 152/Billy Wright Road for each different type of truck that will
be used by the proposed project.
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CUP12‐017 Wright Solar
Written Findings of Significant Effects
The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for this project was prepare by the County of Merced
(County) as the “lead agency” in accordance with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to
identify and assess the anticipated effects of the project. The County, as the lead agency, has the
principal responsibility for approval of the project. In accordance with State CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15091, the following findings and supporting facts address each significant environmental
effect that has been changed (including adoption of mitigation measures) to avoid or substantially
reduce the magnitude of the effect, as identified in the Final EIR. The findings described below are
organized by resource issue, in the same order as the effects are discussed in the EIR. The County’s
findings regarding the project alternatives follow the individual effect findings. The findings
reference the Draft and final EIR (part of the record upon which the Merced County Board of
Supervisors bases its decision) and mitigation measures in support of the findings. Where mitigation
measures are repeated, the full text of the measure is not repeated.

Introduction
The Wright Solar Park (proposed project) would be located on the west side of the San Joaquin
Valley, southwest of the intersection of Interstate (I‐) 5 and State Route (SR) 152. The area west of I‐
5, including the project site, slopes gently upward toward the Coast Ranges and supports grazing
and dry‐farmed agriculture. Three 230‐kilovolt (kV) transmission lines run north‐south through the
area. Otherwise, the project area has no distinguishing constructed or human‐made features. The
lands immediately east of I‐5 support orchards, grazing, and dry farming, as well as the aqueducts of
the Central Valley Project (CVP). Farther east, irrigated agriculture is the primary land use.
The area is rural in character. There is an isolated residential subdivision, small commercial area,
and power substation at the junction of SR 152 and SR 33 north of the project site. The community
of Santa Nella, to the north, and city of Los Banos, to the east, are several miles from the proposed
project site.
Wright Solar Park, LLC (applicant or developer) proposes to develop, own, and operate a 200‐
megawatt (MW) alternating current (AC) ground‐mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) power plant
located on leased and purchased agricultural lands in unincorporated Merced County, California.
The applicant has filed a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) application with Merced County (CUP
Application No. CUP 12‐017) for the proposed project to allow for the construction, operation, and
maintenance of such facilities for the long‐term generation of clean renewable energy from solar
power. In addition, the project would include cancellation of the Williamson Act contracts covering
1,282.45 acres of the project site.
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Record of Proceedings and Custodian of Record
The record upon which all findings and determinations related to the approval of the project are
based comprises the items listed below


The EIR and all documents referenced in or relied upon by the EIR.



All information (including written evidence and testimony) provided by County staff to the
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors relating to the EIR, the approvals, and the
project.



All information (including written evidence and testimony) presented to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors by the environmental consultants who prepared the EIR
or incorporated into reports presented to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors.



All information (including written evidence and testimony) presented to the County from other
public agencies related to the project or the EIR.



All applications, letters, testimony, and presentations relating to the project.



All information (including written evidence and testimony) presented at any County hearing
related to the project and the EIR.



All County‐adopted or County‐prepared land use plans, ordinances, including without limitation
general plans, specific plans, and ordinances, together with environmental review documents,
findings, mitigation monitoring programs, and other documents relevant to land use within the
area.



The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the project.



All other documents composing the record pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
21167.6(e).

The custodian of the documents and other materials that constitute the record of the proceedings
upon which the County’s decisions are based is Oksana Newmen, Assistant Planning Director, or her
designee. Such documents and other material are located at the Merced County Community and
Economic Development Department, 2222 M Street, Merced, California 95340.

Consideration and Certification of the EIR
In accordance with CEQA, the Board of Supervisors certifies that the EIR has been completed in
compliance with CEQA. The Board of Supervisors has independently reviewed the record and the
EIR prior to certifying the EIR and approving the project. By these findings, the Board of Supervisors
confirms, ratifies, and adopts the findings and conclusions of the EIR as supplemented and modified
by these findings. The EIR and these findings represent the independent judgment and analysis of
the County and the Board of Supervisors. The Board of Supervisors recognizes that the EIR may
contain clerical errors. The Board of Supervisors reviewed the entirety of the EIR and bases its
determination on the substance of the information it contains. The Board of Supervisors certifies
that the EIR is adequate to support the approval of the action that is the subject of the Resolution to
which these CEQA findings are attached.
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The Board of Supervisors certifies that the EIR is adequate to support approval of the proposed
project described in the staff report, each component and phase of the project described in the EIR,
any variant of the project described in the EIR, any minor modifications to the project or variants of
the project described in the EIR, and the components of the project.

Absence of Significant New Information
The Board of Supervisors recognizes that the Final EIR incorporates information obtained and
produced after the Draft EIR was completed, and that the Final EIR contains additions, clarifications,
and modifications. The Board of Supervisors has reviewed and considered the Final EIR and all of
this information. The Final EIR does not add significant new information to the Draft EIR that would
require recirculation of the EIR under CEQA. The new information added to the EIR does not involve
a new significant environmental impact, a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental
impact, or a feasible mitigation measure or alternative considerably different from others previously
analyzed that the project sponsor declines to adopt and that would clearly lessen the significant
environmental impacts of the project. No information indicates that the Draft EIR was inadequate or
conclusory or that the public was deprived of a meaningful opportunity to review and comment on
the Draft EIR. Thus, recirculation of the EIR is not required. The Board of Supervisors finds that the
changes and modifications made to the EIR after the Draft EIR was circulated for public review and
comment do not individually or collectively constitute significant new information within the
meaning of Public Resources Code Section 21092.1 or Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.

Severability
If any term, provision, or portion of these Findings or the application of these Findings to a
particular situation is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable,
the remaining provisions of these Findings, or their application to other actions related to the
project, shall continue in full force and effect unless amended or modified by the County.

Findings and Recommendations Regarding Significant
and Unavoidable Impacts
Aesthetics
Impact AES‐2: Potential to have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista
Potential Impact: While no officially designated scenic vistas are identified in the project vicinity,
the rolling terrain often allows for scenic vista views from high points along local roadways, trails,
and from rural residential locations out and over the picturesque landscape. These views are
comprised of the Diablo Range’s rolling, grassy foothills that transition to the patchwork of the
valley’s flat agricultural floor.
The solar power plant would introduce solar fields, or arrays, (making up much of the facilities’
footprints, as shown on Figure 2‐3) on about half of the 2,730.55‐acre project site, collection lines,
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an office/storage building, gravel access roads, and 8‐foot‐high chain‐link perimeter fencing with
three‐strand barbed wire that would be visible for 35 years from the foreground and middleground
of vista views available to residences along the surrounding roadways, to agricultural workers in
nearby fields, and to roadway travelers using surrounding roadways.
Operation of a concentrated solar power generation facility of this size would introduce a
considerable source of infrastructure and anthropogenic features; alter the existing visual character
of the landscape from one that is rural to more industrial in nature; be seen by viewers of high,
moderate, and low sensitivity; and reduce the existing scenic quality with the intrusion of human‐
made elements on land that is currently farmed and is largely undeveloped.
A decommissioning plan would ensure that the project facilities are decommissioned and removed
and that the site would be restored to pre‐construction conditions to support, at a minimum, uses
that are consistent with pre‐construction activities such as cattle grazing or dry farming.
The changes to the existing visual character resulting from project operations and maintenance
would reduce the vividness, intactness, and unity to be moderately low and result in an overall
visual quality that is moderately low. As described in Section 2.3.5, Wildlife Protection Corridors and
Fencing Design, of the Project Description, the Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) mandates that all
fencing will leave a 4‐ to 8‐inch opening between the fence mesh and the ground to allow for kit fox
passage through the site. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has expressed concerns that kit fox
passage could be compromised if vegetation is planted along the fences. Therefore, a planted visual
buffer is not proposed as mitigation to reduce visual impacts because of the potential to affect and
preclude kit fox movement through the site. Avoiding impacts on kit fox, a federally protected
species, outweighs avoidance of visual impacts, especially considering that the area immediately
surrounding the site is currently largely undeveloped, open space grasslands. This is a significant
impact.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the Draft EIR at pages 3.1‐15
and 3.1‐16 are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES‐2 would help reduce visual
impacts associated with the proposed project by reducing fence and solar panel support
structure visibility but not to a less‐than‐significant level because the terrain would still allow
for views of visual changes associated with the solar facility. Therefore, impacts would be
significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation Measure AES‐2: Apply aesthetic design treatments to all structures to the
extent feasible
The applicant will design structures using the aesthetic treatments described below to minimize
the impact on the existing visual character and quality associated with the introduction of
industrial structures in areas where they do not presently exist. Compliance with the
requirements described below shall be subject to review and approval by the Merced County
Community and Economic Development Department prior to installation.
New structures, such as the backs and posts supporting solar panels and inverter boxes, will be
painted with a shade that is two to three shades darker than the general surrounding area.
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Colors will be chosen from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Standard Environmental
Colors Chart CC‐001: June 2008. Because color selection will vary by location, the applicant,
working with the facility designers, will employ the use of color panels evaluated from key
observation points during common lighting conditions (front versus backlighting) to aid in the
appropriate color selection. The applicant will select colors for the coloring of the most
prevalent season. Panels will be a minimum of 3 by 2 feet in dimension and will be evaluated
from various distances but within 1,000 feet to ensure the best possible color selection.


All paints used for the color panels and structures will be color matched directly from the
physical color chart, rather than from any digital or color‐reproduced versions of the color
chart.



Paints will be of a dull, flat, or satin finish only. Appropriate paint type will be selected for
the finished structures to ensure long‐term durability of the painted surfaces.



The applicant will maintain the paint color over time.



Chainlink fences will be plastic‐ or vinyl‐coated with colors selected using the BLM selection
techniques to make chainlink fences to appear more see‐through than non‐treated, light
grey fencing.



Finishes will be selected for their ability to achieve the correct color selection, durability,
and environmental safety.

The applicant will ensure that any visible pipelines, guardrails, substation and switching station
infrastructure, panel support structures, and signs will be of a material or color that helps
surfaces to blend better with the surroundings. These elements will be constructed with low‐
sheen and non‐reflective surface materials to reduce potential for glare, the use of glossy paints
or surfaces will be avoided, and paints will be of a dull, flat, or satin finish only.
The following guidance will be used to design structures and help ensure that operational
aesthetic impacts are reduced.


Overview of BLM design fundamentals and strategies:
http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/Recreation/recreation_national/RMS/3.html.



Design fundamentals to lessen visual impacts:
http://www.ntc.blm.gov/krc/uploads/35/Unit%206%20Design%20Fundamentals%2011
%2005%2008.pdf.



Design strategies to lessen visual impacts through color charts/panels and siting:
http://www.ntc.blm.gov/krc/uploads/35/Unit%207%20Design%20Strategies%2011%20
05%2008.pdf.

Remaining Impacts: Remaining impacts related to impacts on scenic vistas will be significant
and unavoidable.
Overriding Considerations: As more fully explained in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations contained in Exhibit C to the Resolution to which these CEQA Findings are
attached, the County finds that there are specific environmental and economic benefits of the
project that override the remaining significant and unavoidable impacts on scenic vistas. There
are no other feasible mitigation measures or changes to the project that will reduce this impact
to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Impact AES‐4: Degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings
Potential Impact: Impacts on the existing visual character of the site and its surroundings are
similar to those described under Impact AES‐2. The solar power plant would introduce solar arrays
and associated facilities and infrastructure that would be visible for 35 years within the foreground
and middleground of residences along the surrounding roadways, to agricultural workers in nearby
fields, and to roadway travelers using surrounding roadways.
Operation of a concentrated solar power generation facility of this size would introduce a
considerable source of infrastructure and anthropogenic features; alter the existing visual character
of the landscape from one that is rural to more industrial in nature; be seen by viewers of high,
moderate, and low sensitivity; and reduce the existing scenic quality with the intrusion of human‐
made elements on land that is currently farmed and is largely undeveloped.
A decommissioning plan would ensure that the project facilities are decommissioned and removed
and that the site would be restored to pre‐construction conditions to support, at a minimum, uses
that are consistent with pre‐construction activities such as cattle grazing or dry farming.
The changes to the existing visual character resulting from project operations and maintenance
would reduce the vividness, intactness, and unity to be moderately low and result in an overall
visual quality that is moderately low. As described in Section 2.3.5 of the DEIR, Wildlife Protection
Corridors and Fencing Design, of the Project Description of the DEIR, the HCP mandates that all
fencing will leave a 4‐ to 8‐inch opening between the fence mesh and the ground to allow for kit fox
passage through the site. As discussed above, a planted visual buffer is not proposed as mitigation to
reduce visual impacts because of the potential to affect and preclude kit fox movement through the
site.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the Draft EIR at pages 3.1‐15
through 3.1‐18 and are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measures
AES‐2 and AES‐4 will reduce the project’s impacts on the visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings but will not mitigate this impact to a less‐than‐significant level, as there is
no feasible way to avoid the significant impact.
Mitigation Measure AES‐2: Apply aesthetic design treatments to all structures to the
extent feasible
See above for the full text of this mitigation measure.
Mitigation Measure AES‐4: Convene an informational workshop and reflect community
comments in the design of buildings
Prior to the submittal of building permit applications to the County, the applicant shall convene
an informational workshop for community residents and other interested persons to provide
them the opportunity to review and comment on the design and appearance of all proposed
buildings. Community and Economic Development Department staff will also attend the
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workshop. The workshop shall be held at a location convenient to the residents living near the
site and scheduled in the early evening so that it will be convenient to attend. The applicant shall
mail invitations to the owners of all property along Billy Wright Road west of I‐5.
The applicant shall present color elevations of all proposed buildings to attendees of the
workshop for review and comment. The proposed buildings will reflect the design
considerations described in Mitigation Measure AES‐2. Building locations and size shall match
the plot plan approved with Conditional Use Permit Application CUP12‐17.
In addition, a selection of alternative colors from the BLM’s Standard Environmental Colors
Chart CC‐001: June 2008 will be presented at the workshop to enable attendees to compare
alternative color schemes. The applicant shall work with Community and Economic
Development Department staff to prepare final building designs that reflect the preferences of
workshop attendees. The final building designs will be submitted to the Community and
Economic Department Director for consideration at the time the Department is required to
approve the project building plans.
Remaining Impacts: Remaining impacts related to the project’s impacts on the visual character
or quality of the site and its surrounding will be significant and unavoidable.
Overriding Considerations: As more fully explained in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations contained in Exhibit C to the Resolution to which these CEQA Findings are
attached, the County finds that there are specific environmental and economic benefits of the
project that override the remaining significant and unavoidable on the visual character or
quality of the site and its surrounding. There are no other feasible mitigation measures or
changes to the project that will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.

Agricultural Resources
Impact AG‐2: Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use or with a Williamson Act
contract
Potential Impact: The County zoning ordinance allows solar energy facilities for energy use offsite
upon approval of a CUP. The project includes an application for a CUP to authorize this activity in the
A‐2 zone. Therefore, although the project is not currently consistent with the provisions of the A‐2
zone, it would not proceed without approval of the CUP that would make it consistent. Therefore,
the impact is less than significant.
As shown on Figure 3.2‐1, portions of the project site are located on land currently under
Williamson Act contracts (assessor’s parcel numbers [APNs]: 078‐200‐083, ‐082, ‐081, 088‐020‐
002, ‐003). A solar energy farm is neither an allowed nor compatible use under the County’s
Williamson Act program. Accordingly, the applicant proposes to cancel those contracts that cover
land that is within the Wright Solar Park project site and has submitted the required cancellation
application to the County. A total of 1,282.45 acres of contract land are proposed for cancellation.
The contracted land proposed for cancellation is grazing land and is relatively isolated from other
Williamson Act contracted land. The closest contracts on the west side of I‐5 are approximately 2
miles away, west of Los Banos Reservoir and over the ridge from the project site. Because of the
physical separation involved, cancellation of the contracts on the project lands would not have an
adverse effect on those contracts. Contracted lands to the east are separated from the project by I‐5
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and the California Aqueduct and similarly would not be affected by the cancellations on the project
site.
The project cannot proceed unless the County approves the cancellation requests. State law
authorizes the cancellation of Williamson Act contracts under specific circumstances, as described
above. In this case, the cancellation is within the public interest in that it would enable the
development of a renewal energy source consistent with the State of California’s Renewable
Portfolio Standard (RPS) program. Originally established in 2002 under Senate Bill 1078,
accelerated in 2006 under Senate Bill 107 and expanded in 2011 under Senate Bill 2, the RPS
program is intended to reduce California’s greenhouse gas emissions by requiring investor‐owned
utilities and other electric service providers to increase the amount of energy procured from eligible
renewable energy resources, such as solar power, to 33% of the utilities’ total procurement by 2020.
Solar energy projects, such as this, advance the statewide public interest of achieving the RPS. The
project would conflict with the existing Williamson Act contracts, and it cannot proceed unless the
requested cancellation is approved based upon it advancing the public interest. Therefore, the
impact is significant.
Mitigation Measures: No feasible mitigation measures are available to reduce this impact to a less‐
than‐significant level.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Overriding Considerations: As more fully explained in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations contained in Exhibit C to the Resolution to which these CEQA Findings are
attached, the County finds that there are specific environmental and economic benefits of the
project that override the significant and unavoidable impacts related to cancellation of the
Williamson Act contracts. There are no feasible mitigation measures or changes to the project
that will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.

Biological Resources
Impact BIO‐31: Potential for solar arrays to affect migratory waterfowl and shorebirds
during the operation of the proposed project
Potential Impact: Bird deaths have been reported at solar power collection facilities in the
California desert (Clarke 2013). The deaths of migrating waterfowl and other birds have been
postulated to occur as a result of a “lake effect,” where birds may mistake reflections from massed
solar arrays for water. According to this hypothesis, upon landing, the birds are either directly
preyed upon or are unable to become airborne again and die of exposure and starvation. Because
the specific circumstances that result in lake effect deaths are poorly understood, to be cautious, this
impact is considered significant and unavoidable.
Biologists with ICF drafted an Avian Protection Plan (APP) for the purpose of reducing this potential
impact on avian species. The APP includes measures to reduce avian injury and mortality from
project installation and operations. It addresses risks from construction, new transmission lines
(e.g., electrocution and collision risks), lake effect, and lighting. The APP also outlines monitoring
protocols and reporting requirements to guide the development of additional avoidance and
minimization measures through adaptive management after the Wright Solar Park project is
operational.
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USFWS and Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Powerline Interaction Committee jointly released Avian
Protection Plan (APP) Guidelines (Guidelines) in 2005 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and The Edison
Electric Institute’s Avian Powerline Interaction Committee 2005). The purpose of the Guidelines is
to assist the preparation of APPs to reduce the operational and avian risks that result from avian
interactions with electric utility facilities, primarily electrocution and line‐related collisions.
Although the Guidelines are not specific to PV power plants, ICF’s biologists considered the general
methodology set out in the Guidelines when drafting the APP. The draft APP for the Wright Solar
Park is included as Appendix E of this EIR.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the Draft EIR in Section 3.4
are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐29 and BIO‐31, including
implementation of the APP, will reduce this impact, although due to the uncertainty related to
lake effect at this time, it cannot be stated with certainty that the measure will reduce the impact
to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐31: Minimize effects on migratory waterfowl and shorebirds
through implementation of an Avian Protection Plan
The developer shall implement an Avian Protection Plan (APP) for the proposed project in order
to reduce the project’s impacts on migratory waterfowl and shorebirds. The draft APP is
presented in Appendix E of the Draft EIR. The final APP shall be subject to review and approval
by the County of Merced, USFWS, and CDFW prior to the operation of the facility. The APP
includes design and operational measures to avoid and minimize waterfowl and shorebird
mortality or injury from project infrastructure, which includes measures to minimize the effects
of new transmission lines (see also Mitigation Measure BIO‐30) and lighting from construction
and operations (see also Mitigation Measure BIO‐40). The APP also includes a training program
to educate facility staff on relevant federal and state regulations, the consequences of non‐
compliance, and information with reporting on dead or injured wildlife. The APP also includes
monitoring and reporting requirements, which includes ongoing monitoring by staff for dead
and injured birds during the first 3 years of the project, routine reporting by facility staff over
the life of the project, and an avian mortality study for the first 3 years of project operations.
Reports shall be submitted to USFWS, CDFW, and the County annually that summarize each year
of the avian mortality study and annual monitoring and results of routine monitoring (staff
reporting incidental observations of injured or dead birds). The APP also includes an adaptive
management approach to guide future operations of the project such that avian mortality and
injury are minimized for the life of the project. This approach includes consultation with USFWS,
CDFW, and Merced County following the 3 years of avian mortality studies to determine if the
facility is resulting in higher than expected avian mortality and a commitment to coordinate
with these agencies on devising management measures to reduce avian stranding, injury, and
mortality. Adaptive management measures may include actions to reduce raptor mortality, such
as the installation of perch discouragers to prevent raptors from using facilities, and measures
to reduce the risk of collision with solar panels, such as a hazing program with visual or auditory
deterrents.
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐29: Avoid and minimize impacts on nesting birds
The following measures shall be implemented to ensure that the proposed project does not have
a significant impact on nesting special‐status and non–special‐status birds.


Remove suitable nesting habitat (trees and ground vegetation) during the non‐breeding
season (generally September 16 through December 31).



To the extent feasible, avoid construction activities in or near suitable or occupied nesting
habitat during the breeding season of birds (generally January 1–September 15).



If construction activities (including vegetation removal, clearing, and grading) will occur
during the nesting season for migratory birds, a qualified biologist shall conduct
preconstruction nesting bird surveys no more than 10 days prior to construction activities
within a given work area. Suitable habitat within the construction area and areas within a
500‐foot buffer shall be surveyed for all bird species. The initial survey shall be conducted
no more than 10 days prior to construction to allow sufficient time to develop an avoidance
strategy if nests are identified. A final survey shall be conducted within 24 hours of ground‐
disturbing activities.



If an active nest is identified near a given work area and work cannot be conducted outside
the nesting season (January 1 through September 15), a no‐activity zone shall be established
around the nest by a biologist with avian experience in coordination with USFWS and/or
CDFW. Fencing and/or flagging shall be used to delineate the no‐activity zone. To minimize
the potential to affect the reproductive success of the nesting pair, the extent of the no‐
activity zone shall be based on the distance of the activity to the nest, the type and extent of
the proposed activity, the duration and timing of the activity, the sensitivity and habituation
of the species, and the dissimilarity of the proposed activity to background activities. The
no‐activity zone shall be 250 feet for non‐listed bird species and 500 feet for non‐listed
raptor species. Any variance from those buffers shall be discussed with CDFW and USFWS.



If no‐activity buffers are not possible for an active nest(s) then a qualified biologist shall
monitor the nest(s) during the 24 hours prior to the commencement of construction
activities. Monitoring shall occur for a long enough period of time that the biologist can
establish behavior patterns for the nest birds. This may take several hours. Once
construction activity commences the active bird nest(s) shall be monitored continuously
while construction activities are occurring, and from a distance that will not result in the
nesting bird to flush from the nest or change its behavior in response to the biologist. If the
behavior of the nesting bird changes in response to any construction activity, that activity
shall be halted by the biologist and shall not continue as long as the nest is active.



All hollow vertical tubes, such as solar mount poles and chain link fence poles will be capped
upon installation to prevent the entrapment of migratory birds.

Remaining Impacts: Remaining impacts related to lake effect will be significant and
unavoidable.
Overriding Considerations: As more fully explained in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations contained in Exhibit C to the Resolution to which these CEQA Findings are
attached, the County finds that there are specific environmental and economic benefits of the
approved project that override the significant and unavoidable impacts related to the potential
for solar arrays to affect migratory waterfowl and shorebirds during the operation of the
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proposed project. There are no other feasible mitigation measures or changes to the project that
will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.

Land Use
Impact LU‐2: Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect
Potential Impact: The project is consistent with the 2030 Merced County General Plan’s policies,
with the exception of Policy AG‐3.11 which does not support Williamson Act cancellations for solar
projects, because the project would require cancellation of the Williamson Act contracts covering
portions of the project site. This is a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the Draft EIR are hereby
adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the following mitigation measures will ensure that the
project is consistent with the General Plan other than the requirements related to Williamson
Act contracts, and therefore will not mitigate this impact to a less‐than‐significant level, as there
is no feasible way to avoid the significant impact.
The full text of these mitigation measures is presented in the findings for the specific impacts with
which they are associated.
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2a: Prepare and implement a Dust Control Plan to comply with
SJVAPCD Regulation VIII requirements to control construction emissions of PM10
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2d: Implement measures to comply with SJVAPCD Rule 9510,
Indirect Source Review
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2e: Enter into a Voluntary Emissions Reduction Agreement with
SJVAPCD
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2b: Avoid and minimize impacts on the alkali vernal pool
Mitigation Measure BIO‐5: Implement measures prior to and during construction to avoid
or protect habitat for valley elderberry longhorn beetle
Mitigation Measure BIO‐6: Avoid and minimize operation and maintenance impacts on
valley elderberry longhorn beetle
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8a: Avoid and minimize impacts prior to and during construction
and ground‐disturbing activities on special‐status amphibians
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite mitigation lands
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐9: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status amphibians
during project operations
Mitigation Measure BIO‐10: Avoid and minimize impacts on special‐status amphibians
during decommissioning activities
Mitigation Measure BIO‐18: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned lizard, and
San Joaquin whipsnake
Mitigation Measure BIO‐19: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned lizard and
San Joaquin whipsnake during project operations
Mitigation Measure BIO‐22: Avoid and minimize potential impacts on blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard
Mitigation Measure BIO‐24: Avoid, minimize, and compensate for potential impacts on
western burrowing owl
Mitigation Measure BIO‐25: Avoid and minimize impacts on western burrowing owl
during routine operations and maintenance activities
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a: Avoid and minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s hawks
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27b: Compensate for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging
habitat
Mitigation Measure BIO‐29: Avoid and minimize impacts on nesting birds
Mitigation Measure BIO‐30: Minimize the potential for birds to be impacted by new
project transmission lines
Mitigation Measure BIO‐31: Minimize effects on migratory waterfowl and shorebirds
through implementation of an Avian Protection Plan
Mitigation Measure BIO‐34: Avoid and minimize effects on San Joaquin pocket mouse
during project operations
Mitigation Measure BIO‐35: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin pocket mouse
during decommissioning activities
Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
Mitigation Measure BIO‐37: Enhance and maintain site conditions to allow San Joaquin kit
fox dispersal through the project sit
Mitigation Measure BIO‐39: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status bats
Mitigation Measure BIO‐40: Minimize the effect of project lighting on wildlife
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐44a: Avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waters during
project construction
Mitigation Measure BIO‐44b: Restore and/or compensate for the loss of wetlands and
waters
Mitigation Measure CUL‐2: Stop work if cultural resources are encountered during
ground‐disturbing activities
Mitigation Measure CUL‐3: Stop work if human remains are encountered during ground‐
disturbing activities
Mitigation Measure HAZ‐1a: Fit the battery containers with a fire suppression system
Mitigation Measure HAZ‐1b: Implement a fire protection plan
Mitigation Measure WQ‐1: Prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plan with
construction site best management practices
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1a: Install a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road
approach to SR 152
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1b: Stage the construction employee work schedule so that no
more than 200 employees will leave the site during the PM Peak Hour
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1c: Address safety concerns at the Intersection of SR 152/33 and
Billy Wright Road
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3a: Construct a separate eastbound right turn lane on SR 152
approaching the Billy Wright Road
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3b: Construct a separate acceleration lane on eastbound SR 152
east of Billy Wright Road
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3c: Prohibit truck turns from Billy Wright Road onto westbound
SR 152
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3d: Install a separate westbound acceleration lane within the
median area
Overriding Considerations: As more fully explained in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations contained in Exhibit C to the Resolution to which these CEQA Findings are
attached, the County finds that there are environmental, economic, or other benefits of the
approved project that override the significant and unavoidable impacts related to cancellation of
the Williamson Act contracts. There are no other feasible mitigation measures or changes to the
project that will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Findings and Recommendations Regarding Significant
Impacts that are Mitigated to a Less‐Than‐Significant
Level
Aesthetics
Impact AES‐1: Temporary visual impacts caused by construction activities
Potential Impact: Construction of the project would create temporary changes in views of and from
the project site. Construction activities would introduce considerable heavy equipment and
associated vehicles, including backhoes, compactors, tractors, and trucks into the viewshed of all
viewer groups. Construction activities would occur on approximately 1,600 acres of the total
2,730.55 acres of the project site. Viewers are accustomed to seeing heavy machinery associated
with agricultural operations, but viewers would not be accustomed to seeing intense and isolated
construction activities on the site because construction operations of this scale are not common in
this portion of the project vicinity. Construction would not take place over an extended period of
time, and visual changes resulting from construction are considered short‐term and temporary.
Construction occurring past daylight hours, which varies by season, could require the use of high‐
intensity lighting to illuminate construction activities that occur in the dark. While construction
would be temporary, visual effects would be adverse because of close proximity to residential
viewers that are highly sensitive and because major construction is not a common visual element.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES‐1 will reduce construction impacts to a less‐than‐
significant level, and construction impacts would be less than significant with mitigation.
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR at page 3.1‐13, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure AES‐1: Limit construction to daylight hours near residences
While construction activities are allowed to occur between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., per the
Merced County Code Section 18.41.07, no construction activities should continue past daylight
hours (which vary according to season) within 0.5 mile of residences. This will reduce the
amount of construction effects experienced by viewer groups because most construction
activities would be taking place during business hours (when most viewer groups are likely at
work), and eliminate the need to introduce high‐wattage lighting sources to operate in the dark.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES‐1 will reduce construction
impacts to a less‐than‐significant level, and construction impacts would be less than significant
with mitigation.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with temporary visual impacts during
construction will be less than significant.
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Agricultural Resources
Impact AG‐1: Conversion of important farmland to nonagricultural use
Potential Impact: The project site boundaries encompass approximately 2,730.55 acres. The
majority of the 1,600 acres that would be affected by construction consists of farmland of local
importance. Approximately 1,400 acres of this would be converted from agricultural use during the
lifespan of the proposed solar park. This type of farmland is not listed in Appendix G of the State
CEQA Guidelines and is not defined as productive farmland under the 2030 Merced County General
Plan, although it is classified as important farmland by the FMMP.
The project would result in the long‐term (minimum 35 years) conversion of 1,400 acres of
agricultural land to a nonagricultural use. It would also result in the temporary disturbance of
approximately 200 acres of the site during construction; this area would be replanted and returned
to agriculture following the completion of construction, as set out in the project description. The
Wright Solar Park project has an expected operational lifespan of approximately 35 years, after
which time the project would be decommissioned, unless new or amended permits were approved
for repowering, as described in the Project Description. The project would include a
decommissioning plan to be implemented when the facility is closed. The purpose of the plan will be
to return the land to its current level of productivity (i.e., grazing land and dry farming). All project‐
related structure installations and fencing would be removed and the land reconditioned and
replanted. Conversion of those portions of the site that are currently identified as farmland of local
importance could result in significant impacts on the agricultural economy of Merced County.
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure, discussed on page 3.2‐7 of the Draft EIR, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure AG‐1: Enter into a Solar Benefits Agreement
In order to compensate for the direct and indirect loss of agricultural employment, reductions in
tax revenues, and harm to the commercial viability of agriculture in Merced County associated
with the conversion of 1,400 acres of farmland, the applicant shall enter into a Solar Benefits
Agreement with Merced County that directly compensates Merced County for these accrued
losses over the lifetime of the project.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: That the farmland on the project site would be returned to agriculture at
the end of the project’s service life, in combination with implementation of Mitigation Measure
AG‐1, will reduce the impacts associated with the conversion of important farmland to
nonagricultural use will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with conversion of important farmland
will be less than significant.
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Air Quality
Impact AQ‐2: Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation
Potential Impact: Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts through
the use of heavy‐duty construction equipment, worker vehicle trips, and haul truck trips. In addition,
earthmoving activities would result in minor fugitive dust emissions. Short‐term emissions of ROG,
NOX, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 would be generated during the construction activities. Pollutant
emissions would vary daily, depending on the level of activity, specific operations, and prevailing
weather.
As indicated in Table 3.3‐12 of the Draft EIR, emissions of NOX in 2015 and 2016 exceed the
SJVAPCD significance threshold. Total unmitigated project‐related NOX emissions during
construction would amount to 25.6 tons in 2015 and 12.3 tons in 2016, which would exceed
SJVAPCD thresholds by approximately 15.6 tons for 2015 and 2.3 tons for 2016.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in in Chapter 3.3 of the Draft
EIR, are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2a: Prepare and implement a Dust Control Plan to comply with
SJVAPCD Regulation VIII requirements to control construction emissions of PM10
To control the generation of construction‐related PM10 emissions, construction contractors will
prepare and submit for approval a dust control plan to the SJVAPCD at least 30 days prior to any
earthmoving or construction activities. Potential measures that might be included in the dust
control plan could include, but are not limited to the following.


Pre‐activity.




Active operations.





Apply water to dry areas during leveling, grading, trenching, and earthmoving activities.
Construct and maintain wind barriers and apply water or dust suppressants to the
disturbed surface areas.

Inactive operations, including after work hours, weekends, and holidays.




Pre‐water the work site and phase work to reduce the amount of disturbed surface area
at any one time.

Apply water or dust suppressants on disturbed surface areas to form a visible crust, and
vehicle access will be restricted to maintain the visible crust.

Temporary stabilization of areas that remain unused for 7 or more days.


Restrict vehicular access and apply and maintain water or dust suppressants on all
unvegetated areas.



Establish vegetation on all previously disturbed areas.



Apply and maintain gravel at all previously disturbed areas.



Pave previously disturbed areas.
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Unpaved access and haul roads, traffic and equipment storage areas.

















Water application equipment will be used to apply water to control fugitive dust during
wind events, unless unsafe to do so.
Outdoor construction activities that disturb the soil will cease whenever visible dust
emissions cannot be effectively controlled.

Water or dust suppressants will be applied when handling bulk materials.
Wind barriers with less than 50% porosity will be installed and maintained, and water
or dust suppressants will be applied.

Water or dust suppressants will be applied to storage piles.
Storage piles will be covered with tarps, plastic, or other suitable material and anchored
in such a manner that prevents the cover from being removed by wind action.
Wind barriers with less than 50% porosity will be installed and maintained around the
storage piles, and water or dust suppressants will be applied.
A three‐sided structure with less than 50% porosity that is at least as high as the storage
piles will be used.

Onsite transporting of bulk materials.









Water or dust suppressants will be applied to vehicle traffic and equipment storage
areas.

Outdoor storage of bulk materials.




Post a speed limit of not more than 15 mph, using signs at each entrance and again every
500 feet.

Outdoor handling of bulk materials.




Apply water or dust suppressants to unpaved haul and access roads.

Wind events.
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Vehicle speed will be limited on the work site.
All haul trucks will be loaded such that the freeboard is not less than 6 inches when
transported across any paved public access road.
A sufficient amount of water will be applied to the top of the load to limit visible dust
emissions.
Haul trucks will be covered with a tarp or other suitable cover.

Offsite transporting of bulk materials.
The following practices will be performed.






The interior of emptied truck cargo compartments will be cleaned or covered before
leaving the site.
Spillage or loss of bulk materials from holes or other openings in the cargo
compartment’s floor, sides, and tailgates will be prevented.

Outdoor transport using a chute or conveyor.
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No open chutes or conveyors will be used.



Chutes or conveyors will be fully enclosed.



Water spray equipment will be used to sufficiently wet the materials.



Transported materials will be washed or screened to remove fines (PM10 or smaller).

Mitigation Measure AQ‐2b: Implement measures to reduce construction emissions from
off‐road construction equipment
The applicant will require construction contractors to implement the following measures to
reduce construction‐related emissions.


Limit the area subject to excavation, grading, and other construction activity to one activity
or phase at a time.



Limit the hours of heavy‐duty equipment operation to a maximum of 8 hours per day, 5 days
per week, or limit the amount of equipment operated concurrently.



Replace fossil‐fueled equipment with electrically driven equivalents where feasible
(provided they are not run with a portable generator set).



Require that all diesel engines be shut off when not in use to reduce emissions from idling.



Curtail construction during periods of high ambient pollutant concentrations; this may
include ceasing construction activity during the peak hour of vehicular traffic on adjacent
roadways and poor air quality days declared by SJVAPCD through their Healthy Air Living
initiative.



Implement activity management (e.g., rescheduling activities to reduce short‐term impacts)
to minimize concurrent operation of construction equipment and concurrent construction
of project phases.



During the smog season (May through October), lengthen the construction period to
minimize the number of vehicles and equipment operating at the same time.



Equip off‐road trucks with on‐road engines when possible.



Minimize the obstruction of traffic on adjacent roadways.



Power construction equipment with diesel engines fueled by alternative diesel fuel blends
or ultra‐low sulfur diesel (ULSD). Only fuels that have been certified by ARB should be used.
ARB has verified specific alternative diesel fuel blends for NOX and PM emission reduction.
Where practicable, use ARB‐certified alternative fueled engines in construction equipment,
such as compressed natural gas, liquid propane gas, electric motors, or other ARB‐certified
off‐road technologies.



All off‐road construction equipment shall be equipped with an EPA Tier 3 engine, except for
specialized construction equipment in which an EPA Tier 3 engine is not available, or is re‐
powered with an engine that meets this standard.



Retrofit construction equipment with at least Level 2 diesel particulate filters and NOX
catalysts which will reduce NOX emissions by at least 20%.
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Mitigation Measure AQ‐2c: Ensure fleet modernization for on‐road material delivery and
haul trucks during construction
The applicant will ensure that all on‐road heavy‐duty diesel trucks used during construction
with a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) 19,500 pounds or greater, including those for all
material deliveries and soil hauling, will comply with EPA 2007 on‐road emission standards for
PM10 and NOX (0.01 grams per brake horsepower‐hour [g/bhp‐hr] and 0.20 g/bhp‐hr,
respectively) (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2013d).
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2d: Implement measures to comply with SJVAPCD Rule 9510,
Indirect Source Review
The applicant shall submit an air impact assessment, as required by SJVAPCD Rule 9510, to the
SJVAPCD. The AIA must be submitted to the SJVAPCD no later than applying for final
discretionary approval and applicable offsite mitigation fees must be paid to the SJVAPCD before
issuance of the first building permit. Required emissions control measures and offsite emission
reduction fees (if necessary) shall be calculated by the applicant through the permitting process,
as dictated by Rule 9510, to reduce construction‐related NOX emissions by 20% and PM10
emissions by 45%, compared with the statewide fleet average.
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2e: Enter into a Voluntary Emissions Reduction Agreement with
SJVAPCD
The applicant shall enter into a development mitigation contract, a VERA, with the SJVAPCD
prior to the commencement of any on‐site grading activities in order to reduce construction‐
related NOX emissions within the SJVAB to below SJVAPCD’s numeric threshold of 10 tons per
year. These requirements could, however, change as the VERA requirements are reassessed at
each phase of project development. This requirement will be enforced and verified by SJVAPCD.
The fees will depend on the emissions required to be mitigated after all selected emission
reduction projects are completed. The current VERA payment fee for construction emissions is
$9,350 per ton of NOX; payment fees vary by year (i.e., future year payment fees for NOX could be
more than the current price of $9,350) and are sensitive to the number of projects requiring
emission reductions within the same air basin (Siong pers. comm.). Consequently, the method
for calculating VERA fees has not been finalized for this project and is not included in this
analysis. Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project proponent shall enter into a VERA
with SJVAPCD to mitigate construction project emissions for NOX to a less‐than‐significant level.
The VERA shall identify the amount of emissions to be reduced, in addition to the amount of
funds to be paid by the project proponent to the SJVAPCD to implement emission reduction
projects required for the project.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ‐2a would ensure that fugitive dust emissions from
construction activities would be less than significant. Pursuant to Regulation VIII, the project‐
specific dust control plan would be prepared and submitted to SJVAPCD at least 30 days prior to the
start of construction (see Mitigation Measure AQ‐2a).
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b and AQ‐2c would reduce criteria pollutants further,
including NOX emissions which would be above the SJVAPCD’s thresholds. Table 3.3‐13 of the Draft
EIR presents mitigated construction emissions assuming implementation of Mitigation Measures
AQ‐2b and AQ‐2c. To comply with the requirements of SJVAPCD’s Rule 9510, Independent Source
Review (ISR) and reduce NOX emissions by 20% and PM10 exhaust by 45%, the project would be
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required to achieve total emissions reductions of 7.57 tons of NOX and 0.61 tons of PM10 (5.11 and
2.45 tons of NOX in 2015 and 2016, respectively; 0.37 and 0.23 tons of PM10 in 2015 and 2016,
respectively). Mitigation Measure AQ‐2d requires the project to comply with SJVAPCD’s Rule 9510.
However, Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b and AQ‐2c reduce NOX emissions by 61% and PM10 exhaust
by 70%. Therefore, implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b and AQ‐2c would satisfy the
requirements of Mitigation Measure AQ‐2d.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b and AQ‐2c would reduce NOX emissions by 61%. In
addition, implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ‐2d would ensure that NOX emissions are
reduced by at least 20% and PM10 exhaust emissions are reduced by at least by 45%. Together,
mitigation Measures AQ‐2b, AQ‐2c, and AQ‐2d would reduce NOX emissions during construction to
10.0147 tons in 2015 and to 4.9 tons in 2016 after mitigation. 2015 and 2016 mitigated emissions
would still exceed SJVAPCD thresholds of 10 tons of NOX per year by 0.0147 tons. Mitigation
Measure AQ‐2e requires the project to enter into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement
(VERA) with SJVACPD to mitigate construction‐related NOX emissions to a level below SJVAPCD’s
numeric threshold of 10 tons per year. The applicant would therefore be required to mitigate NOX
emissions by at least 0.0147 tons through the VERA, based on Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b, AQ‐2c,
and AQ‐2d reducing NOX emissions to 10.0147 tons in 2015. Therefore, implementation of
Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b, AQ‐2c, AQ‐2d, and AQ‐2e will reduce impacts on air quality to less than
significant.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measures
AQ‐2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e will ensure that the impacts associated with construction activities
causing an exceedance of the SJVAPCD NOx standard will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant
level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with construction activities causing an
exceedance of the SJVAPCD NOx standard will be less than significant.
Impact AQ‐3: Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is a nonattainment area for an applicable federal or state ambient
air quality standard (including releasing emissions that exceed quantitative thresholds for
ozone precursors)
SJVAPCD

The SJVAPCD’s CEQA Guidelines indicate that a violation of the SJVAPCD’s construction or
operational thresholds of significance would result in a project‐level and cumulative impact. In
addition, the SJVAPCD has determined that compliance with the dust control requirements of
SJVAPCD Regulation VIII is sufficient to mitigate cumulative fugitive dust impacts to a less‐than
significant level (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 2002).
As indicated in Table 3.3‐12 of the Draft EIR, construction emissions would exceed SJVAPCD’s
significance thresholds of 10 tons per year NOX. However, implementation of Mitigation Measures
AQ‐2b, AQ‐2c, AQ‐2d, and AQ‐2e would reduce impacts to less than significant. Consequently, a
cumulatively considerable net increase of any nonattainment criteria pollutant is not anticipated
after implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ‐2b, AQ‐2c, AQ‐2d, and AQ‐2e, and this impact
would be less than significant after mitigation.
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SCAQMD

Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking
place over a period of time. The region of analysis for cumulative effects on air quality is the South
Coast Air Basin (SCAB). The SCAB experiences chronic exceedances of state and federal ambient air
quality standards, as a consequence of past and present projects and subject to continued
nonattainment status by reasonably foreseeable future projects. These nonattainment conditions
within the region are considered cumulatively significant and SCAQMD thresholds have been
established to ensure attainment of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and California
Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS). Therefore, the construction and operational impacts of
related projects in areas surrounding the project would be cumulatively considerable within the
SCAB if their combined construction or their combined operational emissions would exceed the
SCAQMD daily emission thresholds for construction and operation, respectively.
As indicated in Table 3.3‐15 of the Draft EIR, construction‐related criteria pollutant emissions would
be below regional SCAQMD thresholds of significance during construction. In addition, there would
be no operations‐related criteria pollutant emissions within the SCAB. Therefore, the project’s long‐
term contribution to cumulative air quality impacts would be less than cumulatively considerable.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed on pages 3.3‐37 – 3.3‐40 of the
Draft EIR, and presented in their entirety above, are hereby adopted and will be implemented as
provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Please see above for the full text of the mitigation measures.
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2b: Implement measures to reduce construction emissions from
off‐road construction equipment
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2c: Ensure fleet modernization for on‐road material delivery and
haul trucks during construction
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2d: Implement measures to comply with SJVAPCD Rule 9510,
Indirect Source Review
Mitigation Measure AQ‐2e: Enter into a Voluntary Emissions Reduction Agreement with
SJVAPCD
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measures
AQ‐2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e will ensure that the impacts associated with a net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is a nonattainment area for an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with cumulative increases in criteria
pollutants in a non‐attainment area will be less than significant.
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Impact AQ‐7: Conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases (SJVAPCD and SCAQMD)
Potential Impact: Merced County has not yet adopted a qualified plan, policy, or regulation to
reduce GHG emissions. Therefore, the most applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the
purpose of reducing GHG emissions is AB 32.
The project could conflict with certain GHG reduction goals set forth in AB 32, including the 39
Recommended Actions identified by ARB in its Climate Change Scoping Plan (California Air
Resources Board 2008). Of the 39 measures identified, those that would be considered to be
applicable to the project would primarily be those actions related to the RPS and high global
warming potential gases. Consistency of the project with these measures was evaluated by each
source‐type measure in Chapter 3.3 of the Draft EIR, and standard mitigation measures to be applied
to projects within the project were identified to reduce impacts as discussed.
Scoping Plan Measure H‐6: High Global Warming Potential Gas Reductions from Stationary Sources –
SF6 Leak Reduction and Recycling in Electrical Applications. This measure will reduce emissions of
SF6 within the electric utility sector and at particle accelerators by requiring the use of best
achievable control technology for the detection and repair of leaks and the recycling of SF6. This
measure would establish a regulation mandating a performance standard. Utilities and other
affected entities would comply by using leak detection and repair (LDAR) abatement equipment to
reduce system leakage. The proposed performance standard would mandate and enhance current
voluntary federal SF6 recycling standards. The project may include installation of a new circuit
breaker that would contain SF6.
As discussed above, the project would reduce GHG emissions through the offset of grid electricity
with renewable solar electricity. Accordingly, the project is consistent with strategies identified in
the AB 32 Scoping Plan to conserve energy and natural resources. The net reduction in GHG
emissions is consistent with AB 32’s overall goal to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels
by year 2020.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed on page 3.3‐47 of the Draft EIR
is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure AQ‐7: Low SF6 leak rate circuit breakers and monitoring
The applicant will ensure that any new circuit breaker installed at a substation has a guaranteed
SF6 leak rate of 0.5% by volume or less. The applicant will provide Merced County with
documentation of compliance, such as specification sheets, prior to installation of the circuit
breaker. In addition, the applicant will monitor the SF6‐containing circuit breakers at the
substation consistent with Scoping Plan Measure H‐6 for the detection and repair of leaks.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Pursuant to Mitigation Measure AQ‐7, the applicant would be required to
install a circuit breaker with low SF6 leak rates and monitor SF6‐containing circuit breakers
consistent with Scoping Plan Measure H‐6. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ‐7 would
ensure that the project would not conflict with implementation of Measure H‐6. Implementation
of the project is not expected to conflict with AB 32 with implementation of Mitigation Measure
AQ‐7 which therefore reduces the impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with conflict with an applicable plan,
policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases
cumulative increases in criteria pollutants in a non‐attainment area will be less than significant.

Biological Resources
Impact BIO‐2: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on vernal pool
branchiopods
Potential Impact: Disturbance of the alkali seasonal wetland, including areas within 250 feet,
would be considered a significant impact because the project could reduce the local populations of
federally listed vernal pool branchiopods.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
The developer shall incorporate the following measures into construction and decommissioning
plans. Prior to construction, the developer shall submit assurances to the County stating that the
following shall be required of contractors during the construction period. Prior to
decommissioning, the developer shall submit similar assurances to the County.


Employees and contractors performing construction and decommissioning activities shall
receive environmental sensitivity training. Training shall include review of environmental
laws, mitigation measures, permit conditions, and other requirements that must be followed
by all personnel to reduce or avoid effects on biological resources during construction
activities.



Vehicles and equipment shall be parked on pavement, existing roads, and previously
disturbed areas to the extent practicable.



Offroad vehicle travel shall be prohibited.



Grading shall be restricted to the minimum area necessary.



Prior to ground‐disturbing activities, sensitive habitats shall be flagged by the biological
monitor and temporary fencing shall be in place during construction to reduce the potential
for vehicles and equipment to stray into these habitats. Materials shall not be stockpiled in
these areas.



Vehicles or equipment shall not be refueled within 100 feet of a wetland, stream, or other
waterway unless a bermed and lined refueling area (i.e., a created berm made of sandbags
or other removable material) is constructed.



Erosion control measures shall be implemented to reduce sedimentation in nearby aquatic
habitat when activities are the source of potential erosion. Plastic monofilament netting
(erosion control matting) or similar material containing netting shall not be used at the
project site. Acceptable substitutes include coconut coir matting or tackified hydroseeding
compounds.
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The following shall not be allowed at or near work sites for project activities: trash dumping,
firearms, open fires (such as barbecues), hunting, and pets.



A biological monitor shall be onsite during initial ground‐disturbing activities within and
adjacent to grassland areas and during the removal of any trees. The biological monitor shall
be approved by CDFW and USFWS and shall have experience with wildlife within the region,
including California tiger salamander, California red‐legged frog, western burrowing owl,
American badger, and San Joaquin kit fox. The biological monitor shall assist the crew, as
needed, to comply with all project implementation restrictions and guidelines. In addition,
the biologist shall be responsible for ensuring that the developer or its contractors maintain
exclusion areas adjacent to sensitive biological resources, and for documenting compliance
with all biological resources–related mitigation measures.

Mitigation Measure BIO‐2b: Avoid and minimize impacts on the alkali vernal pool
The location of the alkali vernal pool and a 250‐foot buffer around it shall appear on
construction and decommissioning plans, and shall be identified as an environmentally sensitive
area. The following activities shall not be allowed in this area.


Ground disturbance



Staging of equipment and supplies



Vehicle maintenance



Discharge of water



Use of and/or disposal of chemicals

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: To ensure that the integrity of the alkali vernal pool and its supporting
upland habitat is maintained during construction, Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐2b will
be implemented.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with construction impacts on vernal
pools will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐4: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on vernal
pool branchiopods
Potential Impact: Decommissioning activities, which would include the removal of infrastructure
and site reclamation, would result in ground disturbance that has the potential to affect vernal pool
branchiopod habitat. This potential impact would be significant.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2b: Avoid and minimize impacts on the alkali vernal pool
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
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Effects of Mitigation: Because of the distance the project infrastructure would be from this pool
(more than 500 feet) and implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐2b, this
impact would be less than significant.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with decommissioning impacts on
vernal pools will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐5: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on valley
elderberry longhorn beetle
Potential Impact: Project construction activities have the potential to adversely affect valley
elderberry longhorn beetle by removing or damaging the elderberry shrub that provides suitable
habitat for this species. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐5: Implement measures prior to and during construction to avoid
or protect habitat for valley elderberry longhorn beetle
The following measures shall be implemented prior to and during construction to ensure that
the proposed project does not have a significant impact on valley elderberry longhorn beetle.


Removal of the elderberry shrub shall be prohibited.



Construction barrier fencing, sized to prevent San Joaquin kit fox and other sensitive species
from becoming entrapped in fence openings, shall be placed along a perimeter 100 feet from
the the dripline of elderberry shrub. No construction activities shall be permitted within the
buffer zone other than those activities necessary to erect the fencing. As specified in the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service’s Conservation Guidelines for the Valley Elderberry Longhorn
Beetle (1999), signs shall be posted every 50 feet along the perimeter of the buffer area
fencing. The signs shall contain the following information: This area is habitat of the valley
elderberry longhorn beetle, a threatened species, and must not be disturbed. This species is
protected by the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. Violators are subject to
prosecution, fines, and imprisonment. The signs shall be clearly readable from a distance of
20 feet, and must be maintained for the duration of construction.



Buffer area fences around the shrub shall be inspected weekly by a qualified biological
monitor during ground‐disturbing activities and monthly after ground‐disturbing activities
until project construction is complete or until the fences are removed, as approved by the
biological monitor. The biological monitor shall be responsible for ensuring that the
contractor maintains the buffer area fences around elderberry shrub throughout
construction. Biological inspection reports shall be provided to the developer, USFWS, and
the County of Merced.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
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Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐5 will reduce this
impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with construction impacts on valley
elderberry longhorn beetle will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐6: Potential for maintenance activities to result in adverse impacts on valley
elderberry longhorn beetle
Potential Impact: Vegetation management during the life of the project could result in impacts on
valley elderberry longhorn beetle. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the
local population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐6: Avoid and minimize operation and maintenance impacts on
valley elderberry longhorn beetle
The developer shall incorporate protections for the elderberry shrub into its operations and
management plan, or equivalent, developed for the project site. The developer shall provide
onsite staff with a map identifying the location of the shrub and written guidance describing the
protections for avoiding and minimizing impacts on the shrub. This guidance shall include, but is
not limited to, the following.


No insecticides, herbicides, fertilizers, or other chemicals that might harm the shrub or
valley elderberry longhorn beetle shall be used within 100 feet of the elderberry shrub.



Mowing or weed trimming of grasses around the shrub may occur from July through April to
reduce fire hazard. No mowing or trimming shall occur within 5 feet of the dripline of the
elderberry shrub.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐6 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of maintenance activities
on valley elderberry longhorn beetle will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐7: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on valley
elderberry longhorn beetle
Potential Impact: Project decommissioning activities have the potential to adversely affect valley
elderberry longhorn beetle by removing or damaging the elderberry shrub that provides suitable
habitat for this species. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐5: Implement measures prior to and during construction to avoid
or protect habitat for valley elderberry longhorn beetle
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐5, discussed
under Impact BIO‐5 will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on valley elderberry longhorn beetle will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐8: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on California
tiger salamander
Potential Impact: The proposed project would result in the permanent conversion of 1.2 acres of
annual grassland and temporary impacts on another 1.9 acres of annual grassland that are
considered potential upland and dispersal habitat for California tiger salamander. Most of these
areas are within 1.24 miles of the aquatic habitats described on page 3.4‐21 and as shown on Figure
3.4‐3, and a few areas toward the northwest section of the site are within 1.5 miles of these aquatic
habitats. Although some of these areas are more than the 1.24 mile distance that the USFWS uses to
assess impacts on occupied upland habitat, because they lie between potential aquatic habitats to
the north, south, and west, they could be used by the species for dispersal. All of the habitats that
would be affected are small isolated patches of grasslands within the cropland. Construction
activities may result in the injury or mortality of California tiger salamanders if they are occupying
or dispersing through the project site or across access routes during construction. The alkali vernal
pool that has been identified as potential habitat for California tiger salamander would not likely be
adversely affected considering the distance the pool is from the proposed ground‐disturbing
activities (greater than 500 feet). Any disturbance of the alkali seasonal wetland, including areas
within 250 feet, would be considered a significant impact. Construction activities could result in a
significant impact on California tiger salamander because it could reduce the local population size of
a federally listed species through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2b: Avoid and minimize impacts on the alkali vernal pool
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8a: Avoid and minimize impacts prior to and during construction
and ground‐disturbing activities on special‐status amphibians
The applicant shall obtain an Incidental Take Permit (ITP) from the CDFW for the California
tiger salamander prior to engaging in any ground disturbing activities. The following measures
shall be implemented prior to and during construction and ground‐disturbing activities to avoid
and minimize impacts on California tiger salamander, California red‐legged frog, and western
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spadefoot toad. Where there is any difference between the requirements of the ITP and the
following measures, the ITP shall prevail.


Preconstruction Surveys. To minimize the potential for take of special‐status amphibians, a
biologist with experience identifying special‐status amphibians shall survey grassland areas
for special‐status amphibians 24 hours prior to ground disturbance. These surveys shall
involve looking for special‐status amphibians beneath boards and within discarded pipe
that were observed within these areas during reconnaissance level surveys. If a special‐
status amphibian is encountered during these surveys, CDFW and USFWS shall be contacted
for further guidance. No ground‐disturbing activities shall occur until the amphibian has
been allowed to passively disperse or is relocated with the approval of CDFW and USFWS.



Wet Weather Restrictions. Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to dry weather
between April 15 and October 31. No ground‐disturbing work shall occur during wet
weather. Wet weather is defined as when there has been 0.25 inch of rain in a 24‐hour
period. Ground‐disturbing activities halted due to wet weather may resume when
precipitation ceases and the National Weather Service 72‐hour weather forecast indicates a
30% or less chance of precipitation. No ground‐disturbing work shall occur during a dry‐out
period of 48 hours after the above referenced wet weather.



No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics, and dust suppression
products that would adversely affect these species shall be used for erosion control. Only
natural fiber, biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats, blankets, and
straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be installed in such a way as to prevent
entrapment of special status amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by CDFW prior to use.



All construction activities shall terminate 30 minutes before sunset and not resume until 30
minutes after sunrise. Sunrise and sunset times are established by the U.S. Naval
Observatory Astronomical Applications Department for the geographic area where the
project is located.



Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



Metal flashing shall be installed between the work area and the alkali vernal pool to prevent
California tiger salamander from entering the work area. The fencing shall extend at least 24
inches above ground with the bottom six inches buried. The fencing stakes shall be installed
facing the work area to prevent amphibians from using stakes to climb over the fence. The
specifics of the location of the fencing shall be determined in consultation with USFWS and
CDFW.



To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or other animals during the
construction phase of the project, all excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2
feet deep shall be covered at the close of each working day, or at any time when crews are
not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by plywood or similar materials. Any covers that
are installed shall be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the need arise.
If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some means of inspecting the inside of the
hole shall be installed (e.g., Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no
animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet deep shall either be covered
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or be provided with escape ramps at a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may
be constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no steeper than 45 degrees. If
wooden planks are used, perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in traction.
All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered, more than 2 feet deep shall be
inspected prior to the start of the construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These inspections shall occur
regardless of whether or not work is occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are
filled, they shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall not continue until
trapped animals have moved out of or are removed from the open trench and relocated to a
location approved by the Wildlife Agencies.


The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open trenches, pits, and under
construction equipment and material left onsite in the morning, afternoon, and evening, and
prior to equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for amphibians that may
have become trapped or are seeking refuge.



If special‐status amphibians are found in the work area during construction and cannot or
do not move offsite on their own, a qualified biologist who is USFWS‐ and/or CDFW‐
approved, shall trap and move special‐status amphibians to a location approved by the
USFWS and CDFW. This activity shall be authorized under permits issued by the USFWS and
CDFW prior to project construction.

Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite mitigation lands
The developer shall mitigate for the loss of California tiger salamander upland habitat, as well as
San Joaquin kit fox and blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, by placing a conservation easement on a
2,450.08‐acre property that shall be managed for these species according to a Habitat
Management Plan approved by the USFWS and the CDFW (see discussion of Offsite Mitigation
Land on page 3.4‐34). The conservation easement terms and conservation easement holder shall
be approved by CDFW and USFWS. Merced County shall be provided a copy of the conservation
easement upon its completion.
The Habitat Management Plan (HMP) shall be developed as a requirement of the HCP being
developed for the project and shall provide details on conservation management, effectiveness
monitoring, and annual reporting requirements.
The primary management tool on the mitigation site shall be cattle grazing. Localized sheep
grazing may be used at times for the purposes of invasive plant management. Spring grass
height and fall residual dry matter (RDM) shall be measured at the site each year to determine
the annual habitat quality of the site for grassland species. These measurements shall also be
utilized by the grazing operator to manage his/her herd so that the proper grass height is
maintained year‐round. The HMP shall include a minimum RDM value (likely to be no less than
500 lbs/acre) to protect against erosion and to generally maintain grassland health. While
maintaining at least 500 lbs/acre of RDM, the grazing operator shall also be required to keep
grasses shorter than 12 inches year‐round, to maintain short grass habitat for kit fox, and other
grassland species. Monitoring shall be conducted twice annually to determine whether these
metrics are being met.
In addition to monitoring related to the HMP, annual conservation easement monitoring shall
occur to confirm that the easement holder and grazing tenant are operating in compliance with
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terms of the easement. An annual report summarizing management on the site and monitoring
results shall be provided to the USFWS and CDFW each year.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐2b, discussed
under Impact BIO‐2, and BIO‐8a, BIO‐8b, and BIO‐36 will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐
significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on the California tiger salamander will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐9: Potential for operations and maintenance activities to affect California tiger
salamander
Potential Impact: Once the project is operational, the presence of project infrastructure may
preclude the dispersal of California tiger salamander though the site; however, this impact would be
less than significant considering the developer’s proposal to maintain a 4‐ to 8‐inch opening
between the fence mesh and the ground for the fences that surround the solar arrays. This
theoretically would allow California tiger salamander to pass through the solar arrays.
O&M activities have a potential to affect California tiger salamanders if they occupy the project site
after temporarily affected areas are restored. Maintenance vehicles could drive over California tiger
salamander during periods when they are active on the surface, which would generally be during
fall/winter and spring evenings when there are rain events or the humidity is relatively high. Other
maintenance activities that result in the removal or collapse of small mammal burrows have
potential to entomb California tiger salamander. This would be a significant impact because it could
reduce the local population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐9: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status amphibians
during project operations
The following measures shall be incorporated into the O&M plans developed for the proposed
facility.


Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to dry weather between April 15 and October
31. No ground‐disturbing work shall occur during wet weather. Wet weather is defined as
when there has been 0.25 inch of rain in a 24‐hour period. Ground‐disturbing activities
halted due to wet weather may resume when precipitation ceases and the National Weather
Service 72‐hour weather forecast indicates a 30% or less chance of precipitation. No
ground‐disturbing work shall occur during a dry‐out period of 48 hours after the above
referenced wet weather.
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Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



Other than for emergency purposes, vehicle operation shall be prohibited within the project
site during nighttime.



Because of the key role that rodents play in maintaining refuge habitat for special‐status
amphibians, rodenticides shall not be used.



Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.



When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps shall be used and animals
shall be relocated and released outside of buildings.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of restored areas within and adjacent to the solar arrays.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐9 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operations and
maintenance activities on the California tiger salamander will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐10: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
California tiger salamander
Potential Impact: If California tiger salamander is occupying the uplands areas of the project site at
the time of decommissioning, ground‐disturbing activities could result in the injury or mortality of
California tiger salamander. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐10: Avoid and minimize impacts on special‐status amphibians
during decommissioning activities
Prior to initiating decommissioning activities, the developer, or the facility operator at that time,
shall have a biologist with experience with the habitat requirements and biology of California
tiger salamander, California red‐legged frog, and western spadefoot toad evaluate the potential
for these species to occur within the project site. This evaluation shall be necessary for guiding
the appropriate avoidance and minimization measures based on the conditions of the site and
vicinity at the time of decommissioning. This evaluation shall assess the project site and areas
within 1.24 miles for known or potential special‐status amphibian aquatic habitat and assess the
project site for suitable upland conditions. This assessment shall utilize the most current agency
protocols and methods to evaluate habitat suitability for California tiger salamander, California
red‐legged frog, and western spadefoot toad. Based on these results, specific avoidance and
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minimization measures shall be developed and approved by USFWS and CDFW to avoid and
minimize impacts on these species. These measures may include the following.


Avoid disturbing any aquatic habitat identified as suitable for California tiger salamander,
California red‐legged frog, and/or western spadefoot toad within or adjacent to the project
site.



Avoid ground disturbing activities within 250 feet of suitable aquatic habitat.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows within 1.24 miles of suitable aquatic
habitat.



Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to dry weather between April 15 and October
31. No ground‐disturbing work shall occur during wet weather. Wet weather is defined as
when there has been 0.25 inch of rain in a 24‐hour period. Ground disturbing activities
halted due to wet weather may resume when precipitation ceases and the National Weather
Service 72‐hour weather forecast indicates a 30% or less chance of precipitation. No
ground‐disturbing work shall occur during a dry‐out period of 48 hours after the above
referenced wet weather.



No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics, and dust suppression
products that would adversely affect these species shall be used for erosion control. Only
natural fiber, biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats, blankets, and
straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be installed in such a way as to prevent
entrapment of special status amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by CDFW prior to use.



All decommissioning activity shall terminate 30 minutes before sunset and shall not resume
until 30 minutes after sunrise. Sunrise and sunset times are established by the U.S. Naval
Observatory Astronomical Applications Department for the geographic area where the
project is located.



Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or other animals during the
construction phase of the project, all excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2
feet deep shall be covered at the close of each working day, or at any time when crews are
not working in the vicinity of the trenches, by plywood or similar materials. Any covers that
are installed shall be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the need arise.
If covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some means of inspecting the inside of the
hole shall be installed (e.g., Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no
animals are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet deep shall either be covered
or be provided with escape ramps at a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may
be constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no steeper than 45 degrees. If
wooden planks are used, perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in traction.
All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered, more than 2 feet deep shall be
inspected prior to the start of the construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These inspections shall occur
regardless of whether or not work is occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are
filled, they shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall not continue until
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trapped animals have moved out of or are removed from the open trench and relocated to a
location approved by the Wildlife Agencies.


The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open trenches, pits, and under
construction equipment and material left onsite every morning, afternoon, and evening, and
prior to equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for amphibians that may
have become trapped or are seeking refuge.



If special‐status amphibians are found in the work area during decommissioning activities
and cannot or do not move offsite on their own, a qualified biologist who is USFWS‐ and/or
CDFW‐approved, shall trap and move special‐status amphibians to a location approved by
the USFWS and CDFW. This activity shall be authorized under permits issued by USFWS and
CDFW prior to project construction.

Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐10 and BIO‐36, which will
also reduce potential impacts associated with inadvertent entrapment in holes or trenches, will
reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on the California tiger salamander will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐11: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on California
red‐legged frog
Potential Impact: Construction activities may also result in injury or mortality of California red‐
legged frog if they are occupying or dispersing through the project site or across access roads to the
site during construction. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8a: Avoid and minimize impacts prior to and during construction
and ground‐disturbing activities on special‐status amphibians
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the standard avoidance and minimization measures
included in Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐8a will reduce any potential impacts to less
than significant.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on the California red‐legged frog will be less than significant.
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Impact BIO‐12: Potential for operations and maintenance activities to affect California red‐
legged frog
Potential Impact: Once the project is operational, the presence of project infrastructure may
preclude the dispersal of California red‐legged frog though the site; however, this impact would be
less than significant considering the developer’s proposal to maintain a 4‐inch gap below the bottom
of the fences that surround the solar arrays. This theoretically would allow California red‐legged
frog to pass through the solar arrays.
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) activities have a potential to affect California red‐legged frogs if
they occupy the project site after temporarily affected areas are restored. Maintenance vehicles
could drive over California red‐legged frog during periods when the frogs are active on the surface,
which would generally be during the fall and winter when there are rain events or the humidity is
relatively high. Other maintenance activities that result in the removal or collapse of small mammal
burrows have potential to entomb California red‐legged frog if they are seeking refuge there. This
would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of a federally listed
species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐9: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status amphibians
during project operations
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐9 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operation and
maintenance activities on the California red‐legged frog will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐13: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
California red‐legged frog
Potential Impact: If California red‐legged frog is occupying the uplands areas of the project site at
the time of decommissioning, ground‐disturbing activities could result in injury or mortality of
California red‐legged frog. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4,
ishereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐10: Avoid and minimize impacts on special‐status amphibians
during decommissioning activities
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐10 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
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Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on the California red‐legged frog will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐14: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on western
spadefoot toad
Potential Impact: As shown in Figure 3.4‐6, all permanent and temporary construction activities
would be more than 500 feet from the alkali vernal pool that provides suitable aquatic habitat for
western spadefoot. Additionally, no grassland habitat within 1,200 feet of this pool would be
affected. Considering the distance the pool is from ground‐disturbing activities and the lack of
impacts on potential upland habitat, project construction would likely have a less‐than‐significant
impact on western spadefoot toad.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐2b: Avoid and minimize impacts on the alkali vernal pool
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8a: Avoid and minimize impacts prior to and during construction
and ground‐disturbing activities on special‐status amphibians
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a, BIO‐2b, and BIO‐8a for
other species and resources, will ensure that any potential impacts on western spadefoot toad
are avoided and minimized to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on the western spadefoot toad will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐15: Potential for operation and maintenance activities to result in adverse
impacts on western spadefoot toad
Potential Impact: O&M activities have a potential to affect western spadefoot toad if they occupy
the project site after temporarily affected areas are restored. Maintenance vehicles could drive over
spadefoot toads during periods when toads are active on the surface, which would generally be
during from fall to spring when there are rain events or the humidity is relatively high. Other
maintenance activities that result in the compaction of friable soils outside of access roads and/or
the removal or collapse of small mammal burrows have potential to entomb western spadefoot
toads. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population of a California
species of special concern.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐9: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status amphibians
during project operations
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐9 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operation and
maintenance activities on the western spadefoot toad will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐16: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
western spadefoot toad
Potential Impact: Decommissioning activities, which would include the removal of infrastructure
and site reclamation, will result in ground disturbance that have a potential to affect western
spadefoot toad. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population size
of a California species of special concern through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite mitigation lands
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on the western spadefoot toad will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐18: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on
Blainville’s horned lizard, and San Joaquin whipsnake (Less than significant with mitigation)
Potential Impact: The proposed project has a potential to result in injury or mortality of and affect
habitat for Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake. Both species have a potential to
use similar habitat on the project site and both are California species of special concern. Project
construction would permanently affect 4 acres annual grassland and 0.3 acre of rock outcrop that
could be occupied by these species. In addition, the construction would result in temporary impacts
on 3.6 acres of annual grassland and 0.03 acre of rock outcrop.
This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population sizes of California
species of special concern through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8a: Avoid and minimize impacts prior to and during construction
and ground‐disturbing activities on special‐status amphibians
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite mitigation lands
Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
Mitigation Measure BIO‐37: Enhance and maintain site conditions to allow San Joaquin kit
fox dispersal through the project site
Mitigation Measure BIO‐18: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned lizard and
San Joaquin whipsnake
The following measures shall be implemented to ensure that the proposed project does not have
a significant impact on Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake.


A biologist with experience in surveying for special‐status reptiles shall conduct
preconstruction surveys 24 hours prior to ground‐disturbing activities in a given area of
grassland or rock outcrop. If any special‐status reptiles are found, work shall not begin until
they are allowed to passively move out of the work area or are relocated to a CDFW‐
approved relocation site. Relocation of these species would require consulting with CDFW
and a letter from CDFW authorizing this activity.



It is recommended that ground disturbance activities occur during warm, but not hot,
periods of the day when reptiles are active on the surface so that they can actively move out
of the work area.



No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics, and dust suppression
products that would adversely affect these species shall be used for erosion control. Only
natural fiber, biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats, blankets, and
straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be installed in such a way as to prevent
entrapment of special status amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by CDFW prior to use.



The CDFW‐approved onsite biological monitor shall inspect open trenches and pits and
under construction equipment and materials left onsite in the morning, afternoon, and
evening, and prior to equipment or construction materials being moved, to look for special‐
status reptiles that may have become trapped or are seeking refuge.



Ground disturbance in suitable habitat shall be minimized to the extent practicable.



Vegetation outside the work area shall not be removed.



All vegetation removal shall be monitored by the qualified biologist to minimize impacts on
special‐status reptiles.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a, BIO‐8a, BIO‐8b, BIO‐36,
and BIO‐18, as well as BIO‐37 will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐19: Potential for operations and maintenance activities to result in adverse
impacts on Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake
Potential Impact: O&M activities have a potential to affect Blainville’s horned lizard and San
Joaquin whipsnake if they occupy the project site after temporarily affected areas are restored.
Maintenance vehicles have a potential to run over reptiles if they are driving through the site during
periods when they are active on the surface, which would generally be during warm periods of the
day. Other maintenance activities that result in the removal or collapse of small mammal burrows
have potential to entomb these species. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce
the local population of special‐status reptiles.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐19: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned lizard and
San Joaquin whipsnake during project operations
The following measures shall be incorporated into the operations and maintenance plans
developed for the proposed facility to avoid and minimize impacts on Blainville’s horned lizard
and San Joaquin whipsnake.


Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



Because of the key role that rodents play in maintaining refuge habitat for special‐status
reptiles, rodenticides shall not be used.



Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.



When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps shall be used and animals
shall be relocated and released outside of buildings.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐19 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operation and
maintenance activities on Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake will be less than
significant.
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Impact BIO‐20: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake
Potential Impact: Ground‐disturbing activities associated with decommissioning have the potential
to result in injury or mortality of Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake. This would
be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population of special‐status reptiles.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐18: Avoid and minimize effects on Blainville’s horned lizard and
San Joaquin whipsnake
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐18 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on Blainville’s horned lizard and San Joaquin whipsnake will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐22: Potential for operations and maintenance activities to result in adverse
impacts on blunt‐nosed leopard lizard
Potential Impact: Over the life of the project, areas within the solar arrays may become suitable for
blunt‐nosed leopard lizard because of the discontinuation of farming, maintenance of low‐growing
vegetation, and a potential increase in the number of small mammals occupying these areas and
providing additional refuge habitat. The site is within the historic range of the species and as noted
above on page 3.4‐24, there are records of blunt‐nosed leopard lizard as close as 0.5 mile west of the
project site. If habitat conditions improve and blunt‐nosed leopard lizards occupy the project area,
any maintenance activities that require ground disturbance and vehicle use within the project site
could result in injury or mortality of blunt‐nosed leopard lizards occurring there. This would be a
significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of a federally listed species
through direct mortality. As noted in the project description, the developer is currently preparing a
HCP to support an application to the USFWS for incidental take of federally listed species during
construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the proposed project. The HCP covers California tiger
salamander, blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, and San Joaquin kit fox.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐22: Avoid and minimize potential impacts on blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard
The following measures shall be incorporated into operations and maintenance and
decommissioning plans for the project site to avoid and minimize impacts on blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard.
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During the season prior to any planned ground‐disturbing activities (generally starting April
15), such as the regrading of project site roads, a biologist with experience in surveying for
blunt‐nosed leopard lizard shall assess site conditions for supporting the species.




If site conditions are determined to be suitable for blunt‐nosed leopard lizard at that
time, then presence/absence surveys for the species shall be conducted within and
adjacent to the proposed area of ground disturbance. Surveys shall be conducted
according to the most recent agency approved survey protocol. A biologist shall search
the work area for ground squirrel or gopher burrows and mark any burrows within the
work area with visible pin flags. A buffer distance shall be maintained around burrows
to avoid collapsing them. If burrows cannot be avoided and it is determined that the
activities shall destroy the burrows, the burrows shall be scoped with an endoscope to
determine if they are occupied by blunt‐nosed leopard lizards. Once confirmed that the
burrow is unoccupied it will be excavated by hand in case any animals were not
detected during scoping. If it is determined that the burrow is occupied by a blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard CDFW and USFWS shall be contacted and a sufficient buffer be created to
protect the animal.
If blunt‐nosed leopard lizards are detected within the project site then the developer, or
facility operator at that time, shall contact the USFWS and CDFW to amend existing
permits and management plans to avoid impacts on the species.


No ground‐disturbing maintenance shall occur in or adjacent to areas where blunt‐
nosed leopard lizard has been detected until a USFWS‐ and CDFW‐approved
avoidance and monitoring plan is in place.



Prior to initiating decommissioning activities, the decommissioning plan shall be
revised to include measures to avoid impacts on blunt‐nosed leopard lizard and to
restore habitats once decommissioning is complete.



No monofilament plastic or soil strengthening agents, geo fabrics, and dust suppression
products that would adversely affect these species shall be used for erosion control. Only
natural fiber, biodegradable meshes shall be used in erosion control mats, blankets, and
straw or fiber wattles, and these features shall be installed in such a way as to prevent
entrapment of special‐status amphibians while maintaining access to potential breeding
habitat. The specific erosion control agents shall be approved by CDFW prior to use.



Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



Because of the key role that rodents play in maintaining refuge habitat for special‐status
reptiles, rodenticides shall not be used.



Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.



When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps shall be used and animals
shall be relocated and released outside of buildings.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.



Optimal activity temperatures for blunt‐nosed leopard lizards are between 77 degrees F –
95 degrees F measured 1–2 centimeters (cm) above the ground over the surface of a project
site (California Department of Fish and Game 2004). Between April 1 to September 30,
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mowing shall occur when the animals are underground and temperatures are below 75
degrees F, measured 1 cm above the ground in the sun.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐22 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operation and
maintenance activities on the blunt‐nosed leopard lizard will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐23: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
blunt‐nosed leopard lizard
Potential Impact: Ground‐disturbing activities associated with decommissioning have the potential
to result in injury or mortality of blunt‐nosed leopard lizard if they are occupying the site at the time
of the decommissioning. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a federally listed species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite mitigation lands
Mitigation Measure BIO‐22: Avoid and minimize potential impacts on blunt‐nosed
leopard lizard
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b and BIO‐22 will reduce
this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on the blunt‐nosed leopard lizard will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐24: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on western
burrowing owl
Potential Impact: Project construction could impact western burrowing owl if they are occupying
the project site and areas within the project vicinity. These impacts could include direct mortality,
the loss of foraging habitat, the disruption of breeding behavior, and nest failure. This would be a
significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of a California species of special
concern through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a: Avoid and minimize impacts on biological resources
Mitigation Measure BIO‐24: Avoid, minimize, and compensate for potential impacts on
western burrowing owl
The following measures, which were developed based on the Staff Report on Burrowing Owl
Mitigation (California Department of Fish and Game 2012), shall be implemented to avoid and
minimize potential adverse impacts on burrowing owls prior to and during project construction
and maintenance activities that require large areas of ground disturbance (e.g., grading), and
during project decommissioning.


A qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction take avoidance surveys for burrowing
owl no more than 14 days prior to and within 24 hours of initiating ground‐disturbing
activities. The survey area shall encompass the work area and a 500‐foot buffer around this
area, as private land access allows. If project‐related activities are suspended for more than
30 days, the biologist shall re‐survey the project site.



To the maximum extent feasible, construction activities within 500 meters of active
burrowing owl burrows shall be avoided during the nesting season (February 1–August 31).



If an active burrow is identified near a proposed work area and work cannot be conducted
outside the nesting season (February 1–August 31), a no‐activity zone shall be established
by a biologist experienced with burrowing owls in coordination with CDFW. The no‐activity
zone shall be large enough to avoid nest abandonment and shall extend a minimum of 500
meters around the burrow. Any variance in this buffer distance shall be discussed with
CDFW.



If the designated no‐activity zone for either breeding or non‐breeding burrowing owls
cannot be established, a wildlife biologist experienced in burrowing owl behavior shall
evaluate site‐specific conditions and, in coordination with CDFW, recommend a smaller
buffer (if possible) that still minimizes the potential to disturb the owls. The site‐specific
buffer shall consider the type and extent of the proposed activity occurring near the
occupied burrow, the duration and timing of the activity, the sensitivity and habituation of
the owls, and the dissimilarity of the proposed activity to background activities.



If burrowing owls are present in the direct disturbance area and cannot be avoided during
the non‐breeding season (generally September 1–January 31), passive relocation techniques
(e.g., installing one‐way doors at burrow entrances) may be used. Passive relocation may
also be used during the breeding season (February 1–August 30) if a biologist with
burrowing owl experience, coordinating with CDFW, determines through site surveillance
and/or scoping that the burrow is not occupied by burrowing owl adults, young, or eggs.
Passive relocation shall be accomplished by installing one‐way doors (e.g., modified dryer
vents or other CDFW approved method), which shall be left in place for a minimum of 1
week and monitored daily to ensure that the owls have left the burrow. Excavation of the
burrow shall be conducted using hand tools. During excavation of the burrow, a section of
flexible plastic pipe (at least 3 inches in diameter) shall be inserted into the burrow tunnel
to maintain an escape route for any animals that may be inside the burrow.

Project construction shall not begin until:


A burrowing owl exclusion plan is developed and approved by CDFW and Merced County,
which shall include at a minimum the following:
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Identification of a location of suitable burrows or areas where artificial burrows can be
installed within at 100 meters of the occupied burrow (relocation area);



A plan for excluding the owl(s) and excavating the burrow; and



A plan for monitoring the exclusion process and the relocation area



Permanent loss of occupied burrow(s) and habitat and temporary exclusion is mitigated;



Site monitoring is conducted prior to, during, and after exclusion of burrowing owls from
their burrows sufficient to ensure take is avoided; and



Excluded burrowing owls are documented using artificial or natural burrows on adjoining
lands.



Avoid destruction of unoccupied burrows outside the work area and place visible markers
near burrows to ensure that they are not collapsed.



Conduct ongoing surveillance of the project site for burrowing owls during project activities.
If additional owls are observed using burrows within 500 feet of construction, the onsite
biological monitor shall determine, in coordination with CDFW, if the owl(s) are or would be
affected by construction activities and if additional exclusion zones are required.



If burrowing owls are detected during preconstruction surveys, the developer shall
compensate for the loss of burrowing habitat according to the guidelines in Staff Report on
Burrowing Owl Mitigation (California Department of Fish and Game 2012). These guidelines
do not recommend minimum habitat replacement ratios but do note that the conservation
area should be comparable to or better than that of the impact area, of sufficiently large
acreage, and should support burrowing mammals. Any such conservation may be combined
with conservation areas that are developed for Swainson’s hawk and/or San Joaquin kit fox
for this project. If burrowing owl conservation is appropriate on these lands, the respective
mitigation and monitoring plans developed for these areas shall be modified to include
measures for the maintenance and enhancement of habitat for burrowing owl. The
developer shall place a conservation easement over a 2,450.08‐acre property 5 miles south
of the project site where burrowing owls were observed in October 2013 (see description of
the offsite mitigation lands above). The management of this property for California tiger
salamander, blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, and San Joaquin kit fox would also benefit
burrowing owl (Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b).

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐2a and BIO‐24 will reduce
this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on the western burrowing owl will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐25: Potential for operations and maintenance activities to result in adverse
impacts on western burrowing owl
Potential Impact: If burrowing owls occupy the project site over the life of the project, operations
and maintenance activities have a potential to result in the direct mortality of western burrowing
owl and adversely affect nesting behavior. This would be a significant impact because it could
reduce the local population size of a California species of special concern through direct mortality.
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Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐24: Avoid, minimize, and compensate for potential impacts on
western burrowing owl
Mitigation Measure BIO‐25: Avoid and minimize impacts on western burrowing owl
during routine operations and maintenance activities
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and minimize impacts on western
burrowing owl during routine operations and maintenance activities.


Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



Because of the key role that rodents play in providing nesting and refuge habitat for western
burrowing owl, rodenticides shall not be used.



Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.



When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps shall be used and animals
shall be relocated and released outside of buildings.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐24 and BIO‐25 will reduce
this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operation and
maintenance activities on the western burrowing owl will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐26: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
western burrowing owl
Potential Impact: If burrowing owls occupy the project site over the life of the project,
decommissioning activities have the potential to result in the direct mortality of western burrowing
owl and adversely affect nesting behavior. This would be a significant impact because it could
reduce the local population of a California species of special concern.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐24: Avoid, minimize, and compensate for potential impacts on
western burrowing owl
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐24 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
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Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on the western burrowing owl will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐27: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on
Swainson’s hawks
Potential Impact: Project construction would result in the permanent conversion of approximately
1,392 acres of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat (cropland and annual grassland) and temporary
impacts on 205 acres of foraging habitat. Project construction would also result in the removal of
two medium‐sized nonnative trees (a mulberry tree and a Peruvian pepper tree) that have potential
to support Swainson’s hawk nesting. The project could also disrupt Swainson’s hawk nesting in the
vicinity of the project site. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a California listed species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a: Avoid and minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s hawks
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and minimize effects on nesting
Swainson’s hawks.


The two trees within project footprint that will need to be removed for construction or any
other trees within the project site that need to be removed or trimmed for project
construction shall be done between September 16 and December 31 to avoid adversely
affecting nesting Swainson’s hawk and other nesting birds.



Prior to initiating construction or decommissioning activities, a biologist with experience in
surveying for Swainson’s hawk shall conduct nesting surveys according to the guidance in
the Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee’s (2000) Recommended Timing and
Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley. This protocol
recommends that surveys be conducted within ½ mile of the project boundary and requires
multiple surveys be conducted during at least two survey periods immediately prior to
ground‐disturbing activities. As specified in the Swainson’s hawk survey methods, an
optional survey may be conducted between January and March 20 to identify potential nest
sites, old nests, and those nests of other raptors that begin nesting early.



If Swainson’s hawk nests are identified within ½ mile of the project site, the developer shall
establish a ½‐mile no‐disturbance buffer around the nest site to avoid disrupting nesting
activities. Active Swainson’s hawk nests shall be monitored by a biologist experienced with
the species. No project‐related activities (e.g., ground disturbance, loud noises, construction
personnel) shall be allowed within the no‐disturbance buffer. The buffer shall remain intact
until the breeding season has ended or until a qualified biologist has determined, and CDFW
has agreed in writing, that the birds have fledged and are no longer reliant upon the nest or
parental care for survival.



If construction‐related activities are delayed or suspended for more than 14 days during the
breeding season (January 1 through September 15), surveys for Swainson's hawks shall be
repeated to determine if new nests were built or existing nests occupied during the work
stoppage in accordance with the Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee’s (2000)
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Recommended Timing and Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Surveys in
California’s Central Valley.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27b: Compensate for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging
habitat
The developer shall compensate for the permanent loss of Swainson’s foraging habitat following
the guidance in the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Staff Report regarding
Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks (Buteo swainsoni) in the Central Valley of California.
The nearest active nest in the past 5 years is approximately 2 miles northeast of the project site
boundary (California Department of Fish and Wildlife 2013b) and would thus require the
preservation of at least 0.75 acre of suitable Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat for every acre
lost. However, the results of the preconstruction Swainson’s hawk surveys described above in
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a would be used to determine the final mitigation ratio. The final
mitigation ratio shall be between 0.75:1 and 1:1 depending on the proximity of active nests. The
conservation lands can either be on agricultural lands or other suitable habitats.
The developer shall place a conservation easement on and manage 2,450.08 acres of rangeland
for California tiger salamander, blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, and San Joaquin kit fox that would
also serve as compensation for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat. The offsite
mitigation land was observed to support numerous ground squirrels and shall be managed to
continue to support a prey base for San Joaquin kit fox and also Swainson’s hawk.
Temporarily affected areas shall be revegetated with annual grasses and herbs and the
developer shall not implement small mammal control in these areas.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐27a and BIO‐27b will reduce
this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on Swainson’s hawks will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐28: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on
nesting Swainson’s hawks
Potential Impact: Decommissioning activities have a potential to result in the disruption of
Swainson’s hawk nesting behavior within ½ mile of the project site. Decommissioning activities that
result in the use of large machinery and generate noise have the greatest potential for disrupting
nesting activities. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population
size of a California listed species through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a: Avoid and minimize effects on nesting Swainson’s hawks
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
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Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐27a will reduce this impact to
a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on Swainson’s hawks will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐29: Potential for construction activities to result in impacts on other special‐
status and non‐special status birds
Potential Impact: The construction of the proposed project would remove approximately 1,392
acres of foraging habitat (annual grassland and cropland) for several special‐status birds, which
include cackling goose, golden eagle, ferruginous hawk, northern harrier, white‐tailed kite, merlin,
prairie falcon, loggerhead shrike, California horned lark, tricolored blackbird, and yellow‐headed
blackbird. The permanent loss of 1,392 acres potential foraging habitat for special‐status birds
would be a significant impact.
The affected patches of annual grassland (4.1 acres permanently affected and 3.6 acres temporarily
affected) and the two medium sized trees that would be removed could provide nesting habitat for
several special‐status birds. In addition, ground‐disturbing activities and activities that generate
loud noises have the potential to disrupt nesting in the project site and adjacent areas. This would be
a significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of several special‐status
species through direct mortality and disrupt nesting activity of birds protected under the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act (MBTA).
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, and
presented in full above, are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐27b: Compensate for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging
habitat
Mitigation Measure BIO‐29: Avoid and minimize impacts on nesting birds
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Compensation for the loss of foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawk
(Mitigation Measure BIO‐27b) would mitigate the loss of foraging habitat for the other special‐
status bird species and thus reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level. Implementation
of Mitigation Measure BIO‐29 will reduce impacts on nesting birds to a less‐than‐significant
level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on other special‐status and non‐special status birds will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐30: Potential for new transmission lines to affect birds
Potential Impact: The operation of the proposed project has the potential to affect birds from the
addition of up to 500 feet of new transmission line between the project substation and PG&E
generation facilities and from installation of 1.5 miles of medium voltage collection system overhead
lines. These new lines represent a collision hazard for bird species, especially during periods of low
visibility, and an electrocution hazard for large raptors. This would be a significant impact because it
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could reduce the local population size of special‐status species through direct mortality and affect
the movement of migratory birds.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐30: Minimize the potential for birds to be impacted by new
project transmission lines
The developer shall construct all transmission towers, poles, and lines in accordance with the
guidelines in Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines: The State of the Art in 2006
(Avian Power Line Interaction Committee 2006), or the most current version of the guidelines
available at the time of construction, which provides facility design recommendations for
reducing avian electrocutions. The developer shall also construct facilities following the
guidance in Reducing Avian Collisions with Power Lines: State of the Art in 2012 (Avian Power
Line Interaction Committee 2012), which provides guidance for reducing bird injury and
mortality from collisions with electrical lines. Measures may include one or more of the
following line marking (using devices to make lines more visible), managing surrounding lands,
changing the size and configuration of wires, rerouting the line, and burying lines.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐30 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with transmission lines impacts on birds
will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐33: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on San
Joaquin pocket mouse
Potential Impact: The construction of the proposed project could result in the mortality of San
Joaquin pocket mouse and in the permanent loss of 4.1 acres and temporary disturbance of another
3.6 acres of grassland habitat. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a species of special concern through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐37: Enhance and maintain site conditions to allow San Joaquin kit
fox dispersal through the project site
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of conservation efforts for San Joaquin kit fox under
Mitigation Measure BIO‐37 would conserve generally similar habitat, and thus insure that any
impacts on San Joaquin pocket mouse are reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on San Joaquin pocket mouse will be less than significant.
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Impact BIO‐34: Potential for operations and maintenance activities to result in adverse
impacts on San Joaquin pocket mouse
Potential Impact: Over the life of the project, areas within the solar arrays may become suitable for
San Joaquin pocket mouse because of vegetation in the area being kept low and the developer
avoiding small mammal control within the facility. Any maintenance activities that require ground
disturbance and nighttime vehicle use within the project site could result in mortality of San Joaquin
pocket mouse occurring there. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local
population size of a species of special concern through direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐34: Avoid and minimize effects on San Joaquin pocket mouse
during project operations
The following measures shall be incorporated into any O&M plans developed for the proposed
facility to avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin pocket mouse.


Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



Rodenticide, pesticide, and herbicide use is prohibited.



When rodent traps are used inside of facilities only humane traps shall be used and animals
shall be relocated and released outside of buildings.



Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐34 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of operation and
maintenance activities on San Joaquin pocket mouse will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐35: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on San
Joaquin pocket mouse
Potential Impact: The decommissioning of project facilities could result in the mortality of San
Joaquin pocket mouse if they occur within the project site at that time. This would be a significant
impact because it could reduce the local population size of a species of special concern through
direct mortality.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
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Mitigation Measure BIO‐35: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin pocket mouse
during decommissioning activities
The following measures shall be implemented during decommissioning activities that result in
ground disturbance.


Avoid and minimize disturbance of mammal burrows.



Ground‐disturbing activities shall be limited to warmer weather between April 15 and
October 31, a period when the species is not likely to be in a period of torpor.



Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night and speeds shall be less than 10 mph.



To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or other animals during the
construction phase of the project, all excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2
feet deep shall be covered at the close of each working day, or any time when crews are not
working in the vicinity of the trenches, by plywood or similar materials. Any covers that are
installed shall be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the need arise. If
covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some means of inspecting the inside of the hole
shall be installed (e.g., Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no animals
are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet deep shall either be covered or be
provided with escape ramps at a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no steeper than 45 degrees. If
wooden planks are used, perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in traction.
All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered, more than 2 feet deep shall be
inspected prior to the start of the construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These inspections shall occur
regardless of whether or not work is occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are
filled, they shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall not continue until
trapped animals have moved out of or are removed from the open trench and relocated to a
location approved by the Wildlife Agencies.

Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐35 and BIO‐36 will reduce
this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on San Joaquin pocket mouse will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐36: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on San
Joaquin kit fox and American badger
Potential Impact: The construction of the proposed project has the potential to affect San Joaquin
kit fox and American badger if they occupy dens within or adjacent to the project footprint.
Construction activities could result in direct mortality and disruption in normal behavior. This
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would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of a federally listed
species and a species of special concern through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
The applicant shall obtain an Incidental Take Permit (ITP) from the CDFW for the San Joaquin
kit fox prior to engaging in any ground disturbing activities where suitable habitat is present for
San Joaquin kit fox and American badger in and adjacent to proposed work areas. In addition,
the following measures shall be implemented during construction to ensure that there is no
significant impact on San Joaquin kit fox or American badger. Where there is any difference
between the requirements of the ITP and the following measures, the ITP shall prevail. The
following measures come from the guidelines in the USFWS’s (2011b) Standard
Recommendations for Protection of the Endangered San Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or During Ground
Disturbance.
These guidelines, or the most recent version of these guidelines shall be implemented for this,
except as modified by other measures below. The applicant shall inquire with the USFWS yearly
to obtain the most recent guidelines.


Biologists approved by USFWS and CDFW shall conduct a preconstruction survey for
potential San Joaquin kit fox dens according to the USFWS guidelines.



To the maximum extent feasible (as determined in consultation with USFWS and CDFW),
potential dens (5–8 inches in diameter) for San Joaquin kit fox and American badger shall be
avoided. Staging areas shall be moved to avoid removing or directly affecting potential dens.



Preconstruction surveys for American badgers shall be conducted in conjunction with San
Joaquin kit fox preconstruction surveys.



As described in the USFWS guidelines, the preconstruction survey shall be conducted no less
than 14 days and no more than 30 days before the beginning of ground disturbance, or any
activity likely to affect San Joaquin kit fox. The biologists shall conduct den searches by
systematically walking transects through the project site and a buffer area to be determined
in coordination with USFWS and CDFW. Transect distance should be based on the height of
vegetation such that 100% visual coverage of the project site is achieved. If a potential or
known den is found during the survey, they shall be monitored by a biologist approved by
the Wildlife Agencies. The biologist shall use an infrared beam camera and track plates or
powder, to determine if the den is currently being used. The camera and track plates shall be
placed at the burrow for a minimum of 3 consecutive days. Other signs of occupancy (e.g.,
scat, fur) shall be searched for in and around the burrow and, if found, documented with
photographs. Dens shall be classified into the den status categories defined by USFWS. Dens
shall be classified in one of the following four den status categories defined by USFWS (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service 2011b).


Potential den: Any subterranean hole within the species’ range that has entrances of
appropriate dimensions and for which available evidence is sufficient to conclude that it
is being used or has been used by a kit fox. Potential dens include (1) any suitable
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subterranean hole; or (2) any den or burrow of another species (e.g., coyote, badger, red
fox, ground squirrel) that otherwise has appropriate characteristics for kit fox use; or an
artificial structure that otherwise has appropriate characteristics for kit fox use.






Known den: Any existing natural den or artificial structure that is used or has been used
at any time in the past by a San Joaquin kit fox. Evidence of use may include historical
records; past or current radiotelemetry or spotlighting data; kit fox sign such as tracks,
scat, and/or prey remains; or other reasonable proof that a given den is being or has
been used by a kit fox (USFWS discourages use of the terms active and inactive when
referring to any kit fox den because a great percentage of occupied dens show no
evidence of use, and because kit foxes change dens often, with the result that the status
of a given den may change frequently and abruptly).
Known natal or pupping den: Any den that is used, or has been used at any time in the
past, by kit foxes to whelp and/or rear their pups. Natal/pupping dens may be larger
with more numerous entrances than dens occupied exclusively by adults. These dens
typically have more kit fox tracks, scat, and prey remains in the vicinity of the den, and
may have a broader apron of matted dirt or vegetation at one or more entrances. A natal
den, defined as a den in which kit fox pups are actually whelped but not necessarily
reared, is a more restrictive version of the pupping den. In practice, however, it is
difficult to distinguish between the two; therefore, for purposes of this definition either
term applies.
Known atypical den: Any artificial structure that has been or is being occupied by a San
Joaquin kit fox. Atypical dens may include pipes, culverts, and diggings beneath concrete
slabs and buildings.

Written results of the survey including the locations of any potential or known San Joaquin kit
fox dens shall be submitted to USFWS and CDFW within 5 days following completion of the
survey and prior to the start of ground disturbance or construction activities.


After preconstruction den searches and before the commencement of construction
activities, exclusion zones shall be established as measured in a radius outward from the
entrance or cluster of entrances of each den. Construction activities shall be prohibited or
greatly restricted within these exclusion zones. Only essential vehicular operation on
existing roads and foot traffic shall be permitted. All other construction activities, vehicle
operation, material and equipment storage, and other ground‐disturbing activities shall be
prohibited in the exclusion zones. Barrier fencing shall be removed within 72 hours of
completion of work. Exclusion zones shall be established using the following parameters.






Potential and atypical dens: A total of four or five flagged stakes shall be placed 50 feet
from the den entrance to identify the den location.
Known den: Flagging and/or stakes with flagging attached shall be installed between the
work area and the known den site at a minimum distance of 100 feet from the den. The
flagging shall be maintained until construction‐related disturbances have ceased.
Natal/pupping den: USFWS shall be contacted immediately if a natal or pupping den is
discovered in or within 200 feet of the work area.
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Any occupied or potentially occupied badger den shall be avoided by establishing an
exclusion zone consistent with a San Joaquin kit fox potential burrow (i.e., four or five
flagged stakes shall be placed 50 feet from the den entrance).



As described in the USFWS Standard Recommendations for Protection of the Endangered San
Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or During Ground Disturbance (2011b), in cases where avoidance is
not a reasonable alternative, limited destruction of potential San Joaquin kit fox dens may be
allowed as follows only after consultation and written approval have been obtained from
the USFWS and CDFW.






Natal/pupping dens: Natal or pupping dens that are occupied shall not be destroyed
until the adults and pups have vacated the dens and then only after consultation with
USFWS. Removal of natal/pupping dens shall be subject to the project’s incidental take
authorization from USFWS and CDFW.
Known dens: Known dens within the footprint of the activity must be monitored for 3
days with tracking medium and/or an infrared camera to determine current use. If no
kit fox activity is observed during this period, the den should be destroyed immediately
to preclude subsequent use. If kit fox activity is observed during this period, the den
shall be monitored for at least 5 consecutive days from the time of observation to allow
any resident animal to move to another den during its normal activity. Use of the den
can be discouraged by partially plugging its entrance(s) with soil in such a manner that
any resident animal can escape easily. Only when the den is determined to be
unoccupied shall the den be excavated under the direction of a biologist. If the fox is still
present after 5 or more consecutive days of monitoring, the den may be excavated when,
in the judgment of the biologist, it is temporarily vacant, such as during the fox’s normal
foraging activities. Removal of known dens shall be subject to the project’s incidental
take authorization from USFWS and CDFW.
Potential dens: Potential dens can be removed (preferably by hand excavation) by an
agency‐approved biologist or under the supervision of an agency‐approved biologist,
unless other restrictions are required by the incidental take permits issued for this
project. If any den was considered a potential den but was later determined during
monitoring or destruction to be currently or previously used by kit foxes (e.g., kit fox
sign is found inside), then all construction activities shall cease and USFWS and CDFW
shall be notified immediately.



Vehicles shall not exceed a speed limit of 15 mph during the day on project access roads and
shall not exceed 10 mph during any emergency nighttime work. Overland travel shall not
occur at night.



All project‐related vehicles and equipment shall be restricted to established roads,
construction areas, and designated staging areas.



To prevent inadvertent entrapment of San Joaquin kit foxes or other animals during the
construction phase of the project, all excavated, steep‐walled holes or trenches more than 2
feet deep shall be covered at the close of each working day, or any time when crews are not
working in the vicinity of the trenches, by plywood or similar materials. Any covers that are
installed shall be able to be removed quickly by construction staff should the need arise. If
covers require heavy equipment to lift them, some means of inspecting the inside of the hole
shall be installed (e.g., Plexiglas windows) so that biological monitors can ensure no animals
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are trapped inside. Holes and trenches less than 2 feet deep shall either be covered or be
provided with escape ramps at a rate of one ramp every 100 feet. Escape ramps may be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks with a slope no steeper than 45 degrees. If
wooden planks are used, perpendicular grooves or rungs shall be provided to aid in traction.
All holes and trenches, whether covered or uncovered, more than 2 feet deep shall be
inspected prior to the start of the construction day, around midday, and at the end of each
construction day as they are being covered for the night. These inspections shall occur
regardless of whether or not work is occurring in that area. Before holes or trenches are
filled, they shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals. Work shall not continue until
trapped animals have moved out of or are removed from the open trench and relocated to a
location approved by the Wildlife Agencies.


All construction pipes, culverts or similar structures with a diameter of 4 inches or grater
that are stored at a construction site for one or more overnight periods shall be thoroughly
inspected for kit foxes before the pipe is subsequently buried, capped, or otherwise moved
in any way. If a kit fox is discovered inside a pipe, that section of pipe shall not be moved
until USFWS and CDFW have been consulted.



An appropriately qualified representative appointed by the developer shall be the contact
for any employee or contractor who might inadvertently kill or injure a kit fox or who finds
a dead, injured, or entrapped kit fox at a time when the onsite biological monitor is not
onsite. The representative shall be identified during environmental sensitivity training
(Mitigation Measure BIO‐2a) and his/her name and phone number shall be provided to
USFWS and CDFW. Upon such incident or finding, the onsite biological monitor or the
representative shall immediately contact USFWS and CDFW.



The Sacramento USFWS office and CDFW shall be notified in writing within 3 working days
of the accidental death or injury of a San Joaquin kit fox during project‐related activities.
Notification must include the date, time, and location of the incident, and any other
pertinent information.



New sightings of kit fox shall be reported to the California Natural Diversity Database. A
copy of the reporting form and a topographic map clearly marked with the location of where
the kit fox was observed shall also be provided to the USFWS and CDFW.



All food‐related trash items such as wrappers, cans, bottles, and food scraps shall be
disposed of in securely closed containers and removed at least once a week from the project
site.



No firearms shall be allowed on the project site.



No pets, such as dogs or cats shall be permitted on the project site to prevent harassment,
mortality of kit foxes, or destruction of dens.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐36 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on San Joaquin kit fox and American badger will be less than significant.
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Impact BIO‐37: Disruption of movement corridor for San Joaquin kit fox
Potential Impact: As noted in the description of the HCP and offsite mitigation lands above, the
project site provides low quality habitat for San Joaquin kit fox. Though Constable et al. (2009)
identified potential north/south movement corridors on either side of the project site, the project
site may still be used by San Joaquin kit fox for movement. The solar facility would fill in an area
approximately 2 miles wide between the hills along the western boundary of the site east toward I‐
5. Though the proposed project would retain some permeability for wildlife by having a 300‐foot
wide area of grassland along the north‐south running 230‐kV transmission lines (the movement
corridors described in the Project Description and shown on Figure 2‐3) and a 4 to 8‐inch gap at the
bottom of fences around the solar arrays, which would allow kit fox through but exclude larger
mammals, the proposed project may result in a significant impact on San Joaquin kit fox dispersal
through the 2‐mile area. There are no studies of kit fox reactions to solar farms. However, San
Joaquin kit fox typically avoid areas with dense vegetation, which the solar panels would resemble.
As a result, fox may be reluctant to enter the solar arrays and utilize the transmission corridor. This
could cause kit foxes to travel around the solar site, expending more energy and/or placing them
closer to I‐5, where there is a higher potential for being struck by a vehicle.
To better understand movement through and within the project site by kit foxes after the solar
facility is constructed, the applicant would establish fixed camera monitoring stations along the
perimeter fence and within the solar array. As described in the HCP, camera monitoring would occur
continuously between February 15 and August 15 for 5 years after the solar infrastructure is
installed and operational, and would be supplemented by scat detection dog surveys during Years 1,
3, and 5 following construction.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐8b: Place a conservation easement on the offsite mitigation lands
Mitigation Measure BIO‐37: Enhance and maintain site conditions to allow San Joaquin kit
fox dispersal through the project site
The following measures shall be implemented to enhance and maintain site conditions for
potential San Joaquin kit fox movement through the project site. These measures shall be
included in the operations and management plans developed for the project site.


The project site shall include the following features to increase the amount of movement
areas for San Joaquin kit fox:






The solar panels shall be constructed in a layout that is consolidated to the extent
feasible, while still meeting the goal of using the existing contours of the land and not
resulting in a large amount of earth work.
The battery storage facility shall be placed on the exterior of the panel layout (not in one
of the corridors) and will be constructed as close to the panels as possible to reduce the
overall footprint of the project.
A buffer that is on average 500 feet wide shall be incorporated into the site layout on the
west side of the project area, starting at the toe of the slope and extending into the
project area. No solar panels or permanent structures will be placed in the buffer and
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the portion of the buffer under control of the project applicant will be managed as low
grassland suitable for San Joaquin kit fox and associated grassland species.


Panel array 6b shall be removed from the project layout and no solar panels or other
infrastructure shall be built east of the gas transmission corridors in NENE Section 35,
as shown in Figure 2‐3.



The fenced areas within the solar arrays shall be revegetated with non‐invasive annual
grasses and forbs once project construction is completed. CDFW concurrence on the seed
mixture shall be obtained prior to revegetation.



Vegetation within the solar arrays shall be mowed at least once a year to keep the
vegetation low (less than 12 inches; and preferably 3–6 inches in height).



Vegetation within the 230‐kV transmission line corridor shall either be grazed or mowed to
keep the vegetation low (less than 12 inches in height).



Small burrowing mammals shall be allowed to establish within the project site and
rodenticides shall not be used.



All fencing shall leave a 4‐ to 8‐inch opening between the fence mesh and the ground, as
shall be mandated as part of the HCP to be approved for the project by the USFWS. The
bottom of the fence fabric shall be knuckled (wrapped back to form a smooth edge) to
protect wildlife that pass under the fence and slats will be woven through the bottom row of
the chain link fence to disallow San Joaquin kit fox from becoming entangled. Fencing shall
not be electrified.



The developer shall install artificial escape tunnels along the outside edge of the solar arrays
(outside of the fencing) and facing the 300‐foot wide 230‐kV transmission corridor. The
developer shall also install artificial escape tunnels along western perimeter of the solar
arrays (outside of the fencing). The artificial escape tunnels shall be placed at a minimum
every 1/8‐mile in these areas. The escape tunnels shall be sized to allow kit foxes in but shall
be small enough to exclude coyotes. The escape tunnels should be of similar design as those
presented in Harrison et al. (2011). Example den designs are presented in Figure 3.4‐7.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: In addition to the proposed fencing described in the project description,
implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐8b (which reflects use of camera monitoring as a
required component of the HCP) and BIO‐37 will reduce this impact to less than significant.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with disruption of movement corridors
for the San Joaquin kit fox will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐38: Potential for decommissioning activities to result in adverse impacts on San
Joaquin kit fox and American badger
Potential Impact: Project decommissioning activities have the potential to result in disturbance,
injury, or mortality of San Joaquin kit fox and American badger if they occur within the project site
at that time. This would be a significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of a
federally listed species and a species of special‐concern through direct mortality.
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Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐36: Avoid and minimize impacts on San Joaquin kit fox and
American badger
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐36 will reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of decommissioning
activities on San Joaquin kit fox and American badger will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐39: Potential for construction activities to result in adverse impacts on special‐
status bats
Potential Impact: Two trees that may provide suitable roosting habitat or stop‐over habitat for
migrating bats would be removed during project construction. Tree removal could result in
disturbance, injury, or mortality of bats and the loss of potential roosting habitat. This would be a
significant impact because it could reduce the local population size of species of special concern
through direct mortality or habitat loss.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐39: Avoid and minimize effects on special‐status bats
The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and minimize effects on special‐status
bats during project construction and decommissioning activities.




At least 1 month prior to construction, a biologist with bat experience shall assess the two
trees that will be removed during construction for roosting bats and/or suitable roosting
habitat. Roost surveys may consist of both daylight surveys for signs of bat use and
evening/night visit(s) to conduct emergence surveys or evaluate the status of night roosts.
Survey timing shall be adequate to account for individual bats or species that might not
emerge until well after dark. Methods and approaches for determining roost occupancy
status shall include a combination of the following components as the biologist deems
necessary for the particular roost site.


Passive and/or active acoustic monitoring to assist with species identification.



Guano traps to determine activity status.



Night‐vision equipment.



Passive infrared camera traps.

The following measures shall be implemented to avoid and minimize effects on roosting
bats detected within the project site.
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Active maternal bat roosts shall not be disturbed and shall be provided a minimum
buffer of 750 feet until a time that the young of the roosting bat species typically become
independent. Confirmation of buffer distances and determination of the need for a
biological monitor for active maternity roosts shall be obtained in consultation with
CDFW. A qualified biologist shall conduct an initial assessment of the roost response to
construction activities and shall recommend buffer expansion if there are signs of
disturbance from the roost.
Should a tree that is being used as a day roost (non‐maternal) need to be removed for
project construction, CDFW shall be consulted to determine appropriate buffers, timing
and methods to remove the habitat.
Tree removal shall be conducted outside the maternity season (April 1–September 15)
to avoid disturbance of maternity groups of foliage‐roosting bats.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐39 will reduce this impact to a
level less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impacts of construction activities
on special status bats will be less than significant.
Impact BIO‐40: Potential for project lighting to result in adverse impacts on special‐status
bats, birds and other wildlife
Project lighting could disrupt normal activity at nearby bat roosts and night movement patterns.
Project lighting could also disrupt resident and migratory bird behavior, including reproduction,
foraging, and migration. In addition, lighting could disorient the navigational abilities of other
nocturnal wildlife species (e.g., San Joaquin kit fox) or species that disperse at night (e.g., California
tiger salamander). The developer is proposing to install low‐level lighting at entry and egress gates
at strategic locations around the facility. All project lighting would be shielded and directed
downward to minimize the potential for glare or spillover onto adjacent ownerships. These project
designs would minimize the effects of lighting on wildlife.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐40: Minimize the effect of project lighting on wildlife
The following measures shall be incorporated into project construction plans to minimize the
effect of project lighting on wildlife.
Project Lighting


No lighting shall be placed near or oriented toward the 230‐kV transmission corridor to
avoid affecting wildlife that may use this area for nighttime movement.



Narrow spectrum bulbs shall be used to limit the range of species affected by lighting.



All lighting shall be designed so that exterior light fixtures are hooded, with lights directed
downward or toward the area to be illuminated, and so that backscatter to the nighttime sky
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is minimized. The design of the lighting shall be such that the luminescence or light sources
are shielded to prevent light trespass outside the project boundary and neither the lamp nor
the reflector interior surface would be visible from outside the footprint of the facilities.


Light fixtures shall be installed on poles of minimal height or be installed on the buildings.



All lighting shall be of minimum necessary brightness consistent with worker safety.



The number of lighting fixtures shall be limited to the minimum required.



All illuminated areas not occupied on a continuous basis shall have switches or motion
detectors to light the area only when it is occupied. Any perimeter lighting shall also only be
motion activated.



All lighting poles, fixtures, and hoods shall be of dark‐colored material.



Operational exterior lighting shall be limited to the Operations and Maintenance building
and the substation, unless other exterior lighting is required by law or code.



Unless determined necessary by the County for safety or security reasons, any signs at the
entry of the project site shall not be lit (reflective coating is acceptable).



Lighting would be used from dusk to dawn for the project substation to conform to National
Electrical Safety Code (NESC) requirements and all applicable Merced County outdoor
lighting codes.

Construction and Decomissioning Lighting


No lighting shall be used for construction and decommissioning activities (Merced County
does not allow night time work); however, a small amount of temporary lighting may be
used to address safety concerns during construction (e.g., within substations and
construction yards). These lights shall only be on when construction workers are present or
shall be motion activated.



All lights shall be directed downward and include exterior hoods so that only areas that
need illumination are lit and that backscatter to the nighttime sky is minimized.



Temporary lighting shall be shielded and oriented at an angle no greater than 45 degrees
between the light post and the horizon.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO‐40 will ensure that project
lighting would have a less‐than‐significant impact on wildlife.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with project lighting will be less than
significant.
Impact BIO‐44: Adverse impacts on wetlands and/or waters through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means

Potential Impact: Permanent land disturbance associated with preparation of the solar panel
areas and construction of piers, foundations, and new roads would result in the loss of 0.003 acre of
seasonal wetland. In addition, the project would affect 0.54 acre of ephemeral swale/drainage, 0.13
acre of ponds that occur on these drainages, and 0.01 acre of ditches. The swale/drainage, ponds,
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and ditches did not meet the criteria for being considered wetlands and USACE determined that they
were not waters of the United States due to the lack of connectivity to waters of the United States.
Temporary land disturbance associated with project grading and staging would result in the
temporary disturbance of 0.82 acre of wetlands and waters. Most of the temporary disturbance
would be to the ephemeral swales/drainages and associated ponds (0.71 acre) and only a small area
(0.01 acre) of seasonal wetland would be temporarily disturbed. Impacts on wetlands and waters
would be a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure BIO‐44a: Avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waters during
project construction
The following measures shall be implemented prior to construction to avoid and minimize
impacts on wetlands and waters to the maximum extent practicable.


The developer shall design the final site plan so that there are no permanent impacts on the
seasonal wetland.



The developer shall design the final site plan so that waters (ephemeral swale/drainages
and ponds) are avoided to the maximum extent practicable.



Sediment and erosion control materials shall be installed prior to construction and shall be
maintained for the duration of construction activities to avoid and minimize effects on
adjacent wetlands and waters.



Flagging and/or stakes with flagging attached shall be installed around wetlands and waters
that are adjacent to project construction.



A biological and/or SWPPP monitor shall check on the integrity of all construction fencing
and sediment and erosion control materials to ensure that they are intact and functioning,
and that wetlands are not being affected.

Mitigation Measure BIO‐44b: Restore and/or compensate for the loss of wetlands and
waters
Wetlands and waters filled as a result of the proposed project shall be compensated for to
ensure no net loss of habitat functions and values. A compensation approach could be to
establish wetlands and waters that are similar to those affected in terms of physical and
biological characteristics. Because establishing ephemeral swales and drainages may not be
practicable, out‐of‐kind compensation for this type of water would be allowed. The
compensation would be at a minimum 1:1 ratio (1 acre restored or created for every 1 acre
filled) and may be a combination of onsite restoration/creation, offsite restoration, and
mitigation credits. Actual compensation ratios shall be based on site‐specific information and
determined through coordination with state agencies (CDFW, Regional Water Board). A
mitigation and monitoring plan shall be developed that describes the measures and procedures
for compensating for impacts on waters. The mitigation and monitoring plan shall provide
detailed information on measurable success criteria that can be achieved within a 10‐year
period, monitoring and reporting methods and schedule, funding source and responsible party,
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and adaptive management measures to ensure that the desired success criteria are achieved.
The wetland mitigation plan shall be reviewed and approved by the state agencies and Merced
County, prior to implementation. The wetland mitigation plan shall be implemented within 1
year following the end of project construction.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.

Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO‐44a and BIO‐44b will
reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact on wetlands will be less than significant.

Cultural Resources
Impact CUL‐2: Potential to cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource
Potential Impact: Though no archaeological resources were identified either in the records search
or during the intensive field survey, the potential exists for encountering previously unrecorded
prehistoric or historic‐period archaeological (subsurface) resources during project construction.
Any previously unrecorded archaeological resource encountered would be potentially CRHR‐
eligible, thus a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. In that situation, the project would have
potential to cause a substantial adverse change in its significance, thereby resulting in an impact on
a historical resource.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed on page 3.5‐11 of the Draft EIR,
is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure CUL‐2: Stop work if cultural resources are encountered during
ground‐disturbing activities
If buried cultural resources such as chipped or ground stone, historic debris, or building
foundations, are inadvertently discovered during ground‐disturbing activities, work will stop in
that area and within a 100‐foot radius of the find until a qualified archaeologist can assess the
significance of the find and, if necessary, develop a response plan, with appropriate treatment
measures, in consultation with the County, SHPO, and other appropriate agencies. Preservation
in place shall be the preferred treatment method per State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(b)
(avoidance, open space, capping, easement). Data recovery of important information about the
resource, research, or other actions determined during consultation, is allowed if it is the only
feasible treatment method.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL‐2 will ensure that the impacts
with the potential to cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource will be less than significant.
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Impact CUL‐3: Disturbance of any human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries
Potential Impact: No human remains are known to be located in or near the project area. However,
the possibility always exists that unmarked burials may be unearthed during project construction.
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure, discussed on pages 3.5‐11 and 3.5‐12 of the
Draft EIR, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure CUL‐3: Stop work if human remains are encountered during ground‐
disturbing activities
If human skeletal remains are encountered, ground‐disturbing activities will be stopped within a
100‐foot radius of the discovery. The county coroner must be contacted immediately and is
required to examine the discovery within 48 hours. If the county coroner determines that the
remains are Native American, the Coroner is required to contact the NAHC within 24 hours. A
qualified archaeologist (QA) should also be contacted immediately. The coroner is required to
notify and seek out a treatment recommendation of the NAHC‐designated Most Likely
Descendant (MLD).


If NAHC identifies an MLD, and the MLD makes a recommendation, and the landowner
accepts the recommendation, then ground‐disturbing activities may resume after the QA
verifies and notifies the County that the recommendations have been completed.



If NAHC is unable to identify the MLD, or the MLD makes no recommendation, or the
landowner rejects the recommendation, and mediation per PRC 5094.98(k) fails, then
ground‐disturbing activities may resume, but only after the QA verifies and notifies the
County that the landowner has completely reinterred the human remains and items
associated with Native American burials with appropriate dignity on the property, and
ensures no further disturbance of the site per PRC 5097.98(e) by county recording, open
space designation, or a conservation easement.

If the coroner determines that no investigation of the cause of death is required and that the
human remains are not Native American, then ground‐disturbing activities may resume, after
the coroner informs the County of Merced of such determination. According to state law, six or
more human burials at one location constitute a cemetery and disturbance of Native American
cemeteries is a felony (PRC Sections 21083.2, 5094.98, 5097.5, 5097.9; Health and Safety Code
Sections. 7050.5, 7052).
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
CUL‐3 will ensure that the impacts with the potential to disturb human remains will be
mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with disturbance of human remains will
be less than significant.
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Impact GEO‐7: Direct or indirect destruction of a unique paleontological resource or site or
unique geologic feature
Potential Impact: The development of the Wright Solar project would involve approximately 1,400
acres of site grading and approximately 200 acres of temporary construction‐related disturbance to
produce the optimum site topography for solar panel installation and orientation and other project
components such as roads. It would also involve excavating foundations for the O&M building,
substation and the BESS facility. As described under Environmental Setting in Chapter 3.6 of the
Draft EIR, most of the site contains geologic rock formations that are known to contain vertebrate
and other fossils and that are considered high sensitivity for paleontological resources. Project
grading and excavation, therefore, have the potential to destroy paleontological resources (fossils) if
they are present, which would be a significant impact.
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measures, discussed on pages 3.5‐19 and 3.5‐20 of
the Draft EIR, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure GEO‐7a: Educate construction personnel in recognizing fossil
materials and their importance
The developer shall provide training to all construction personnel to ensure that they can
recognize fossil materials in the event any are discovered during construction. The training will
be conducted by a paleontologist. Construction personnel will also be instructed on the
importance of paleontological specimens that might be recovered.
Mitigation Measure GEO‐7b: Paleontological monitoring, stop work and fossil recovery
The applicant will hire a qualified professional paleontologist who will design a field inspection
and monitoring program. If appropriate, the program will include an initial field reconnaissance
to determine if there are any vertebrate fossils exposed at the surface that may require
collection prior to commencing site grading and construction. The applicant shall submit this
program to the County for review and approval.
The field inspection and monitoring program will include the presence of a paleontological
resources monitor onsite during all grading and excavation activities on rock units with high
sensitivity. The paleontological monitor should be knowledgeable about fossils (through
education or field experience) but does not need to be a qualified professional paleontologist. If
suspected paleontological resources are encountered, the paleontological monitor will have the
authority to issue stop work orders until the monitor has had the opportunity to assess the find
and determine if continued work is appropriate or not. If the monitor determines that the find is
a vertebrate fossil then the qualified professional paleontologist will examine the find, assess its
nature and importance, and determine the appropriate treatment. Treatment may include
preparation and recovery of fossil materials so that they can be housed in an appropriate
museum or university collection and may also include preparation of a report for publication
describing the find. If work stoppage for a find is necessary, the qualified professional
paleontologist will use professional discretion in determining the extent of the fossil excavation
and will work with the applicant to allow the maximum amount of continued work in the
remaining area. The applicant will be responsible for ensuring that recommendations regarding
treatment and reporting are implemented.
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Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measures
GEO‐7a and 7b will ensure that the impacts with the potential to potential to destroy
paleontological resources will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with destruction of paleontological
resources will be less than significant.

Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources, and Paleontological Resources
Impact GEO‐1: Exposure of people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects
involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking, seismic‐
related ground failure, including liquefaction, or landslides
Potential Impact: As discussed on pages 3.6‐14 through 3.6‐17 of the Draft EIR, the preliminary
geotechnical report and the analysis in this chapter have not identified any geological or soil issues
that would pose a substantial risk to structures or human life or health from the project. However,
the preliminary geotechnical report does not contain sufficiently detailed information for final
project design.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed on pages 3.6‐14 through 3.6‐17
of the Draft EIR, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure GEO‐1: Conduct a final geotechnical investigation and report and
incorporate results into project design
Prior to construction, the applicant will conduct a final geotechnical field and laboratory
investigation of the project site that encompasses all the affected rock and soil types at an
appropriate level for the individual project components (e.g., access roads, ground‐mounted
solar modules and tracker components, power inverters, substation, BESS, interconnection
switching station, O&M building, and septic system). Conduct standard laboratory analysis
(e.g., grain size analysis, geotechnical properties, compaction requirements, and drainage
requirements) for these locations and present specific geotechnical and engineering
requirement recommendations for the project components. These recommendations will be
incorporated into the project’s final engineering design. The final geotechnical report will
address the following issues.


Strong ground shaking. The geotechnical report will analyze the potential for strong ground
shaking in the project area and at the project site, using accepted methodologies, and
provide site‐specific foundation design recommendations. The structural design
requirements will be based on conformance with the most current version of the CBC,
including applicable County amendments, to ensure that the project will withstand ground
accelerations expected from known active faults.



Slope failure. The geotechnical report will investigate the potential for slope failure (both
seismically and nonseismically induced) and develop site‐specific foundation plans
engineered for the terrain, rock and soil types, and other conditions present at the project
site. Site‐specific engineering requirements for mitigation of slope failure will specify
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proven methods generally accepted by registered engineers, including measures described
in California Geological Survey Special Publication 117A (2008).


Design requirements. Site‐specific design to address the issues of strong ground motion,
slope failure, and expansive soils will include final design parameters for earthwork,
foundations, site preparation, structure, and infrastructure. The project structural engineer
will review the site‐specific design, provide additional mitigation, if necessary, to meet
building code requirements, and incorporate all applicable mitigation from the investigation
into the structural design plans to ensure that the final plans meet current building code
requirements. Geologic hazards, including the potential for grading to create unstable cut or
fill slopes, are addressed through the County’s adopted building codes. The County enforces
compliance with geotechnical report recommendations via the building permit process.
Design and engineering recommendations in the geotechnical report will be implemented
by the project applicant during construction. The County’s registered geotechnical engineer
or third‐party registered engineer retained to review the geotechnical report will review the
geotechnical investigation, approve the final report, and require compliance with all
geotechnical mitigation described in the report in the plans submitted for the grading,
foundation, structural, infrastructure and all other relevant construction permits. The
County building department personnel will review project plans for grading, foundations,
structural, infrastructure and all other relevant construction permits to ensure compliance
with the applicable geotechnical investigation and other applicable building code
requirements.



As per IBC and CBSC requirements and prior to construction, the applicant’s geotechnical
engineers will be responsible for conducting a final geotechnical evaluation of
unconsolidated sediments of the project site to determine the extent to which they are
susceptible to shrink‐swell behavior. Subsurface borings at regular intervals within the
proposed project footprint are recommended. Based on subsurface conditions, the final
geotechnical report will identify specific mitigation measures to address expansive soils and
the applicant’s engineers will design the specific project components to incorporate these
measures and accommodate the effects of expansive soils. If expansive soils are determined
to be present at any location where project activities would occur, corrective actions will be
taken. Corrective actions may include excavation of potentially problematic soils during
construction and replacement with engineered backfill, ground treatment processes, and
direction of surface water and drainage away from foundation soils. The project applicants
will select one or more of these measures in consultation with a qualified engineer before
activities begin.



The final geotechnical field evaluation and report will address the location and drainage
requirements for the septic system and septic drain field. Borings and soil grain size and
permeability analysis will identify if existing, site‐specific conditions will support the septic
system. If the existing conditions will not support the septic system, the system will be
relocated to a location that will support it or the report will identify design requirements
that would allow the septic system and septic drain system to be placed at that location.
Measures could include excavation of inappropriate materials and fill with appropriate soils.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
GEO‐1 will ensure that the impacts with the potential to expose people or structures to potential
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substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death, as a result of rupture of a
known earthquake fault will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with the exposure of people or
structures to potential substantial adverse effects will be less than significant.
Impact GEO‐2: Potential to result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil
The development of the Wright Solar project will involve approximately 1,400 acres of site grading
and approximately 200 acres of temporary construction disturbance. Grading, excavation, removal
of vegetation cover, and loading activities associated with construction could temporarily increase
erosion, runoff, and sedimentation. Construction activities also could result in soil compaction and
wind erosion effects that could adversely affect soils and reduce the revegetation potential at the
construction sites and staging areas.
Mitigation Measure WQ‐1: Prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plan with
construction site best management practices
Prior to construction‐related ground disturbance, the applicant and their contractors will
acquire any necessary regulatory approvals from the State Water Board and the Central Valley
Regional Water Board to ensure compliance with and coverage under the State Water Board
NPDES General Construction Permit to the extent that existing approvals do not cover project
construction. The applicant will submit an NOI to the State Water Board and prepare a SWPPP in
compliance with the NPDES General Construction Permit requirements. BMPs in the SWPPP
would help reduce anticipated impacts related to construction and post‐construction activities
on stormwater runoff water quality. Implementation of the BMPs defined in the SWPPP
including, but not limited to, those stated below, would minimize impacts on local water quality
by controlling runoff from erosion and potential contaminants, thereby ensuring stormwater
flows and discharges meet water quality standards.
Erosion impacts during construction would be minimized or avoided by incorporating
necessary BMPs, such as those listed below, which are based on practices outlined in the
California Stormwater Quality Association’s (CASQA) Best Management Practice Handbook
Portal (California Stormwater Quality Association 2010).


Desilting basin and sediment trap: Construction of a temporary basin designed to remove
sediment from runoff would prevent constituents from reaching existing on‐ and offsite
drainages by allowing sediment to settle before discharging water to natural drainages.



Erosion control blankets/mats, geotextiles, plastic covers: These erosion control methods will
be used on flat or sloped surfaces to keep soil in place and can be used to cover disturbed
soil to prevent runoff.



Gravel/sandbag barrier: A temporary sediment barrier could be constructed using gravel or
sand filled bags to prevent sediment from disturbed areas from reaching existing drainages
by reducing the volume of sheet flows.



Hydraulic, straw, and wood mulch: The use of these various mulches temporarily stabilizes
soil on surfaces with little or no slope.



Preservation of existing vegetation: Preserving the existing vegetation to the maximum
extent possible provides protection of exposed surfaces from erosion and can keep sediment
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in place. Sensitive areas defined in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, will be clearly indicated
and protected during and after construction.


Runoff control BMPs: These measures include grading surfaces to control sheet flow, barriers
or berms that force sheet flows around protected areas, and stormwater conveyances such
as channels, drains, and swales. These practices and features collect runoff and redirect it to
prevent contamination to surface waters. Calculations will be made for anticipated runoff,
and the stormwater conveyances will be constructed, designed, and located to accommodate
these flows.



Scheduling and planning: Appropriate scheduling and planning provide ways to minimize
disturbed areas, which reduces the amount of activity in the project area that requires
protection and minimizes the duration of exposure of disturbed soils to erosion.



Stabilized Construction Entrance/Exit. A graveled area or pad located at points where
vehicles enter and leave a construction site can be built. This BMP provides a buffer area
where vehicles can drop their mud and sediment to avoid transporting it onto public roads,
to control erosion from surface runoff and to help control dust.



Storm drain inlet protection: Protection consists of devices and procedures that detain or
filter sediment from runoff, thereby preventing them from reaching drainage systems that
will be used post‐construction, as well as surface waters.

Additional concerns include potential pollutant exposure related to improper material storage
and handling, as well as non‐stormwater discharges. The following BMPs address these
potential problems, which would be stated in a SWPPP.


Concrete waste management: Excess or leftover concrete will be properly disposed of in
designated concrete waste facilities.



Material delivery and storage practices: All materials, especially toxic or hazardous materials,
will be covered to prevent exposure to stormwater and runoff. Toxic or hazardous materials
will also be stored and transferred on impervious surfaces that will prevent immediate
exposure to soils. Vehicles and equipment used for material transport and storage, as well as
any other vehicles, will be parked in clearly designated areas.



Street sweeping and maintenance: Regular cleaning will occur at the entrances and exits to
and from the project site to avoid contamination of offsite areas.



Solid waste management: An appropriate amount of conveniently located trash and waste
containers will be placed around the project site for proper disposal of solid wastes. All
receptacles will have lids or covers that will not blow off in windy conditions.



Spill prevention and control: Any spills or releases of materials will be cleaned up
immediately and comprehensively. Appropriate and easily accessible cleanup equipment,
including spill kits containing absorbents, will be located in several areas around the site.
Used cleanup materials will be disposed of properly and in accordance with applicable
regulations. Hazardous or toxic material spills must be treated as hazardous waste and be
treated and disposed of accordingly.



Vehicle and equipment cleaning and refueling: Vehicles and equipment that regularly enter
and leave the project site will be cleaned. Additionally, refueling of vehicles and equipment
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will occur offsite whenever possible. An onsite, designated fueling area with appropriate
containment and cleanup materials will be used when offsite refueling is impractical.


Vehicle and equipment maintenance: Offsite maintenance facilities will be used whenever
possible. Whenever onsite maintenance is necessary, ensure designated maintenance areas
are protected from stormwater runoff and are provided with proper spill cleanup and
containment materials.

The applicant’s SWPPP will also identify the following.


Pollutants likely to be used during construction activities or that could be present in
stormwater and non‐stormwater discharges, as well as any other type of materials included
in equipment operation.



Personnel training requirements and procedures that will be used to ensure that all workers
are aware of the applicable regulations regarding the permit requirements. Personnel will
also be made aware of the BMPs designated and specified in the SWPPP.



Site inspection and maintenance responsibilities.



Spill prevention measures, including those mentioned above.



A monitoring program to be implemented and carried out by the contractor, which will
include site inspections during dry and wet weather conditions to ensure personnel are
following SWPPP conditions. A sampling analysis plan will also be included, as per any
Construction General Permit.



Appropriate supervisory personnel who will be responsible for carrying out the
implementation of the SWPPP.

All construction contractors will retain a copy of the approved project SWPPP while on the
construction site.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure WQ‐1 will reduce the significant
impact of temporary, short‐term construction‐related drainage and water quality impacts to a
less‐than‐significant level. The preparation and implementation of an approved SWPPP and
applicable BMPs would maintain surface water quality conditions in adjacent waters that
receive discharge or runoff from the project site. In addition to the SWPPP, adherence to the
applicable Merced County Design and Improvement Standards Manual, and Drainage Manual
would minimize any effects from erosion, runoff, and sedimentation
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with in substantial soil erosion or the
loss of topsoil will be less than significant.
Impact GEO‐3: Placement of project‐related facilities on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable
or that would become unstable as a result of the project and potentially result in an onsite or
offsite landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse
Potential Impact: As discussed on pages 3.6‐14 through 3.6‐19 of the Draft EIR, according to the
Earth Pacific Systems preliminary geotechnical report for the project (Appendix F), no indication of
slope instability on the site was observed. The soil and rock conditions observed during Earth
Pacific System’s field work are common for the area, and there were no unstable soils encountered
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that are anticipated to not remain in place following the grading of the project site. Additionally, due
to the absence of permanently elevated groundwater table and the relatively shallow depth to rock,
the potential for seismically induced slope instability is considered less than significant. However,
the preliminary geotechnical report does not contain sufficiently detailed information for final
project design to ensure that the potential for localized impacts would be minimized.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed on pages 3.6‐14 through 3.6‐19
of the Draft EIR, and presented in full above, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure GEO‐1: Conduct a final geotechnical investigation and report and
incorporate results into project design
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
GEO‐1 will ensure that significant impacts related to unstable soils will be reduced to a less‐
than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with in unstable soils will be less than
significant.
Impact GEO‐4: Placement of project‐related facilities on expansive soil, creating substantial
risks to life or property
Potential Impact: As indicated in the preliminary geotechnical report (Appendix F) and the soils
report for the project site there are substantial amounts of clay soils with moderate to high shrink‐
swell potential. Expansive soils have the potential to compromise the structural integrity of project
components.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed on pages 3.6‐14 through 3.6‐19
of the Draft EIR, and presented in full above, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure GEO‐1: Conduct a final geotechnical investigation and report and
incorporate results into project design
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
GEO‐1 will ensure that significant impacts related to expansive soils will be reduced to a less‐
than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with expansive soils will be less than
significant.
Impact GEO‐5: Placement of facilities on soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of
septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems in areas where sewers are not
available for the disposal of wastewater
Potential Impact: During project construction portable toilet facilities would be used. However,
during project operation and maintenance the project would use a septic system associated with the
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O&M facility. As indicated in the preliminary geotechnical report (Appendix F) and the soils report
for the project site, there are substantial amounts of clay soils that show low permeability and
would not be appropriate for a septic field. These soils have the potential to cause significant
impacts.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed on pages 3.6‐14 through 3.6‐19
of the Draft EIR, and presented in full above, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure GEO‐1: Conduct a final geotechnical investigation and report and
incorporate results into project design
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
GEO‐1 will ensure that significant impacts related to septic tanks will be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with to septic tanks will be less than
significant.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impact HAZ‐1: Creation of a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the
routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials
Potential Impact: As discussed in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, Project Description, two alternative
types of battery storage technologies, zinc bromide battery flow and lithium ion (Li‐ion), are being
considered for the project. There are distinctive associated risks with each type of battery. Potential
impacts associated with lithium ion batteries could be significant. These risks and potential impacts
are summarized below and presented in detail on pages 3.7‐6 and 3.7‐7 of the Draft EIR.
The primary danger of storage and use of lithium ion (Li‐ion) batteries is that they contain lithium
ions and flammable electrolytes and are capable of spontaneous ignition and subsequent explosion
due to overheating. Overheating may be caused by electrical shorting, rapid discharge, overcharging,
manufacturers defect, poor design, or mechanical damage, among other causes. Overheating results
in a process called thermal runaway, which is a reaction within the battery causing internal
temperature and pressure to rise at a quicker rate then can be dissipated. Once one battery cell goes
into thermal runaway, it produces enough heat to cause adjacent battery cells to also go into thermal
runaway. This produces a fire that repeatedly flares up as each battery cell in turn ruptures and
releases its contents. The result is the release of flammable electrolyte from the battery.
Typical fire suppression methods would not be as effective in a lithium ion battery fire. While not
common, there is the potential for events causing thermal runaway to occur. As a result, anyone
near the batteries in the event of a fire could be injured including project employees or fire
personnel responding at the project site. This impact is considered significant.
The project would include a fire protection system utilizing an effective method of fire containment
through suppression, cooling, isolation, and containment (SCIC). The containerized system would
include a gaseous fire suppressant that is a non‐toxic, non‐corrosive agent that suppresses fire by
heat absorption and interfering with the chemical reaction during combustion. The fire suppressant
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is distributed through mechanical piping and multiple discharge nozzles. The system would also
include sound and light alarms and be designed in accordance with National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) safety standards. The automatic shut‐down system for fans and windows would
keep the container sealed when the fire extinguishing system is activated. Additionally, personnel
training through the emergency response plan as described in Chapter 2, Project Description, will
reduce potential impacts associated with a lithium ion battery fire.
Typically, when faced with this type of fire, firefighters allow the fire suppression system to do its
work and allow the fire to burn out rather than directly intercede. They will stand by to ensure that
any fire does not spread beyond the battery container (White pers. comm.). Because these types of
fires are unique, it would be imperative for fire protection personnel to be notified of the potential
for this type of fire onsite so that they can apply appropriate fire‐fighting tactics.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed pages 3.7‐6 and 3.7‐7 of the
Draft EIR, are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure HAZ‐1a: Fit battery containers with a fire suppression system
Each battery container will be fitted with a fire suppression system designed to contain any fire
within the container itself. This system will employ the SCIC strategy for fire containment. The
fire suppression system will include a gaseous fire suppressant agent (e.g., FM 200, FE‐25) and
an automatic fire extinguishing system with sound and light alarms. The system will be designed
in accordance with NFPA safety standards including an automatic shut‐down system for fans
and windows that will keep the container sealed when the fire extinguishing system is activated.
The smoke detection system will include a series of signals before the fire suppressing agent is
released. An option for manual activation will be included as part of the design. The applicant
will provide the County with proof that each container is so equipped before the County issues
the first building permit for the project.
Mitigation Measure HAZ‐1b: Implement a fire protection plan
The applicant will coordinate, or as a contract specification, require its contractors to
coordinate, with the Merced County Fire Department and CAL FIRE to prepare a Fire Protection
Plan. The Merced County Fire Department and CAL FIRE will review, revise if necessary, and
approve the plan before construction begins in areas with moderate to high fire hazards. The
Fire Protection Plan will include the following measures.


Internal combustion engines, stationary and mobile, will be equipped with spark arresters.
Spark arresters shall be in good working order.



Contractor will keep all construction sites and staging areas free of grass, brush, and other
flammable materials.



Personnel will be trained in the practices of the fire safety plan relevant to their duties.
Construction and maintenance personnel shall be trained and equipped to extinguish small
fires.



Work crews shall have fire‐extinguishing equipment on hand, as well as emergency
numbers and cell phone or other means of contacting the Fire Department.
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Security gates will be approved by the Fire Department and, as required, including the
installation of a Merced County coded “Knox” key switch or “Knox” padlock, whichever is
most appropriate.



Smoking will be prohibited while operating equipment and shall be limited to paved or
graveled areas or areas cleared of all vegetation. Smoking will be prohibited within 30 feet
of any combustible material storage area (including fuels, gases, and solvents). Smoking will
be prohibited in any location during a Red Flag Warning issued by the National Weather
Service for the project area1.



Water tanks/supply capable of supplying the required fire flow (per California Fire Code
requirements) for fire protection will be used. Water tanks shall be continuously tended
during a Red Flag Warning issued by the National Weather Service for the project area if this
equipment is in use.



The applicant will meet with CAL FIRE and/or the Merced County Fire Department for a site
visit to discuss the specific characteristics of the selected battery system, describe the onsite
fire suppression system employed as part of the battery system, and arrange for emergency
access to the project site in the event of a fire. Specifically, the location of the battery energy
storage system, the types of batteries installed, and details regarding the fire suppression
system installed will be made available to fire personnel as soon as they are confirmed. The
plan will include provisions for yearly briefings of fire personnel during the length of the
project’s operational life.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
HAZ‐4 will ensure that the impacts associated with lithium ion batteries creating a significant
hazard to the public or the environment will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with lithium ion batteries creating a
significant hazard to the public or the environment will be less than significant.
Impact HAZ‐2: Creation of a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment
Potential Impact: Site workers, the public, and the environment could be inadvertently exposed to
preexisting contaminants onsite during project construction. Small quantities of potentially toxic
substances (such as petroleum and other chemicals used to operate and maintain construction
equipment) would be used at the project site and transported to and from the area during
construction. Release of these hazardous materials into the environment would be a significant
impact.
However, the handling and disposal of these materials would be governed according to regulations
enforced by CUPA, Cal/OSHA, and DTSC, as discussed on pages 3.7‐1 and 3.7‐2 of the Draft EIR. In
addition, regulations under the CWA require contractors to avoid allowing the release of materials into
surface waters as part of their SWPPP and NPDES permit requirements (see Section 3.8 of the Draft
EIR, Hydrology and Water Quality, and Mitigation Measure WQ‐1, for a discussion of the CWA and
1 “Red‐Flag Warning” is a term used by fire‐weather forecasters to call attention to limited weather conditions of particular importance
that may result in extreme burning conditions.
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SWPPPs). This regulatory structure would ensure that safety measures and precautions are taken,
thereby reducing any potential impacts associated with the accidental upset or release of hazardous
materials.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure, discussed page 3.7‐9 of the Draft EIR and
presented in full above, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure WQ‐1: Prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plan with
construction site best management practices
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
WQ‐1 will ensure that the impact due to potential hazards to the public or environment from
upset or accident conditions involving hazardous materials would be less than significant.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with upset or accident conditions
involving hazardous materials will be less than significant.
Impact HAZ‐7: Impairment of implementation of, or physical interference with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan (Less than significant with
mitigation)
Potential Impact: It is estimated that a total of 10,307 truck deliveries would be required to import
construction materials and deliver equipment to the project site. Additionally, up to 272
construction worker trips could occur during the AM and PM Peak Hours during the peak
construction month (month 14). Sections of Billy Wright Road would need to be improved to allow
for equipment delivery requiring grading and repaving which may result in temporary lane closures.
The roadway improvement to Billy Wright Road may result in temporary lane closures and affect
emergency access. The impact could be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed page 3.7‐10 of the Draft EIR
are hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1a: Install a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road
approach to SR 152
Prior to project construction, the applicant shall install, under an encroachment permit from
Merced County, a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road approach to SR 152. The
additional lane shall be located within the existing 60‐foot wide access opening on SR 152 and
shall not require any widening of that opening (Figure 3.11‐1).
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1b: Stage the construction employee work schedule so that no
more than 200 employees will leave the site during the PM Peak Hour
The applicant shall stage the construction employee work schedule so that no more than 200
employees will leave the site during the PM Peak Hour (4:00–6:00 p.m.). This staggered work
schedule shall be clearly required in construction plans and contracts.
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Mitigation Measure TRA‐1c: Address safety concerns at the intersection of SR 152/33 and
Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a westbound left turn lane on SR 152 under an encroachment
permit from and subject to the design approval of Caltrans District 10. The lane shall be a
minimum of 665 feet in length (Figure 3.11‐1).
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures TRA‐1a or TRA‐1b and TRA‐1c
would avoid traffic back‐ups and thereby ensure that impacts associated with impairment of
implementation of, or physical interference with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan will be less than significant.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with impairment of implementation of,
or physical interference with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan will be less than significant.
Impact HAZ‐8: Exposure of people or structures to a significant risk involving wildland fires
Potential Impact: The project site consists primarily of grassland and grazing land. Dry climate
conditions create circumstances rich with fuels, although areas with active grazing and agricultural
irrigation provide some fuel reduction. Human activities are the primary reason wildfires start,
although lightning strikes do occasionally occur. Project construction would involve the use of heavy
equipment, welding, and other activities that have potential to ignite fires.
During project operation, fewer personnel would be on site, thereby lowering the potential for fire.
Solar panels are manufactured from fire resistant materials and other electrical equipment would be
enclosed in fire‐resistant material. All wiring would be in accordance with current electrical codes,
including clear‐area setbacks from utility poles. Malfunction of equipment leading to a potentially
significant increase in fire hazards is not expected during project operations.
Perimeter roads and evenly distributed interior access roads would conform to Merced County and
State of California Fire Code standards. Existing roads would be improved and new roads
constructed to a minimum 20‐foot width and would be made using all‐weather aggregate base. In
addition, the project would meet the minimum standards set forth by PRC 4290, Title 14, for fire
protection and emergency water standards.
Regardless, the proposed project could increase the potential for wildland fires due to construction
activities, human presence during project operations; and from malfunction of electrical equipment.
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure, discussed page 3.7‐6 and 3.7‐7 of the Draft
EIR and presented in full above, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure HAZ‐1b: Implement a fire protection plan
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ‐1b would avoid traffic back‐
ups and thereby ensure that impacts associated with wildland fire will be less than significant.
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Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with wildland fire will be less than
significant.

Hydrology and Water Quality
Impact WQ‐1: Violation of any water quality standard or WDR
Potential Impact: Solar panel site design requires that slopes not exceed 15%, thus grading (cut
and engineered fill) would be necessary in some areas to achieve suitable slopes. Graded areas
would be cleared and grubbed with vegetative material stockpiled onsite and distributed back onto
disturbed surfaces once grading is complete. Proposed project grading and construction activities
have the potential to create short‐term discharge of sediment, erosion material, and other nonpoint
source pollutants into onsite stormwater that could drain to offsite areas and degrade the local
water quality, thereby potentially violating water quality standards or WDRs.
Approximately 3,111,000 cubic yards of grading are assumed for inverter pads, the switching
station, roads, arrays, battery storage, and other improvements. Approximately 82,000 cubic yards
of material (mostly gravel for all weather roads) would be imported to the site. Soil compaction, soil
strengthening agents, or geo fabric may be used for access and circulation roads. Compaction may
also be required for the construction of inverter pads, the switching station, control rooms, and
roads. Road construction would require soil conditioning to achieve proper compaction. Roads and
other work areas would be periodically sprayed with water to reduce dust. Roads and work areas
may also be treated with dust‐suppression products approved by Merced County.
Construction is proposed to begin in 2014 and would be scheduled for completion by late 2016.
Depending on scheduling, construction could potentially occur during two rainy seasons (October 1
through April 30). Because of the increase in exposed surfaces and the earth‐moving activities, the
potential for erosion and sedimentation runoff is higher during the rainy season.
Activities related to the construction of the proposed project would create the potential for soil
erosion and possibly increase sedimentation, both onsite and downstream of the project site.
Construction activities also increase the potential for accidental release of pollutants that could
affect not only surface waters, but the beneficial uses associated with them. Such pollutants include
oil and gas from machinery, chemicals associated with construction, and waste material. Many
construction‐related pollutants have the potential to degrade water quality by increasing
constituent levels in surface waters and could lead to an exceedance of water quality standards.
Proposed construction activities could violate these standards if mitigation measures are not
implemented and could cause harm to surrounding habitats and their associated plant and animal
life.
The potential for erosion hazards within the project site is moderate given the steepness of the
existing ground terrain. Rainfall and associated stormwater runoff could result in periods of sheet
erosion within areas of exposed or stockpiled soils. If uncontrolled, these soil materials could cause
sedimentation and blockage of drainage channels. Further, the compaction of soils by heavy
equipment may reduce the infiltration capacity of soils and increase the potential for runoff and
erosion. Stormwater runoff could also wash construction materials into receiving waterbodies that
discharge outside of the project area and negatively affect water quality. Non‐stormwater discharges
could result from activities such as construction dewatering procedures (not likely needed for this
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project), or discharge or accidental spills of hazardous substances such as fuels, oils, concrete,
paints, solvents, cleaners, or other construction materials.
Because implementation of the proposed project could result in the introduction of sediment and
other nonpoint source pollutants into onsite drainage channels and ultimately offsite drainage
channels as a result of temporary construction activities, short‐term, construction‐related water
quality degradation would be considered a significant impact.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure WQ‐1 will reduce the significant impact of temporary, short‐
term construction‐related drainage and water quality impacts to a less‐than‐significant level. The
preparation and implementation of an approved SWPPP and applicable BMPs would maintain
surface water quality conditions in adjacent waters that receive discharge or runoff from the
proposed project site.
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure, discussed on pages 3.8‐12 through 3.8‐15
of the Draft EIR and presented in full above, is hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Mitigation Measure WQ‐1: Prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plan with
construction site best management practices
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the mitigations recommended by Mitigation Measure
WQ‐1 will ensure that any impacts that would violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with violation of any water quality
standards or waste discharge requirements will be less than significant.

Noise
Impact NOI‐1: Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of applicable
standards
Potential Impact: As discussed in Section 3.10 of the EIR, noise from project construction activity
and truck and commute trips would not exceed County daytime or Ldn noise standards at the nearest
residences, even with the conservative assumptions described in the EIR. Maximum noise levels due
to truck activity (73 dBA) would almost reach the daytime maximum exterior residential noise
standard (75 dBA).
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.12, is
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure NOI‐1: Employ noise‐reducing construction practices
The applicant will implement construction practices to ensure compliance with applicable
County noise standards. Measures to be employed include but are not limited to the following.


Limit onsite truck speed to 5 mph to reduce truck‐generated noise.
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Fixed construction equipment, including compressors and generators, will be located as far
as feasibly possible from residential properties.



All construction equipment powered by gasoline or diesel engines will have sound control
devices that are at least as effective as those originally provided by the manufacturer and
that all equipment be operated and maintained to minimize noise generation.



Where necessary noise‐reducing enclosures or temporary barriers will be used around
noise‐generating equipment. Where feasible existing barrier features (terrain, structures)
will be used to block sound transmission.

Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the noise‐reducing construction practices specified in
Mitigation Measure NOI‐1 will reduce truck noise and noise from other construction equipment
to levels that are even further below the exterior noise standard. ensuring that any impacts of
construction‐related truck traffic will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Impact NOI‐4: Creation of a substantial temporary or periodic increase in existing ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity
Potential Impact: Construction of the proposed project would occur during the daytime when the
noise standard is less stringent. Mitigation Measure NOI‐1 will require implementation of noise‐
reducing construction practices. Consequently, noise from construction equipment, including on‐
road trucks and commute vehicles, would not result in a temporary or periodic conflict with the
County’s noise standards. As a result, this impact would be less than significant with implementation
of Mitigation Measure NOI‐1.
Mitigation Measure NOI‐1: Employ noise‐reducing construction practices
The full text of Mitigation Measure NOI‐1 is presented above.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Mitigation Measure NOI‐1 will require implementation of noise‐reducing
construction practices. Consequently, noise from construction equipment, including on‐road
trucks and commute vehicles, would not result in a temporary or periodic conflict with the
County’s noise standards. As a result, this impact would be less than significant with
implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI‐1.

Transportation/Traffic
Impact TRA‐1: Substantial increase in vehicle delay or deterioration of traffic operation on
project access routes during construction
Potential Impact: The addition of project construction‐related trips would result in motorists
waiting to enter SR 152 from Billy Wright Road experiencing delays that are indicative of LOS F
during the PM Peak Hour. Because this deterioration of traffic flow conditions would result in an
LOS below the LOS D threshold for SR 152, this would be a significant impact. Construction of the
project as proposed would result in a combination of left turn and through traffic volumes that
justify a separate westbound left turn lane on SR 152 at the Billy Wright Road intersection. This
would be a significant impact. Construction of the proposed project would result in LOS in excess of
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the minimum LOS D standard on the Billy Wright Road approach to SR 152 during the weekday PM
Peak Hour. This would be a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.11, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1a: Install a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road
approach to SR 152
Prior to project construction, the applicant shall install, under an encroachment permit from
Merced County, a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road approach to SR 152. The
additional lane shall be located within the existing 60‐foot wide access opening on SR 152 and
shall not require any widening of that opening (Figure 3.11‐1).
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1b: Stage the construction employee work schedule so that no
more than 200 employees will leave the site during the PM Peak Hour
The applicant shall stage the construction employee work schedule so that no more than 200
employees will leave the site during the PM Peak Hour (4:00–6:00 p.m.). This staggered work
schedule shall be clearly required in construction plans and contracts.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1c: Address safety concerns at the intersection of SR 152/33 and
Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a westbound left turn lane on SR 152 under an encroachment
permit from and subject to the design approval of Caltrans District 10. The lane shall be a
minimum of 665 feet in length (Figure 3.11‐1).
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of the Mitigation Measures TRA‐1a, TRA‐1b, and TRA‐1c
will ensure that any impacts associated with vehicle delay or deterioration of traffic operation
on project access routes during construction will be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with vehicle delay or deterioration of
traffic operation on project access routes during construction will be less than significant.
Impact TRA‐3: Substantial increase in traffic hazards to vehicles during construction and
operation
Potential Impact: Roadways in the project vicinity are generally straight with good sight distance,
so visibility and access is acceptable. However, the maneuvering of slow‐moving construction trucks
and equipment among the general‐purpose traffic on SR 152 in the project vicinity could
temporarily disrupt traffic flow and cause potential conflicts with vehicles (including passenger
vehicles) on SR 152. In addition, as described in Impact TRA‐1, the increase in left‐turning vehicles
and trucks at the SR 152 / Billy Wright Road intersection would increase potential conflicts and
traffic hazards with through‐moving vehicles on SR 152 during the peak construction period.
Therefore, the impact would be significant.
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Construction Trucks Exiting Eastbound SR 152
Without any improvements to 152, eastbound construction trucks exiting SR 152 and turning right
onto Billy Wright Road would need to slow to 30 mph by the time they reach the beginning of the
existing taper. These conditions would result in an appreciable speed differential between
decelerating eastbound trucks and through traffic on SR 152, including passenger vehicles. Although
these conditions would exist only during construction of the project, this would be is a significant
safety impact.
Construction Trucks Entering Eastbound SR 152
A similar situation exists for trucks entering eastbound SR 152. Because the acceleration
requirements for trucks are greater than for passenger vehicles, individual trucks would wait for a
gap in eastbound traffic that is long enough to accommodate a truck. This turning movement would
not result in impacts on traffic safety during most of the day when traffic volume is low on Billy
Wright Road, but truck acceleration requirements could contribute to traffic safety concerns during
the PM Peak Hour (4:00–6:00 p.m.) when project construction employees would also be leaving the
site and eastbound traffic on SR 152, including passenger vehicles, is at a higher volume. This would
be a significant impact.
Construction Trucks Entering Westbound SR 152
The acceleration requirements of trucks turning left onto westbound SR 152 were also evaluated.
Trucks normally turning left would leave the median area, enter the #1 (inside) lane on westbound
SR 152 and attempt to move into the outside lane. Conflicts could occur during high traffic volume
periods if trucks turn and create the need for through traffic to maneuver to avoid slow moving
trucks. These conditions would introduce safety concerns and would be a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.11, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3a: Construct a separate eastbound right turn lane on SR 152
approaching the Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a separate eastbound right turn lane on SR 152 approaching the
Billy Wright Road intersection under an encroachment permit from and subject to the design
approval of Caltrans District 10. A full, 665‐foot long deceleration lane shall be installed with 4‐
foot wide shoulder in the area of the existing 8‐foot wide shoulder on SR 152. During the
encroachment permit process, the applicant shall submit the truck turning radius at the
intersection of SR 152/Billy Wright Road for each different type of truck that will be used by the
proposed project.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3b: Construct a separate acceleration lane on eastbound SR 152
east of Billy Wright Road
The applicant shall construct a separate acceleration lane on eastbound SR 152 under an
encroachment permit from and subject to the design approval of Caltrans District 10. The separate
lane shall be a minimum of 12 feet in width and 1,400 feet in length. (Figure 3.11‐1). During the
encroachment permit process, the applicant shall submit the truck turning radius at the
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intersection of SR 152/Billy Wright Road for each different type of truck that will be used by the
proposed project.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3c: Prohibit truck turns from Billy Wright Road onto westbound
SR 152
The applicant, as part of the construction contract documents, shall prohibit construction truck
turns from Billy Wright Road onto westbound SR 152 (i.e., left turns from Billy Wright Road).
Mitigation Measure TRA‐3d: Install a separate westbound acceleration lane within the
median area
The applicant shall install a separate westbound acceleration lane within the median area, under
an encroachment permit from and subject to the design approval of Caltrans District 10. The
separate lane shall be a minimum of 12 feet in width and 1,400 feet in length. (Figure 3.11‐1).
During the encroachment permit process, the applicant shall submit the truck turning radius at
the intersection of SR 152/Billy Wright Road for each different type of truck that will be used by
the proposed project.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures TRA‐3a, TRA‐3b, TRA‐3c and
TRA‐3d will reduce traffic hazards and safety impacts to a less‐than‐significant level.
Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with traffic hazards and safety impacts
will be less than significant.
Impact TRA‐4: Inadequate emergency access during construction
Potential Impact: As described under Impact TRA‐1, sections of Billy Wright Road would need to be
improved to allow for equipment delivery. The roadway improvement to Billy Wright Road may
result in temporary lane closures and affect emergency access. The impact could be potentially
significant.
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measures, discussed in the EIR in Section 3.11, are
hereby adopted and will be implemented as provided in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1a: Install a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road
approach to SR 152
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1b: Stage the construction employee work schedule so that no
more than 200 employees will leave the site during the PM Peak Hour
Mitigation Measure TRA‐1c: Address safety concerns at the intersection of SR 152/33 and
Billy Wright Road
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds the following.
Effects of Mitigation: Implementation of Mitigation Measures TRA‐1a or TRA‐1b and TRA‐1c
would avoid traffic back‐ups and thereby minimize impacts on emergency vehicle access to a
less‐than‐significant level.
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Remaining Impacts: Any remaining impact associated with traffic hazards and safety impacts
will be less than significant.

Findings for Cumulative Impacts
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15130 requires the consideration of cumulative impacts in an EIR
when a project’s incremental effects are cumulatively considerable. Cumulatively considerable
“means that the incremental effects of an individual project are significant when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects the effects of other current projects and the effects of
probable future projects.” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15065(a)(3).) In identifying projects that may
contribute to cumulative impacts, the State CEQA Guidelines allow the use of a list of past, present,
and reasonably anticipated future projects, producing related or cumulative impacts, including
those that are outside of the control of the lead agency. The proposed project’s cumulative
contribution to various impacts was considered in conjunction with other proposed and approved
projects, as set forth in Chapter 5 of the EIR.
Based on analysis in the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County makes the
following findings with respect to the project’s cumulatively considerable potential cumulative
impacts of the proposed project.

Cumulatively Considerable Contributions to Potentially Significant Impacts that
Cannot Mitigated to a Less‐than‐Significant Level
Aesthetics
The area surrounding the project site is open grazing and dry‐land farm land. The travelling public
has largely uninterrupted views across these lands to the eastern side of the Coast Range. Merced
County has approved two new communities, Villages of Laguna San Luis and Fox Hills, on lands
adjacent to the northern edge of the project site and northeast of the project site, respectively. North
of State Route (SR) 152, the County has approved amendments to the Santa Nella Community Plan
that will extend development in the future from the existing Santa Nella community to just north of
SR 152. When these three areas are eventually developed, they will replace open agricultural fields
with suburban residential, commercial, industrial, and related land uses. This will substantially alter
the visual character of this area west of the intersection of Interstate (I)‐5 and SR 152. This will
result in a significant cumulative impact on views west from I‐5 and along SR 152 east of San Luis
Reservoir.
The project would contribute approximately 1,400 acres of permanent nonagricultural views to this
area. That would be a considerable contribution to cumulative aesthetic impacts.
There are no other feasible mitigation measures that can reduce these impacts to a less‐than‐
significant level. As more fully explained in the Statement of Overriding Considerations contained in
Exhibit C to the Resolution to which these CEQA Findings are attached, the County finds that there
are specific environmental and economic benefits of the project that override these cumulatively
considerable impacts.
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Contributions to Cumulative Impacts that Can be Mitigated to a Less‐Than‐
Significant Level
Biological Resources
The area around the junction of I‐5 and SR 152 has over the years become a pinch point for the
north‐south movement of wildlife along the western side of the San Joaquin Valley. The past
development of the San Luis Reservoir, O’Neill Forebay, the California Aqueduct, Delta‐Mendota
Canal, Outside Canal, Los Banos Reservoir, the commercial and residential development around
Santa Nella, agricultural development east of I‐5, and the presence of I‐5 and SR 152 themselves
have created substantial barriers to the north‐south movement of wildlife in the region. Several
planned developments are contemplated in western Merced County, including Villages of Laguna
San Luis (north and northwest of the site), Fox Hills (east of the site), and continued development
under the Santa Nella Community Plan (north of the site). It is possible that the cumulative effects of
the project on wildlife movement would be substantial when considered in combination with some
of these projects, and in particular the planned development of the Villages of Laguna San Luis.
Specifically, the 6,200 acre Villages of Laguna San Luis mixed‐use development would adjoin the
northern boundary of the project site and extend north of SR 152. Under current design, this project
would constrain north‐south movement of wildlife in the vicinity to the open space areas planned
around the periphery of the development and to the movement corridors provided through and
adjacent to the project site under the HCP. However, although the community plan for the Villages of
Laguna San Luis has been approved by the County, permits from other regulatory and resource
agencies, including permits from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) for incidental take of listed species under the federal and
state Endangered Species Acts (ESA), have not been obtained. Given the potential effects on kit fox
from this proposed development, and its status as a state‐ and federally listed species, it is likely that
refinements in the configuration or extent of this planned development, or additional mitigation or
minimization measures to reduce effects on movement, may occur during the permitting process.
Compliance with the state and federal ESAs would likely reduce the cumulative contribution of the
Villages of Laguna San Luis to effects on wildlife movement corridors, although it is unknown to
what degree.
The Fox Hills development, which would adjoin the northeast corner of the project site, would be
located on both sides of I‐5. The majority of the proposed development would occur east of I‐5; only
a proposed golf course would occur west of I‐5. All project‐specific approvals for this development
have been obtained and some infrastructure (e.g., roads, water lines) has been constructed, although
full buildout of the 1,250 acre development is not anticipated in the near term due to lack of funding
and low housing demand. In addition, all proposed land uses west of I‐5 (and adjacent to the project
site) are dedicated to open space and a golf course, both of which would allow for kit fox movement,
particularly at night when there would be little to no human activity. As a result, the Fox Hills
development is not anticipated to contribute to a cumulative effect on wildlife movement west of I‐5
or adjacent to the project site.
Continued buildout of the urban community of Santa Nella would contribute to the cumulative loss
of open space in the general vicinity of the project site, although much of the development within
this community is slated for low‐density residential development. Although continued buildout of
this community would likely result in a loss of kit fox habitat, it would not appreciably impede kit
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foxes from moving north and south across SR 152, particularly given the low density of the
population north of SR 152.
As described in Section 3.4, the highest priority for San Joaquin kit fox conservation in the region is
to protect the local Santa Nella satellite population and to retain a connection between that
population and the southern Panoche Valley satellite populations. Neither of the planned future
developments or continued development of Santa Nella would result in a loss of connection between
these populations. In addition, preservation and management of both onsite and offsite mitigation
lands under the anticipated HCP and incidental take permit, in combination with the design criteria,
conservation strategy, and avoidance and minimization measures prescribed in those documents,
will reduce the project’s contribution to cumulative effects on wildlife movement in the region,
including to the state‐ and federally listed San Joaquin kit fox, to a less‐than‐considerable level.

Cultural Resources
The geographic scope of potential cumulative effects with respect to cultural resources is usually
limited to areas within the physical footprint of a proposed project. With the implementation of the
mitigation measures described in Section 3.5, Cultural Resources, the project could have a less‐than‐
significant impact on historic resources, archaeological resources, and human remains.
Simultaneous construction of other energy‐type projects in the project area and other development
and infrastructure projects in the vicinity of the project site could potentially result in significant
impacts on historic resources, archaeological resources, and human remains, should they be present
within the project site or the vicinity of the project site. However, compliance with CEQA, including
identified mitigation measures, would result in a less‐than‐significant impact on cultural resources
and avoidance of adverse cumulative effects.

Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources, and Paleontological Resources
Construction in a seismically active region puts people and structures at risk from a range of
earthquake‐related effects, such as surface fault rupture, strong ground shaking, and landsliding.
However, as discussed in Section 3.6, Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources, and Paleontological
Resources, various mechanisms are in place to reduce seismic‐related risk, including project‐specific
geotechnical investigation and seismic design standards promulgated by the county building codes
and ordinances, as well as mitigation measures. Project activities would not exceed acceptable risk
of upset and therefore would not contribute considerably to the existing cumulative impact related
to seismic hazards.
If project construction activities were to result in the damage or loss of paleontological resources,
the project could result in a cumulatively significant impact. However, implementation of the
mitigation measures to protect paleontological resources will reduce this impact. This contribution
would be less than considerable.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hazardous materials to be used during construction are of low toxicity and would consist of fuels,
oils, and lubricants. Because these materials are required for operation of construction vehicles and
equipment, best management practices (BMPs) would be implemented to reduce the potential for or
exposure to accidental spills or fires involving the use of hazardous materials. Impacts from minor
spills or drips would be avoided by thoroughly cleaning up minor spills as soon as they occur. While
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foreseeable projects have the potential to cause similar impacts, it is assumed these projects would
also implement similar BMPs. Therefore, there would not be a cumulative impact.
Two alternative types of battery storage technologies, zinc bromide flow battery and lithium ion, are
being considered for the project. There are distinctive risks associated with each type of battery.
However, the battery energy storage system of either type would be fully self‐contained and
aggregated into 40‐ft storage containers that contain monitoring and control mechanisms,
temperature regulators and air conditioning units, and automated fire suppression systems. Battery
energy storage units are commonly installed in self‐contained storage containers like those for the
proposed project and it would be likely that other solar energy projects in the region would utilize
the same containers. Therefore, there would be no cumulative impact.
The project area has a moderate to high risk for wildland fire hazards. As described in Section 3.7,
Hazards and Hazardous Materials, a fire protection plan (Plan) would be required. In addition to the
Plan, the project would conform to Merced County and State of California Fire Code standards
including road built to a minimum 20‐foot width using all‐weather aggregate base. In addition, the
project would meet the minimum standards set forth by Public Resources Code (PRC) 4290, Title 14,
for fire protection and emergency water standards.
These measures reduce fire risks associated with project construction and operations. Similar
practices can be assumed for foreseeable projects in the area. Consequently, the risk of loss, injury,
or death involving wildland fires as a result of project construction, in concert with other
foreseeable projects, would not be cumulatively considerable.

Noise
The project‐level noise analyses indicate that there is potential for solar power projects to result in
noise that exceeds County Noise Ordinance standards which would result in significant cumulative
construction noise impacts. Implementation of a mitigation measure that involves implementation
of construction practices to ensure compliance with applicable County noise standards would avoid
the potential for the project to contribute to significant cumulative construction noise impacts.
Construction of multiple projects simultaneously in the project vicinity could potentially result in a
cumulative construction noise impact at residences near the construction activities. However, the
noise impacts on nearby residents would be temporary and localized, and implementation of
mitigation measures addressing construction‐generated noise will reduce this impact to a less‐than‐
significant level. It is anticipated other projects would also be required to implement similar
measures to prevent impacts on residents and in compliance with local noise standards. Therefore,
with implementation of mitigation measures, the potential cumulative contribution would be less
than significant.

Transportation/Traffic
The California Department of Transportation’s (Caltrans’) State Route 152 Transportation Concept
Report describes the future level of SR 152 congestion and Caltrans’ recommended levels of service
(LOS). (California Department of Transportation 2004) The report establishes a concept LOS of D for
the portion of SR 152 that would be affected by project traffic. It notes that, without improvements,
the section between I‐5 and Los Banos Creek will operate at LOS D by 2025. This would not exceed
the concept LOS and, therefore, there would be no significant cumulative impact. However, the
project would generate a substantial amount of truck traffic during its construction phase. This
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traffic would result in congestion at the intersection of SR 152 and Billy Wright Road when added to
existing traffic in the project area. In addition, the project would result in traffic volumes that justify
a separate westbound left turn lane on SR 152 at the Billy Wright Road intersection. The project
could make a considerable contribution to a short‐term cumulative impact at that intersection,
especially during the PM Peak Hour when motorists waiting to enter SR 152 from Billy Wright Road
would experience delays that are indicative of LOS F. However, implementation of Mitigation
Measures TRA‐1a: Install a separate right turn lane on the Billy Wright Road approach to SR 152 or
TRA‐1b: State the construction employee work schedule so no more than 200 employees will leave
the site during the PM Peak Hour, and TRA‐1c: Address safety concerns at the intersection of SR
152/33 and Billy Right Road will reduce the project’s contribution to the short‐term cumulative
traffic effects at this intersection such that it will be less than considerable.
In addition, during peak construction, the project would contribute to short‐term cumulative
impacts on potential conflicts and traffic hazards with through‐moving vehicles on SR 152 because
of the maneuvering of slow‐moving construction trucks and equipment among the general‐purpose
traffic on SR 152 in the project vicinity. Implementation of the mitigation measures identified for the
project impact will reduce the project’s contribution to potential short‐term cumulative safety
impacts on SR 152 in the project vicinity such that it will be less than considerable.

No Contribution to a Cumulative Impact
Based on the discussion in Chapter 5 of the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County
finds that the proposed project will not have a cumulatively considerable contribution to the
following impact areas.


Agricultural and forestry resources.



Air Quality and Greenhouse gas emissions



Hydrology and Water Quality



Land use and planning.



Population and housing.



Public services.



Recreation.



Utilities and service systems.

Findings for Alternatives Considered in the EIR
Section 15091(a)(3) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires findings about the feasibility of project
alternatives whenever a project within the responsibility and jurisdiction of the lead agency will
have a significant environmental effect that has not been mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level.

Identification of Project Objectives
The State CEQA Guidelines state that the “range of potential alternatives to the proposed project
shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of the basic purposes of the project and
could avoid or substantially lessen one of more of the significant effects” of the project (CEQA
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Guidelines Section 15126[d][2]). Thus, an evaluation of the project objectives is key to determining
which alternatives should be assessed in the EIR.
As explained in Section 4.1 of the EIR, the essential goal of the project is to provide renewable solar
energy to be sold to a load serving entity through a power contract, generating electrical power from
a clean source that would supplement the energy capacity of the existing power grid, thereby
increasing the stability and operability of the transmission system, as well as offsetting supplies
from fossil fuel generating sources. The applicant is proposing to construct the project to meet the
objectives identified in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, Project Objectives (page 2‐1), thus supporting
statewide and local objectives.
The specific objectives of the proposed project, described in Section 2.2 are listed below.


Support the efforts of Merced County and the State of California to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions consistent with the timeline established by California Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the
Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006.



Assist the State of California in complying with Executive Order (EO) S‐21‐09 and California
utilities in meeting their obligations under California’s Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS)
Program to be fully online by 2016 to help fulfill federal, state, and county renewable energy
mandates.



Support the energy goals stated in the 2030 Merced County General Plan, as well as other policies
in the plan designed to protect Merced County’s environment and economy.



Provide an investment in California and Merced County that would create jobs and other
economic benefits.



Develop an economically feasible and commercially financeable project.



Maximize the use of existing transmission infrastructure while minimizing the network upgrade
costs borne by the California ratepayer.



Minimize the cost on the generator interconnection tie‐line by limiting the distance to the point
of interconnection to less than 0.25 mile.



Ensure that the project can be technologically constructed in a manner that allows electricity to
be provided at a competitive price.



Locate the facility on land of low agricultural value that is classified as non‐prime farmland and
has poor soil quality and a limited history of productive agricultural activities.



Develop the facility in a semi‐secluded area that is situated outside of established or approved
future residential development.

Alternatives Analyzed in the EIR
The State CEQA Guidelines state that the “range of potential alternatives to the proposed project
shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of the basic purposes of the project and
could avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the significant effects” of the project. In addition,
the EIR must examine the No Project alternative. The County evaluated the alternatives listed below.


Alternative 1—No‐Project Alternative



Alternative 2—Distributed Power Alternative
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Alternative 3—Reduced‐Size Alternative

Alternative 1—No‐Project Alternative
This alternative would consist of retaining the site in its existing state. It would continue to be used
for dry‐land farming and grazing. CEQA defines a significant effect to be “a substantial, or potentially
substantial, adverse change in the environment (Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21068).
Because this alternative would not result in any change from existing conditions, Alternative 1
would have no impacts.
Finding: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County rejects the No Project
alternative as infeasible because it would not meet any of the objectives of the project.
Explanation: The No Project alternative would fail to meet many of the following project objectives
and is therefore rejected as infeasible.


Primary objective: provide renewable solar energy to be sold to a load serving entity through a
power contract, generating electrical power from a clean source that would supplement the
energy capacity of the existing power grid, thereby increasing the stability and operability of the
transmission system, as well as offsetting supplies from fossil fuel generating sources. This
primary objective cannot be met if no solar generating facilities are installed.



Specific objective: Support the efforts of Merced County and the State of California to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions consistent with the timeline established by California
Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006. The No Project alternative
would not meet this objective, as no renewable energy would be generated.



Specific objective: Assist the State of California in complying with Executive Order (EO) S‐21‐09
and California utilities in meeting their obligations under California’s Renewables Portfolio
Standard (RPS) Program to be fully online by 2016 to help fulfill federal, state, and county
renewable energy mandates. The No Project alternative would not meet this objective, as no
renewable energy would be generated.



Specific objective: Support the energy goals stated in the 2030 Merced County General Plan, as
well as other policies in the plan designed to protect Merced County’s environment and
economy. The No Project alternative would not meet this objective, as no renewable energy
would be generated.



Specific objective: Provide an investment in California and Merced County that would create jobs
and other economic benefits. The No Project alternative would not meet this objective, as no
new economic activity would take place at the site.



Specific objective: Develop an economically feasible and commercially financeable project. The
No Project alternative would not meet this objective, as no new economic activity would take
place at the site.



Specific objective: Maximize the use of existing transmission infrastructure while minimizing the
network upgrade costs borne by the California ratepayer. The No Project alternative would not
meet this objective, as no renewable energy would be generated at the site.



Specific objective: Minimize the cost on the generator interconnection tie‐line by limiting the
distance to the point of interconnection to less than 0.25 mile. The No Project alternative would
not meet this objective, as no renewable energy would be generated at the site.
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Specific objective: Ensure that the project can be technologically constructed in a manner that
allows electricity to be provided at a competitive price. The No Project alternative would not
meet this objective, as no renewable energy would be generated at the site.



Specific objective: Locate the facility on land of low agricultural value that is classified as non‐
prime farmland and has poor soil quality and a limited history of productive agricultural
activities. The No Project alternative would not meet this objective, as no renewable energy
would be generated at the site.



Specific objective: Develop the facility in a semi‐secluded area that is situated outside of
established or approved future residential development. This alternative would not meet this
objective because it would not allow for generating of renewable energy.

Alternative 2—Distributed Power Alternative
This alternative assumes the 200‐MW production capacity of the project would be provided by solar
panels placed on the roofs of commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings in locations
throughout Merced County and the region. The Distributed Power Alternative would avoid the
conversion of agricultural land to a nonagricultural use during the service life of the project, the
temporary traffic impact on SR 152 during construction, and impacts on special‐status species.
The Distributed Power Alternative is less efficient than the project in terms of the amount of surface
area necessary to support a sufficient number of solar panels to match the project’s 200‐MW
production capacity. Rooftop solar installed on industrial and commercial buildings can typically
utilize about 60–65% of the roof area due to limitations of structural adequacy and shading (panels
must be sufficiently far apart to avoid shading each other) (California Energy Commission 2007). So,
even assuming that 15% of the project site is utilized for roads and other infrastructure related to
the facility, rooftop solar alone would require substantially more space than the approximately
1,600 acres of area of the project site that would be disturbed during construction. Parking lots at
commercial and industrial building sites may also support solar panels. That would expand the
opportunities for solar arrays at these locations. In any case, matching the project’s production
capacity would require a major investment at these buildings.
A portion of the electricity produced at each distributed location is typically used by the occupants
of buildings on which the panels are placed with the remainder, if any, supplied to the electric utility.
In many cases, the size of rooftops on which solar panels would be placed may not be sufficiently
expansive to generate more electricity than would be consumed by users of the building on which
the panels are placed. Where that is the case, the solar panel installation would reduce a portion of
the building’s demand on the electrical grid, but would not directly contribute energy to the grid.
Unlike the project, proximity to a major transmission line and specific site conditions are not critical
concerns for this alternative because power generation is distributed across many locations with
limited capacity at each site and panels would be placed on existing roofs. The balance of power
produced that is not used locally would be fed into the grid such that demand for capacity within
any one decentralized, local and/or regional transmission facility would be minimal. Neither a
substation nor switchyard facility would be needed. Small inverters would be used at each site to
convert power from direct to an alternating current.
Under this alternative, it is assumed that the solar panel rooftop installations would be constructed
and owned/operated by private entities or owners of the buildings on which the installations are
placed. State law limits the ability of the County to require a discretionary permit for the installation
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of solar energy systems on buildings (Civil Code Section 801.5(a)(1) and (a)(2)). This alternative
could proceed on a site‐by‐site basis without any additional action by the County.
This alternative would distribute the production capacity over a large number of sites. Assuming
that each site has 200,000 square feet of area available for solar panel installation (this would likely
include parking area as well as rooftop), approximately 300 sites would be needed.
Finding: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County rejects the
Distributed Power alternative as infeasible because it would not meet many of the objectives of the
project.
Explanation: The Distributed Power alternative would fail to meet the following objectives.


Specific objective: Assist the State of California in complying with Executive Order (EO) S‐21‐09
and California utilities in meeting their obligations under California’s Renewables Portfolio
Standard (RPS) Program to be fully online by 2016 to help fulfill federal, state, and county
renewable energy mandates. The distributed power alternative would not provide an easily
established renewable energy resource that would qualify for renewable energy credits under
the RPS program (KCET 2014). Therefore, the alternative would not help compliance with the
RPS program. KCET, the nation’s largest independent public television station, summarizes the
challenge of utilizing distributed power from many small producers as follows:
In order to comply with the RPS, power providers must track and verify which proportion of
their output is renewable in origin. This is done using a market‐based credit system. Every
megawatt‐hour of power verified by an independent agency to derive from renewables grants
the owner of that power a Renewable Energy Certificate (REC). These certificates can be bought,
sold, or traded. This provides an incentive for utilities and other energy companies to increase
their renewables capacity, as they can then sell extra RECs to utilities who are lagging behind in
meeting their RPS obligations. In California, the CEC does the year‐end accounting for the RECs
and reports the results to the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), which uses those
results to enforce compliance with the RPS.

A majority of US states have enacted some form of RPS, and all of them are different. Some
don't incorporate a REC‐type credit system. Some offer greater credit for energy generated
with certain renewables such as solar or wind. The state of Ohio includes some advanced
nuclear power technologies in their definition of “renewables.” The percentage target for
renewables varies widely from state to state: Hawai'i's, at 40% by 2030, is the highest.
One criticism that has been leveled at California's RPS is that it does not provide adequate
incentives for distributed generation such as residential rooftop solar. In 2007 the CPUC
decided that distributed generation should be included in the Renewable Energy Certificate
program, and that the owner of the facility owns the Certificates rather than the utility that
serves that customer.
But a typical homeowner with a 10 kilowatt solar installation is unlikely to earn even one
REC a month. Some utilities offer to buy the rights to the certificates from their distributed
generation customers, but not all of them do, and there's no legal requirement that they
make the offer. If utilities don't offer to buy their customers' RECs, property owners may
find they have trouble selling their RECs to anyone else: the market ‐‐ at least in California ‐‐
is secretive and complex. And much distributed generation in California is counted as energy
efficiency or demand reduction rather than as renewable energy production, and thus
doesn't even count toward the Renewable Portfolio Standard (KCET 2014).
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Specific objective: Develop an economically feasible and commercially financeable project. This
alternative would not consist of a discrete project. The number of individual sites needed in
order to produce 200 MW of solar power would preclude a single developer and a single project
being able to meet this goal.



Specific objective: Develop the facility in a semi‐secluded area that is situated outside of
established or approved future residential development. The alternative would necessarily
locate solar panels on buildings and in parking lots in urban and suburban settings. This can
reasonably be expected to include sites near residential areas.

Alternative 3—Reduced‐Size Alternative
This alternative would reduce the project site to those areas located east of the 230‐ kV
transmission line corridor. All other aspects of the alternative (i.e., construction, operations,
maintenance, and reclamation) would be the same as the project. Alternative 3 would be
approximately 1,469 acres in area (approximately 54% of the size of the project), and would disturb
approximately 1,065 acres through installation of solar arrays and related facilities. This alternative
would avoid approximately 540 acres of land that is currently under Williamson Act contract,
however it would not fully avoid converting land that is now under contract. Figure 4‐1 of the Draft
EIR illustrates the geographical extent of Alternative 3.
From the point of view of energy production, Alternative 3 would have approximately 70% of the
generation capacity of the project (i.e., approximately 1,000 acres of arrays vs. approximately 1,400
acres of arrays).
Figure 2‐3 in the Project Description chapter of the Draft EIR illustrates the area necessary for the
installation of the solar arrays and related facilities to provide 200 megawatts (MW) of solar power
while avoiding existing easements, areas that would require mass grading, potentially biologically
sensitive areas, and still providing space between arrays sufficient to allow access for maintenance
and machinery movement. Alternative 3 proposes to avoid installing arrays west of PG&E’s 230‐kV
transmission line corridor. Portions of the eastern half of the project site are constrained by north
facing slopes and terrain features that are unsuitable for solar arrays in their natural condition. In an
effort to avoid mass grading which yields heavy environmental and economic costs, the proposed
project footprint was developed to maximize all usable lands within the eastern side of the project
site where mass grading would be avoided.
The project footprint was developed in consultation with USFWS and CDFW who emphasized the
avoidance of mass grading and also advised that sizeable areas of the southeastern portions of the
project site be excluded from development due to their fallow and potentially biologically sensitive
nature. This guidance has been incorporated into the layout and no other lands east of the 230kV
line are suitable or available for solar development without mass grading or encroaching on
potentially sensitive habitat. Therefore, there is insufficient area solely within the eastern portion of
the project site to physically accommodate all of the arrays necessary to produce 200 MW of solar
power.
Limiting the site to the area east of the 230kV line, would result in an approximate reduction of 75
MW in generation capacity to an overall project capacity of 125 MW. However, the fixed costs
associated with developing and constructing the Wright Solar Park cannot be supported by the
reduced size alternative. One of the crucial elements driving the economic feasibility of the Wright
Solar Park is the Interconnection costs. Wright Solar Park has executed a Large Generator
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Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) with PG&E and CAISO and has a contractual cost obligation to
interconnect the project in the $25‐30 million range. The Interconnection costs are fixed, so there
would be no reduction in these costs if the project’s capacity was reduced. This would result in an
approximate 60% increase in the project’s interconnection costs on a per MW basis if the project
was reduced to 125 MW. There is increasing downward pressure on solar energy prices in today’s
market, and increasingly projects are developed ‘on the margin’ in order to stay competitive in the
marketplace to have a success project. The 125MW project is not viable because it cannot support
the comparatively greater interconnection costs given the pricing conditions of the market that
prevent the project from increasing its revenues. It is only at the proposed scale of 200 MW that the
project reaches a large enough to capacity to support the interconnection costs assigned to the
project in the LGIA while being necessarily competitive in the energy market in order to have a
successful project.
Finding: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County rejects the Reduced
Size alternative as infeasible because it would not meet many of the objectives of the project.
Explanation: The Reduced Size alternative would fail to meet the following objectives.


Primary objective: provide renewable solar energy to be sold to a load serving entity through a
power contract, generating electrical power from a clean source that would supplement the
energy capacity of the existing power grid, thereby increasing the stability and operability of the
transmission system, as well as offsetting supplies from fossil fuel generating sources. The
Reduced Size alternative will limit the extent to which the project will contribute to the
reduction of GHG emissions that would otherwise be produced by gas‐fired power plants. This
in turn reduces the State’s ability to meet the Assembly Bill 32 objective of reducing statewide
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.



Specific objective: Support the efforts of Merced County and the State of California to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions consistent with the timeline established by California
Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006. As noted above, the Reduced
Size alternative will limit the extent to which the project will contribute to the reduction of GHG
emissions that would otherwise be produced by gas‐fired power plants. This in turn reduces the
State’s ability to meet the Assembly Bill 32 objective of reducing statewide GHG emissions to
1990 levels by 2020.



Specific objective: Develop an economically feasible and commercially financeable project. The
Reduced Size alternative would not be economically and commercially financeable because:




All developable lands on the eastern half of the project site that can be used for solar have
already been incorporated in the existing design. Those areas that have not been developed
have been excluded from the design due to the existence of sloping terrain that is unsuitable
for solar without mass grading, USFWS/CDFW potential habitat exclusion areas, or
easement areas that must be avoided.
The project lands on the eastern portion of the project site include slopes. Preparing
additional land there for solar arrays would involve additional grading and associated cut
and fill in order to reduce the slopes to accommodate solar arrays. Increasing the ground
coverage would commensurately increase the site preparation costs across the project as a
whole in comparison to the project’s proposed design. The increased mass grading and
cut/fill would result in a much larger impact to the environment and is explicitly opposed by
both USFWS and CDWF. It would also increase air pollution emissions as a result of extra
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machinery and visual impacts as a result of additional graded areas and changes in slopes on
the portion of the site closest to travelers on I‐5.




The contours on the eastern portion of the project site slope heavily to the north and east.
These areas are not suitable for solar as they would require grading to accommodate solar
racking equipment. Furthermore, solar deployed on these slopes would have increased
shading constraints and would require more area per watt as a result of the spacing the
rows to be further apart to avoid lost energy production.
The eastern half of the project site is constrained by underground gas pipelines with
easements that cannot be built over, require buffers, and thereby limit the ability to
optimize layout. That is, by not being able to utilize standard block sizes (as depicted in
Figure 2‐3), engineering and balance of system costs would be increased (i.e., more steel,
tracker models, cabling).



Specific objective: Maximize the use of existing transmission infrastructure while minimizing the
network upgrade costs borne by the California ratepayer. The Reduced Size alternative would
not meet this objective, as the size of the project would not allow the use of existing
infrastructure to be maximized.



Specific objective: Ensure that the project can be technologically constructed in a manner that
allows electricity to be provided at a competitive price. The Reduced Size alternative would not
meet this objective as the size of this project is based on the economics of constructing the
transmission interconnection facilities needed to interconnect the project into the California
Independent System Operator (CAISO) controlled transmission grid and the competitive
landscape of the renewable energy market in California. By spreading the transmission costs
across a 200‐MW solar project, the costs per unit can support the economics of interconnecting
the project. However, by reducing the size of the project by 30%, the interconnection per unit
costs become prohibitively high making the project uncompetitive and ultimately uneconomic.
In addition, the CAISO must approve proposed connections of large solar energy systems to the
electrical grid. Frontier submitted the CAISO Los Banos – Panoche #1 230‐kV line
interconnection application for the Wright Solar Park in March 2011 after months of
interconnection and environmental due diligence on the site. The project is active in CAISO
Cluster #4 and has the Queue position #779. The Phase I and Phase II interconnection studies
required as part of the CAISO are complete. Reducing the size of the project would require
amending the CAISO application and losing the current queue position. This would increase the
cost of the application as a result of additional work on studies for a smaller project and
additional CAISO application fees, and that would delay implementation of the project. The
project submitted an Interconnection Request and has executed a Large Generator
Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) for 200 MW with Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)
and the CAISO. Resizing the project by 30% is unfeasible; as such a downsizing event would also
trigger a long series of re‐evaluations that jeopardize the project’s ability to come online before
expiration of the Federal ITC making the project uneconomic. The development, permitting, and
land costs have been predicated on a 200‐MW project. If the generation capacity were to be
reduced by 30%, the project development and deployments costs would not support the
economics of developing a smaller project. Given the location of the project, it is unlikely that the
Network upgrades costs assigned to the project would be reduced in the event of a downsizing.
Thus, the smaller project would need to support large Network upgrade costs, making it
uneconomic.
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Findings and Recommendations Regarding Growth‐
Inducing Impacts
Section 15126.2(d) of the State CEQA Guidelines states that an EIR should discuss “…the ways in
which the proposed project could foster economic or population growth, or the construction of
additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment.” The State CEQA
Guidelines do not provide specific criteria for evaluating growth inducement and state that growth
in any area is not “necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of little significance to the environment”
(State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2[d]). CEQA does not require separate mitigation for growth
inducement, as it is assumed that these impacts are already captured in the analysis of
environmental impacts. Furthermore, Section 15126.2(d) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires that
an EIR “discuss the ways” a project could be growth inducing and to “discuss the characteristic of
some projects which may encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the
environment.”
Growth can be induced in a number of ways, such as elimination of obstacles to growth, stimulation
of economic activity within the region, and precedent‐setting action such as the provision of new
access to an area or a change in a restrictive zoning or general plan land use designation. In general,
a project could be considered growth‐inducing if it directly or indirectly affects the ability of
agencies to provide needed public services, or if it can be demonstrated that the potential growth
significantly affects the environment in some other way. However, the State CEQA Guidelines do not
require a prediction or speculation of where, when, and in what form such growth would occur
(State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15145). The project’s growth‐inducing impacts are discussed in
Section 5.2 of the EIR.
Findings: Based on the EIR and the entire record before the County, the County finds that the
proposed project would not induce growth for the following reasons.
The project would result in the installation of solar panels and related infrastructure for a period of
35 years on approximately 1,400 acres located in rural western Merced County. The remainder of
the property (totaling approximately 2,730 acres) would remain undeveloped. Once in operation,
the project would require minimal services, would employ fewer than 10 onsite employees, and
would generate minimal traffic. Because it would not involve any extension of services beyond those
necessary to serve the project and would have a small number of employees, the project would not
foster population growth or housing demand in the area.
The key obstacles to population growth in this area are a limited water supply, limited access, lack of
sewer service, and Merced County land use policies that are protective of agricultural land. The
project would not increase the water supply available to other properties in the vicinity or provide
sewer service, nor would it result in improved access. Therefore, it would not remove key obstacles
to population growth in the area.
Although currently undeveloped, lands directly to the north and northeast of the site have
previously been approved for large‐scale suburban style development (the Villages of Laguna San
Luis and Fox Hills communities). No aspect of the project would either directly or indirectly hasten
the eventual development of those communities.
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